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Abstract
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a neurological condition leading to severe sensorimotor impair-
ments. The neurological recovery after an SCI is limited and in the acute phase mainly driven
by activity-based rehabilitation. Furthermore, physical activity (PA) has been proven to have a
beneficial effect on general health. However, levels of PA were reported to be low in SCI, mainly
because of limited mobility in this population, and thus needs to be increased. Appropriate
recommendations on the quantity of PA can help increasing PA in acute and chronic SCI
individuals. Therefore, a framework is required to assess PA objectively and evaluate it specific
to the level of impairment.
Wearable sensors have a high potential to assess PA not only in healthy adults, elderly, children
and adolescents, but also in individuals with Multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, and stroke.
Recently, wearable sensors were also introduced to measure PA in SCI individuals. Within our
research group, a framework has been developed to assess PA in SCI individuals comprising
algorithms to quantify wheeling and distinguish between active and passive wheeling, to
estimate the energy expenditure in wheelchair-dependent SCI individuals and to assess the
laterality of upper limb usage. Our current framework was mainly focused on assessing PA in
wheelchair-dependent SCI individuals. Extending it to the ambulatory population is required
to comprehensively assess PA in the complete population of SCI. Furthermore, an extension to
assess the quality of movement, additional to the quantity, can help clinicians and researchers
to evaluate how well patients can transfer their acquired skills during therapies, e.g., walking,
to daily life. To evaluate the quantitative measures of PA and give first recommendations,
impairment-specific norm data about typical PA values in acute and chronic SCI individuals
are required.
Therefore, the first aim of this work was to extend our existing framework to assess PA in indi-
viduals with an SCI. The second aim was to acquire norm data about PA to enable meaningful
evaluation of the acquired PA levels. Ultimately, lesion-specific recommendations about PA
levels should be given to increase motivation for PA and therefore increase PA in general. The
first part of this thesis focuses on methods to assess PA in SCI individuals, while the second
part of this thesis focuses on evaluating the PA levels in acute and chronic SCI individuals,
revealing clinical insights and giving first recommendations about PA in SCI individuals.
In order to assess PA in SCI individuals, various algorithms to quantify and qualify PA were
developed and validated. The algorithms were required to work on a minimal number of
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sensors to guarantee applicability in daily clinical routine and in clinical intervention studies.
First, a metric to quantify the posture (sitting and lying) of wheelchair-dependent individuals
based on a chest sensor was developed and validated. This metric is especially useful in the
very acute phases after an SCI, in which patients are rather inactive and need to be mobilized
regularly to decrease the risk of pressure ulcers and to activate circulation.
Second, a metric to assess upper limb movement quality in tetraplegic SCI individuals was
developed. This metric is based on a sensor attached to the wrist and enables an accurate dis-
tinction between compensatory and non-compensatory strategies while performing activities
of daily living. Furthermore, it showed the potential to quantify upper limb compensation sen-
sitively. This metric is particularly useful in clinical intervention studies aiming at increasing
the functional recovery of the upper limbs and can help to distinguish true biological recovery
from recovery driven by compensation.
Third, an analysis has been conducted to estimate the inter-day reliability of PA metrics. To
get a reliable representation of the subjects’ general PA, we presented guidelines on how many
days researchers should aim to measure PA in inpatient rehabilitation and after discharge in
the home-environment. We proposed to use at least 2 measurement days during the inpatient
rehabilitation, and at least 3 measurement days after discharge.
Lastly, algorithms to estimate the energy expenditure and gait quality in ambulatory SCI and
healthy individuals, and wheeling efficiency were developed within the scope of this thesis
and are briefly discussed.
In order to evaluate PA, norm data were acquired and analyzed. PA was measured during acute
SCI rehabilitation and related to clinical scores, e.g., to independence in terms of the Spinal
Cord Independence Measure (SCIM) self-care subscores and mobility. We identified a strong
relationship of the patients’ independence and mobility to the PA levels, suggesting that these
factors mainly drive the increase of PA in acute rehabilitation. We found increasing PA in both
tetraplegic and paraplegic patients during rehabilitation, while the increase was stronger in
tetraplegic patients. In terms of overall upper limb PA (i.e., activity counts) tetraplegic patients
reached very similar levels compared to paraplegic patients towards the end of rehabilitation.
However, we revealed that times spent in PA in higher intensity (i.e., moderate-vigorous PA)
was significantly higher in paraplegic patients compared to tetraplegic patients. This implies
the importance of assessing not only general PA in terms of activity counts but also PA intensity
levels. Especially moderate-vigorous PA is a sensitive marker to detect changes of PA between
patient groups and over time.
Furthermore, PA was assessed in therapy sessions and leisure time separately. We could show
that PA in both, therapy sessions and leisure time, was susceptible to an increase. This suggests
that interventional trials aiming at increasing PA during acute rehabilitation should focus on
increasing motivation for PA during therapy sessions and leisure time.
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Lastly, we identified four distinct PA clusters in chronic SCI individuals that showed sig-
nificant differences in the PA levels, but also in clinical scores. These clusters comprised
wheelchair-dependent SCI individuals with moderate independence, wheelchair-dependent
SCI individuals with high independence, ambulatory SCI individuals with moderate walking
capacity, and ambulatory SCI with high walking capacity, which is comparable to healthy
controls. These findings revealed a relation of mobility and independence to PA not only in
acute but also in chronic SCI individuals. Therefore, we suggest building PA recommenda-
tions which are specific to the mobility-mode and, eventually, to the independence of SCI
individuals.
This work extends the existing framework to assess PA in individuals with an SCI by devel-
oping and validating new algorithms to assess movement quantity and quality. The main
contribution lies in the extension of the framework to evaluate PA levels in acute and chronic
SCI by acquiring and interpreting norm data of PA during acute rehabilitation and in chronic
SCI together with the healthy population. Using our framework, researchers will be able to
disentangle the causality between PA and functional recovery, investigate the effect of new
therapeutic interventions and increase PA in acute and chronic SCI individuals in order to
improve the functional recovery of SCI individuals and therefore their quality of life.
ix

Zusammenfassung
Querschnittlähmung (QSL) ist eine neurologische Erkrankung, die zu schweren sensomotori-
schen Störungen führt. Die neurologische Erholung nach QSL ist begrenzt und wird in der
akuten Phase hauptsächlich durch aktivitätsbasierte Rehabilitation bestimmt. Darüber hinaus
konnte belegt werden, dass physische Aktivität (PA) einen positiven Einfluss auf den allge-
meinen Gesundheitszustand hat. Jedoch wurde gezeigt, dass PA in Personen mit einer QSL
gering ist und daher erhöht werden muss. Dies lässt sich hauptsächlich auf die eingeschränkte
Mobilität in dieser Population zurückführen. Angemessene Empfehlungen zur Quantität von
PA kann zu einer Erhöhung der PA sowohl in akuten als auch chronischen QSL Patienten
beitragen. Daher ist ein Framework erforderlich, um die PA objektiv zu erfassen und sie unter
Berücksichtigung des Grades der Beeinträchtigung zu bewerten.
Tragbare Sensoren bieten ein hohes Potenzial für die Messung der PA nicht nur in gesunden
Erwachsenen, in älteren Menschen, Kindern und Jugendlichen, sondern auch in Personen mit
Multipler Sklerose, Parkinson und Schlaganfall. Kürzlich wurde das Potenzial von tragbaren
Sensoren gezeigt, um PA auch in Personen mit einer QSL zu erfassen.
In unserer Forschungsgruppe wurde ein Framework entwickelt, um PA in Personen mit ei-
ner QSL zu messen. Dieses Framework umfasst Algorithmen zur Quantifizierung des Roll-
stuhlfahrens und zur Unterscheidung zwischen aktivem und passivem Rollstuhlfahren, zur
Abschätzung des Energieverbrauchs bei rollstuhlabhängigen Personen und zur Bewertung
der Lateralität der oberen Extremitäten. Unser aktuelles Framework konzentriert sich haupt-
sächlich auf die Messung der PA bei rollstuhlabhängigen Personen mit einer QSL. Um eine
Aussage über die PA in der gesamten QSL-Population zu machen, ist eine Ausweitung unseres
Frameworks auf die ambulante Population erforderlich. Darüber hinaus kann das Messen
der Qualität der Bewegungen, zusätzlich zur Quantität, Klinikern und Forschern helfen, zu
bewerten, wie gut Patienten ihre erworbenen Fähigkeiten während der Therapie, z. B. das
Gehen, auf das tägliche Leben übertragen können. Um die PA jedoch zu bewerten und erste
Empfehlungen zu geben, fehlen Normdaten über die PA, die spezifisch für die jeweilige Beein-
trächtigung bei akuten und chronischen QSL-Individuen sind.
Daher bestand das erste Ziel dieser Arbeit darin, unser bestehendes Framework zur Messung
der PA bei QSL zu erweitern. Das zweite Ziel bestand darin, Normdaten über PA zu sammeln,
um eine aussagekräftige Bewertung der erfassten PA zu ermöglichen. Damit sollten läsions-
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spezifische Empfehlungen zu PA gegeben werden, um die Motivation für PA und damit die
PA im Allgemeinen zu erhöhen. Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit der Entwicklung
von Methoden zum Erfassen der PA bei QSL, während der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit sich mit
der Bewertung der PA bei akuten und chronischen Personen mit einer QSL, der Aufdeckung
klinischer Erkenntnisse und ersten Empfehlungen zur PA bei Personen mit einer QSL befasst.
Um PA in Personen mit einer QSL zu erfassen, wurden verschiedene Algorithmen zur Quantifi-
zierung und Qualifizierung von PA entwickelt und validiert. Die Algorithmen mussten auf einer
minimalen Anzahl von Sensoren entwickelt werden, um die Anwendbarkeit im klinischen All-
tag und in klinischen Interventionsstudien zu gewährleisten. Zunächst wurde ein Algorithmus
zur Quantifizierung der Körperposition (Sitzen und Liegen) von rollstuhlabhängigen Personen
entwickelt und validiert. Dieser Algorithmus basiert auf den Daten eines Sensors angebracht
um den Burstkorb. Dieser Algorithmus ist besonders in den sehr akuten Phasen nach einer
QSL nützlich, in denen die Patienten eher inaktiv sind und regelmäßig mobilisiert werden
müssen, um das Risiko von Druckgeschwüren zu verringern und den Kreislauf zu aktivieren.
Zweitens wurde eine Messgröße zur Beurteilung der Bewegungsqualität der oberen Extre-
mitäten bei Tetraplegikern entwickelt. Diese Messgröße basiert auf einem am Handgelenk
angebrachten Sensor und ermöglicht eine genaue Unterscheidung zwischen kompensato-
rischen und nicht kompensatorischen Strategien bei der Durchführung von Aktivitäten des
täglichen Lebens. Darüber hinaus konnten wir das Potenzial aufzeigen, die Kompensation
der oberen Extremitäten sensitiv zu quantifizieren. Diese Messgröße ist besonders nützlich in
klinischen Interventionsstudien mit dem Ziel die funktionelle Erholung der oberen Extremitä-
ten zu verbessern. Sie kann dazu beitragen, echte biologische Erholung von einer Erholung
aufgrund von Kompensationsstrategien zu unterscheiden.
Drittens wurde eine Analyse durchgeführt, um die Variabilität von PA an verschieden Messta-
gen abzuschätzen und die Reliabilität zu bestimmen. Um eine reliable Darstellung der allge-
meinen PA der Probanden zu erhalten, haben wir Leitlinien erstellt, an wie vielen Tagen die
PA in der stationären Rehabilitation und nach der Entlassung aus der Klinik im häuslichen
Umfeld gemessen werden sollte. Wir konnten zeigen, dass PA an mindestens 2 Tagen während
der stationären Rehabilitation und mindestens 3 Tagen nach der Entlassung gemessen werden
sollte um eine reliable Darstellung der PA gewährleisten.
Schließlich wurden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit Algorithmen zur Schätzung des Energiever-
brauchs und der Gangqualität bei ambulanten und gesunden Personen, sowie der Effizienz
des Rollstuhlfahrens entwickelt. Diese werden in der Diskussion dieser Arbeit kurz erörtert.
Zur Auswertung und Beurteilung der PA wurden Normdaten erhoben und analysiert. PA
wurde während der akuten Rehabilitation gemessen und es konnte ein Zusammenhang mit
klinischen Scores aufgezeigt werden. Dazu zählte die Selbstständigkeit, gemessen durch die
Unterpunkte Selbstversorgung und Mobilität des Spinal Cord Independence Measurement
xii
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(SCIM), sowie die Mobilität. Dies deutet darauf hin, dass diese Faktoren hauptsächlich die
Zunahme der PA in der akuten Rehabilitation bestimmen. Während der Rehabilitation stellten
wir sowohl bei Tetraplegikern als auch bei Paraplegikern einen Anstieg der PA fest. Jedoch war
der Anstieg bei Tetraplegikern stärker. Bezogen auf die PA der oberen Extremitäten (gemessen
durch ‘activity counts’), erreichten tetraplegische Patienten gegen Ende der Rehabilitation
sehr ähnliche Werte im Vergleich zu paraplegischen Patienten. In einer anschließenden Ana-
lyse haben wir jedoch gezeigt, dass Paraplegiker signifikant mehr Zeit in PA von höherer
Intensität (moderate-bis-hoch-intensive PA) verbrachten als Tetraplegiker. Dies impliziert die
Wichtigkeit, nicht nur die allgemeine PA in Bezug auf die activity counts, sondern auch die
unterschiedlichen Intensitätsniveaus zu messen. Besonders moderate-bis-hoch-intensive PA
ist ein sensitiver Marker um Veränderungen in der PA zwischen Patientengruppen und über
die Zeit zu erkennen.
Darüber hinaus wurde die PA während Therapiesitzungen und Freizeit untersucht. Wir konn-
ten aufzeigen, dass PA sowohl während der Therapiesitzungen als auch während der Freizeit
das Potenzial zu einem Anstieg zeigte. Interventionsstudien zur Erhöhung der PA während
der akuten Rehabilitation sollten daher nicht nur auf eine Erhöhung der PA während der
Therapiesitzungen, sondern auch während der Freizeit abzielen.
Zuletzt identifizierten wir vier verschiedene PA-Cluster bei Personen mit einer chronischen
QSL. Diese Cluster zeigten signifikante Unterschiede in der PA, aber auch in den klinischen
Scores auf. Die Cluster umfassten rollstuhlabhängige Personen mit mäßiger Selbstständigkeit,
rollstuhlabhängige Personen mit hoher Selbstständigkeit, ambulante Personen mit mäßiger
Gehfähigkeit und Personen mit hoher Gehfähigkeit, die mit der von gesunden Kontrollen
vergleichbar ist. Diese Ergebnisse zeigten, dass Mobilität und Selbstständigkeit nicht nur bei
akuten Personen mit einer QSL, sondern auch bei chronischen Personen eine wichtige Rolle
spielen. Daher schlagen wir vor, PA-Empfehlungen zu erstellen, die spezifisch auf die Mobilität
und, ggf., auf die Selbstständigkeit von Personen mit einer QSL abgestimmt sind.
Diese Arbeit erweitert das bestehende Framework zur Erfassung von PA bei QSL durch die
Entwicklung und Validierung neuer Algorithmen zur Erfassung der Bewegungsquantität und
-qualität. Der Hauptbeitrag liegt in der Erweiterung des Frameworks um PA in Personen mit
einer QSL bewerten zu können. Dies wurde durch das Sammeln und die Interpretation von
Normdaten über PA in Personen mit einer QSL erreicht. Mithilfe unseres Frameworks können
Forscher die Kausalität zwischen PA und funktioneller Genesung, sowie die Wirkung neuer
therapeutischer Interventionen untersuchen. Weiterhin kann mit diesem Framework die PA
bei Personen mit einer akuten und chronischen QSL erhöht werden, um die funktionelle
Genesung von diesen Personen und damit deren Lebensqualität zu verbessern.
xiii
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Chapter 1. General introduction
1.1 Spinal cord injury
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a neurological condition that arises from damaged neurons in the
spinal cord. The damage of the neurons can either have a traumatic (e.g., from road accidents,
and falls) or a non-traumatic cause (e.g., cancer). The prevalence of SCI was estimated to be
around 27 million in 2016 and is recognized as a global health priority (GBD 2016 Traumatic
Brain Injury and Spinal Cord Injury Collaborators et al., 2019). The incidence of SCI was
reported to be higher in men than in women (Chamberlain et al., 2017). In industrialized
countries, an increasing proportion of SCI occurs in older patients (Jain et al., 2015).
SCI can lead to severe sensorimotor deficits, which strongly impact the quality of life. The
degree of deficits depends on the number of damaged neurons and the location of the lesion.
Lesions in the cervical cord (C1 – C8) result in impairments of all four limbs (tetraplegia),
while lesions in the thoracic, lumbar and sacral cord (Th1 – S5) lead to impairments in
the lower limbs (paraplegia). Around one-third of all lesions are cervical, with 50% being
complete lesions (Wyndaele and Wyndaele, 2006). Additional to large sensorimotor deficits,
SCI individuals suffer from difficulties in bladder and bowel management, sexual dysfunction,
pain, and depression. Furthermore, secondary complications like pressure ulcers, autonomic
dysreflexia, and pneumonia (McKinley et al., 1999) decrease the quality of life after an SCI
drastically. The quality of life was reported to be mainly affected by age, employment status,
motor level, completeness of the injury and the ambulatory mode of individuals with an
SCI (Jain et al., 2007). Depending on the location and the completeness of the lesion, SCI
individuals may be dependent on an electric or a manual wheelchair, or are able to walk with
gait aids or unsupervised. Wheelchair-dependent mobility and walking with aids is often
associated with limited participation in social life due to experienced barriers in the natural
environment and transportation (Whiteneck et al., 2004), which explains the substantial
impact of ambulation on the quality of life.
1.2 Recovery after a spinal cord injury
The recovery after an SCI is limited and mainly driven by compensatory strategies and func-
tional adjustments rather than by biological repair mechanisms (Curt et al., 2008). The
penetration or displacement of the spinal cord results in direct tissue damage (primary in-
jury) which initiates a cascade of secondary injuries, including edema, death of neurons and
activation of glial cells, expanding the injury site and thus preventing recovery (Hausmann,
2003). Nevertheless, spontaneous recovery after an SCI has been observed and there is likely a
mechanism called neuroplasticity involved. Neuroplasticity is referred to various mechanisms
in the brain and in the spinal cord including synaptic rearrangement, collateral sprouting of
intact and lesioned axons, and altered properties of spared neuronal circuits (Onifer et al.,
2011). This has the aim to optimize the functioning of neural networks, e.g. during learning
(reviewed in Lillard and Erisir, 2011) or following brain injury (Chen et al., 2010). After an SCI,
activity-dependent plasticity is assumed to play a significant role in recovery and (re)learning
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of motor skills (Wolpaw and Tennissen, 2002).
1.2.1 Activity-dependent plasticity
Activity-dependent plasticity can be induced through passive or active physical activity (PA)
by increasing the expression of neurotrophins, a class of growth factors, which are responsible
for neuronal survival, growth, and differentiation (Dunlop, 2008). Brain-derived neurotrophic
factor (BDNF) is a protein in this class, to which a key role is attributed in spinal learning
(reviewed in Dunlop, 2008). It has been shown that growth factors alone have the potential to
promote recovery after an SCI (Fouad et al., 2011). Furthermore, PA is assumed to decrease
the expression of growth inhibitory molecules. Animal studies showed that not only task-
specific training can improve limb function (Starkey et al., 2011), but self-motivated unspecific
training can promote functional recovery as well (Starkey et al., 2014). Therefore, activity-
based rehabilitation is currently one of the most common and successful treatments after an
SCI, which is likely enhancing the adaptive plasticity to improve recovery, while attenuating
potential maladaptive changes inhibiting recovery (Fouad and Tetzlaff, 2012).
1.2.2 Recent therapeutic advances
Besides rehabilitative strategies, advances have been made in identifying drugs promoting
the neural growth after an SCI. Two very promising compounds have been identified, the
anti-Nogo-A antibody and chondroitinase ABC (ChABC). Anti-Nogo-A is an antibody which
neutralizes the growth inhibitor Nogo-A (reviewed in Starkey and Schwab, 2012). It has
been shown to induce regeneration of injured axons in the central nervous system of rats
(Schnell and Schwab, 1990) and to induce axonal growth and functional recovery of manual
dexterity in adult primates (Freund et al., 2006). A first-in-man study demonstrated the
safety of intrathecal administration of the human anti-Nogo-A antibody ATI355 in acute
patients with a complete SCI (Kucher et al., 2018). Further studies will follow to investigate
its efficiency in humans. ChABC was identified to attenuate the inhibitory activity on neural
growth of chondroitin sulphate proteoglycans (CSPG). CSPG have been shown to inhibit
neuronal growth at the location at which the glial scar forms (Davies et al., 1999). Thus, by
attenuating its activity through intrathecal administration of ChABC, the regeneration of
ascending sensory projections and descending corticospinal tract axons can be promoted
(Bradbury et al., 2002).
In past years, a combined treatment with anti-Nogo-A and ChABC has been proposed and
shown to be more effective than the treatment with each compound individually (Zhao et al.,
2013). Not only the combination of both compounds but also with rehabilitative training is
an area of current research. Preclinical studies suggest that the combination of rehabilitative
training and anti-Nogo-A lead to an improved recovery compared to training alone (Maier
et al., 2009). Furthermore, the combination of ChABC with locomotor training has been shown
to improve recovery in preclinical studies (Alluin et al., 2014). However, it is unclear which
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exact mechanisms underlie the effect of dose and timing on the recovery (Starkey and Schwab,
2012).
1.2.3 Assessing the recovery after a spinal cord injury
Besides electrophysiological measurements and imaging techniques, several clinical assess-
ments exist to assess the level of impairment in SCI individuals, the resulting functional
capacity and and how it recovers during rehabilitation.
The International Standards for the Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord Injury (ISNCSCI)
(Kirshblum et al., 2011a) have been developed to classify SCI. While the neurological level of
injury (NLI) indicates the location of the lesion (ranging from C1 to S2), the ASIA (American
Spinal Injury Association) Impairment Scale (AIS) indicates the completeness of the lesion (A:
complete lesion, B: sensory incomplete lesion, C and D: motor incomplete lesion, E: normal).
The independence of SCI individuals is commonly assessed using the Spinal Cord Inde-
pendence Measure III (SCIM) (Catz et al., 1997), which includes questions about self-care,
respiration and sphincter management, and mobility.
The functional impairment of the upper limb function in tetraplegic patients is commonly
assessed using the Graded Assessment of Prehension (GRASSP, Kalsi-Ryan et al., 2012a) .
The walking capacity in ambulatory SCI individuals can be assessed with the 6 minute walk
test (6MWT) focusing on the endurance, the 10 meter walk test (10MWT) focusing on a short
duration speed and the timed up and go test (TUG) focusing on balance aspects (Van Hedel
et al., 2005).
According to the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF, World
Health Organisation, 2002), these assessments mainly measure the level of capacity of in-
dividuals, i.e., what a person can do in a standard environment. Although some items of
the SCIM cover performance aspects, i.e., what a person does in their usual environment,
comprehensive and objective measures of performance are missing to quantify how good
patients translate new skills from the rehabilitation setting to their home environment.
1.3 Physical activity in chronic spinal cord injury
PA does not only play an essential role as a potential recovery-promoting factor but has been
demonstrated with significant general health benefits preventing several chronic diseases
like cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes, depression, and hypertension (Warburton et al.,
2006). In SCI, it has been shown that increased PA was associated with lower levels of depres-
sions, pain, and fatigue (Tawashy et al., 2009). Furthermore, PA was identified as a strong
positive predictor of the overall quality of life (Stevens et al., 2008; Bize et al., 2007). SCI
individuals themselves rated being physically active as very important (Carpenter et al., 2007).
Nevertheless, PA was reported to be generally low in individuals with an SCI, especially in indi-
viduals depending on a wheelchair (Buchholz et al., 2003; Martin Ginis et al., 2010; Jörgensen
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et al., 2017).
1.4 Assessing physical activity
In the previous sections we have shown that clinicians should aim at increasing patients’ PA
due to its major role as a potential recovery-enhancing factor during acute SCI rehabilitation
and as a beneficial factor to general health in chronic SCI individuals. Furthermore, PA can be
used as a performance measure to track functional recovery and how patients translate their
learned skills to daily life. Additionally, PA should be assessed in clinical intervention trials as
it can act as a confounder modulating functional recovery in addition to plasticity-enhancing
drugs. This demonstrates the need for a comprehensive assessment tool to measure PA.
There are several techniques to assess PA. Among the most reliable methods are direct ob-
servation using video cameras or indirect calorimetry (Vanhees et al., 2005). However, these
methods have severe drawbacks being obtrusive and not applicable for long-term measure-
ments of > 24h. The two most common methods which are also applied in the population of
SCI are questionnaires/activity dairies and wearable sensors. Both methods will be briefly
explained in the following two paragraphs.
1.4.1 Physical activity questionnaires
Questionnaires are inexpensive tools to assess PA in large study samples. For the population
of SCI, the Physical Activity Recall (PARA-SCI) was developed (Martin Ginis et al., 2005). This
questionnaire is a telephone-based interview, and its administration takes around 20-30
minutes. Therefore, it is time-demanding for the subjects and the investigators. It rates PA
in mild, moderate, and heavy intensity. While moderate and heavy intensity show moderate
to good correlation with indirect calorimetry, which can be defined as a gold standard, mild
intensity only showed weak correlation, and thus its validity is limited.
The same authors developed the Leisure Time Physical Activity Questionnaire for People with
Spinal Cord Injury (LTPAQ-SCI), which is the first self-reported measure for individuals with
an SCI capturing leisure-time PA of different intensities (Martin Ginis and Latimer, 2007).
However, only weak to moderate correlations were shown with the PARA-SCI, while not being
validated against a gold standard.
Questionnaires can give investigators a general overview of overall PA intensity but might
not be sensitive enough to detect smaller changes, e.g., during acute rehabilitation. Both,
self-report and interview-based questionnaires are dependent on the subjects’ memory, which
might be impaired especially in older populations. The questions are answered based on a
subjective interpretation of the questions, which may limit the validity of the questionnaires
and impair their comparability on an individual level. Questionnaires for the healthy popula-
tions have been shown to underestimate moderate-to-vigorous PA and sedentary behavior
(Cleland et al., 2018).
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1.4.2 Wearable sensors
An objective measurement tool to assess PA is wearable sensors. Besides electromyographic
(EMG) sensors to measure the amount and timing of muscle activation, global position-
ing satellite (GPS) sensors to measure the geographic location, and photoplethysmography
sensors to measure the heart rate (reviewed in Dobkin and Dorsch, 2011), accelerometers
and inertial measurement units (IMUs) showed a significant potential to measure PA in an
unobstructive way over a long time duration (Mathie et al., 2004).
IMUs have been mainly applied to measure ambulation in the healthy population (Takeda
et al., 2009), including elderly individuals (Kang et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2017; Lacroix et al.,
2018), children, and adolescents (Riddoch et al., 2004; Tanaka and Tanaka, 2009; Cooper et al.,
2015).
Research-grade IMUs such as the ActiGraph GT3X+ (Actigraph Inc., Pensacola, FL) and the
SenseWear Armband (SWA) (BodyMedia Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) often come with in-built algo-
rithms to evaluate the measured signals and translate them into measures of PA. However,
these algorithms were most often developed for a healthy population and have limited validity
in populations with altered movement patterns like stroke and SCI (Jayaraman et al., 2018).
Research has been conducted to develop dedicated algorithms to assess the altered movement
patterns in neurological conditions such as Parkinson’s Disease (Moore et al., 2007; Schlachet-
zki et al., 2017; Chang et al., 2016), Multiple Sclerosis (Storm et al., 2018), and stroke (Chang
et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2012; Knorr et al., 2005; Leuenberger et al., 2017). Dedicated algorithms
to assess PA in SCI individuals are rare and the development of algorithms have been mainly
focused on quantifying the wheelchair-mobility (Sonenblum et al., 2012a; Coulter et al., 2011;
Hiremath et al., 2013).
Therefore, our research group started developing a framework to assess PA in SCI individuals.
Besides measuring the overall PA in the upper limb by commonly used activity counts (AC,
for detailed explanation see Leuenberger, 2015), our framework comprises algorithms to not
only quantify wheeling, but also distinguish between active and passive wheeling (Popp et al.,
2016), estimate the energy expenditure in wheelchair-dependent SCI individuals (Popp et al.,
2018) and assess the laterality of upper limb usage (Brogioli et al., 2016a).
Until now, the primary focus has been put on the development and validation of algorithms to
quantify PA using IMUs. However, measures of movement quality would help clinicians to
evaluate how well patients can transfer their acquired skills during therapies, e.g., walking,
to daily life. Furthermore, measures of movement quality can help distinguishing functional
recovery as a result of compensatory strategies from true biological recovery. Until now, al-
gorithms to assess movement quality are rare. In Parkinson’s disease, gyroscope data were
used to assess bradykinesia (Summa et al., 2017), while in stroke, wearable sensors have been
shown with the potential to predict clinical scores of the Functional Ability Scale, a subjective
assessment tool for movement quality (Sapienza et al., 2017).
Dedicated algorithms to assess movement quality in the upper and lower limbs of SCI indi-
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viduals are required and would extend our currently available framework to assess PA in SCI
individuals. Furthermore, our current framework mainly comprises a quantification of the
wheeling mobility and an extension to the walking mobility is necessary to apply it to the
complete population of SCI. Once, algorithms exist to assess movement quality and quantity,
our framework is missing an evaluation framework which comprises norm data about typical
PA values in SCI individuals. Lesion-or impairment-specific norm data would help clinicians
and researchers to set the measured PA values into context and help to set individualized
rehabilitation goals.
1.5 Aims of the thesis
The first aim of this thesis was to extend our current framework to assess PA in SCI individuals.
This tool should enable clinicians to track the PA during rehabilitation in order to learn
more about the recovery of their patients. Especially, the transfer of functional capacity into
performance in daily life can be assessed using our framework. Furthermore, the tool should
be applicable to assess PA in clinical intervention studies to control for PA as a potential
confounder affecting functional recovery, and to assess performance of patients in terms of PA
as an additional marker for functional recovery. This additional marker could help researchers
to differentiate true biological recovery from compensation and evaluate the effectiveness
of pharmacological interventions, e.g., anti-Nogo-A or ChABC, in combination with PA. To
achieve this aim, additional algorithms to estimate movement quantity and quality were
required. These algorithms were required to work on a minimal number of wearable sensors
to ensure applicability and compliance in daily clinical routine and in clinical intervention
trials.
First, the posture of SCI individuals is an important aspect of daily PA especially in the acute
care of patients, during which patients need to be mobilized regularly from the lying to an
upright position (Consortium for Spinal Cord Medicine, 2008). Therefore, an algorithm to
distinguish the seating from a lying position had to be developed and validated.
Second, a new algorithm to estimate energy expenditure in the population of ambulatory SCI
individuals had to be developed to enable a monitoring of energy expenditure in the complete
SCI population with different modes of mobility.
Third, tetraplegic patients often use compensatory strategies in their upper limbs to manage
activities of daily living (ADLs). One aim was to develop a metric to assess and quantify this
upper limb compensation in order to distinguish whether an improved function in the upper
limbs is due to learned compensatory strategies or to biological recovery, which will be crucial
in evaluating the effectiveness of clinical intervention trials.
Lastly, additional algorithms to assess wheeling efficiency and gait quality in SCI individuals
would be required to complement our framework.
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Furthermore, we discovered that many different measurement protocols to assess PA are
proposed in the literature, suggesting a measurement period of 1 week for healthy adults
(Aadland and Ylvisaker, 2015), one to 2 days for elderly individuals (Falck et al., 2017), up to 11
days for children (Barreira et al., 2015) and 4-7 days in multiple sclerosis (Klaren et al., 2016).
In order to ensure reliability and comparability of the PA measurements in SCI individuals
and to reduce the burden on patients by measuring for unnecessarily many days, a required
number of measurement days needed to be defined.
The second aim of our thesis was to develop a tool to increase the PA in acute and chronic
SCI individuals, because of its proven benefit for the functional recovery and general health.
To achieve this goal, our current framework to assess PA, needed to be extended by a set
of norm data about PA levels in SCI individuals. Ultimately, recommendations about PA
were required in order to facilitate an evaluation of PA levels assessed by our framework.
Therefore, PA during acute rehabilitation and after rehabilitation in the home-environment
of SCI individuals needed to be acquired and related to clinical impairment levels. With
this, insights should be gained about the typical recovery of PA during rehabilitation and
levels in chronic SCI individuals. These insights will help clinicians to evaluate the recovery
of their patients during acute rehabilitation and researchers to evaluate the effectiveness of
therapeutic interventions. Furthermore, recommendations can help increasing the motivation
for more PA in general.
1.6 Thesis outline
This thesis is divided into two main parts. The first part describes methodological aspects
of assessing PA in subjects with an SCI. The second part describes clinical findings which
were revealed by measuring PA in SCI and which will help evaluating PA in acute and chronic
SCI individuals. In the first part, two new metrics to assess PA based on a minimal sensor
setup have been proposed and validated. Chapter 2 describes an algorithm to detect the
posture in wheelchair-dependent SCI individuals based on a single wearable sensor attached
to the chest (Schneider et al., 2017, unpublished manuscript). Using the algorithm, lying
posture against sitting posture can be discriminated. Chapter 3 proposes a metric to assess
the upper limb compensation in tetraplegic SCI individuals using a single wearable sensor
attached to the wrist and its validation to the GRASSP is shown (Schneider et al., 2019a).
Chapter 4 addresses the issue of how many measurement days investigators need to assess to
get a reliable representation of subjects’ PA (Schneider et al., 2018). Furthermore, differences
between weekdays and the weekend were assessed.
Within the second part of the thesis, clinical insights into PA of SCI individuals are presented.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 present a longitudinal analysis of the PA of acute SCI individuals dur-
ing the rehabilitation. While chapter 5 focuses on the change of overall PA metrics (wheeling
and overall upper limb PA) in wheelchair-dependent SCI individuals from one month to 6
months after injury (Brogioli et al., 2016c), chapter 6 focused on the intensity of PA during
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the rehabilitation in ambulatory and wheelchair-dependent SCI individuals. Furthermore, it
also looks at PA very early (i.e., two weeks) after injury and distinguishes the changes of PA
intensity during active therapy sessions and leisure time and factors influencing this change
(Schneider et al., 2019b). In chapter 7, we investigate the PA levels in chronic SCI individuals,
revealing differences between ambulatory, wheelchair-dependent SCI and healthy controls
and revealing clusters of PA patterns (Schneider et al., 2019c).
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Chapter 2. Robust posture detection in spinal cord injured wheelchair users using a
single inertial measurement unit
2.1 Abstract
This paper introduces a method to classify body postures of wheelchair users into lying and
sitting, based on recordings of a single chest-mounted inertial measurement unit. The method
is based on an orientation estimation using an established sensor fusion algorithm followed
by a clustering approach, and was validated on 30 spinal cord injured subjects showing a
classification accuracy of over 98%. The performance of the clustering approach was also
compared to an optimized global threshold, and we found similar overall accuracy using the
validation data of short (< 5 h) recordings. However, while the proposed clustering approach
worked in all cases with similarly high accuracy, classification based on a global threshold failed
for long-term recordings and also for some of the short validation data sets. The proposed
method can be applied universally in different cohorts using adjusted sensor positions.
2.2 Introduction
Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a neurological disease leading, among others, to severe motor
weakness and functional impairment. The clinical recovery of patients after a SCI is mainly
driven by compensatory strategies and functional adjustments to accomplish tasks (Curt
et al., 2008), rather than by repair mechanisms. Since neuronal plasticity can occur as a
response to activity-based rehabilitative sessions (Lynskey et al., 2008), there is an urgent
need to detect, classify and quantify physical activities in an objective and reliable way in
order to tailor individualized therapies and control therapeutic interventions. This can be
achieved by using inertial measurement units (IMUs). Current research focuses on widening
the range of applications of IMUs to assess physical activity in various subpopulations with
altered activity patterns like stroke survivors (Gebruers et al., 2010), SCI patients (Brogioli
et al., 2016a), and elderly (Awais et al., 2016). One important aspect of assessing physical
activity is, for example, to distinguish sedentary and non-sedentary behavior. SCI subjects are
often wheelchair-dependent due to partial paralysis of the limbs, and thus, a classification
into lying and sitting episodes is sufficient in this cohort. Here, especially in early stages of
rehabilitation, it is important that patients are mobilized regularly and switch from a lying
position to a seated one in order to reduce respiratory complications and decrease the risk of
pressure ulcers, and also for the psychological reward of interacting with the environment in
the upright position (Consortium for Spinal Cord Medicine, 2008).
Previous algorithms for detecting body postures relied on either a training data set (Cheng et al.,
2016) or fixed inclination thresholds for the different postures (Najafi et al., 2003; Lockhart
et al., 2013). Therefore, these methods show a high accuracy on average, but can not be applied
to other applications without further training data. Furthermore, none of this algorithms has
been validated for wheelchair users.
In this paper, we present a robust method to classify body postures of wheelchair users into
lying and sitting, based on recordings of a single IMU.
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Figure 2.1 – Used sensor hardware and setup. A-B: Using an elastic strap, the sensor was
mounted on the subject’s chest in a way that the x-axis of the sensor was pointing towards the
head of the subject. C: In optimal lying and sitting positions the pitch angle between the x-axis
of the sensor and gravity is close to 90°and 180°, respectively.
2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Subjects
Our proposed method has been developed and validated on 30 chronic spinal cord injured
wheelchair-dependent subjects (11 tetraplegics and 19 paraplegics, with altogether 3 female)
in the chronic stage (at least 90 days after injury), with an age range of 27 to 74 years (with
mean and standard deviation of 43 ± 12.7 years), and body height from 154 to 203 cm (176
± 9 cm). This data set is further called validation data set. Furthermore, the algorithm has
been also applied to one subject (male, 63 years) during the acute stage of injury (5 weeks after
injury, C5 AIS D) measured for 24 h continuously. Here, no ground truth data about posture is
available due to privacy reasons.
Subjects were recruited via the Balgrist University Hospital in Zurich, and lesion levels from C3
to L3 with any grade of AIS (AIS A −D) were included in this analysis. Exclusion criteria were
any neurological (other than SCI), orthopaedic or rheumatologic disease affecting upper limb
function and pre-morbid on-going major depressions or psychosis. Each subject provided
written informed consent before joining the study, and the study was approved by the ethics
committee of the canton of Zurich (KEK-ZH 2013-0202).
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2.3.2 Sensor device
In this study, we used the ReSense module (Leuenberger and Gassert, 2011) to assess the body
posture. The ReSense module is a miniature 10 degrees-of-freedom IMU designed for long-
term monitoring of human physical activity, consisting of a 3-axis accelerometer (ADXL345,
Analog Devices), a 3-axis gyroscope (ITG-3050, InvenSense), a 3-axis magnetometer (MAG3110,
Freescale), and a barometric pressure sensor (BMP 085, BOSCH). Data was recorded at a
sampling frequency of 50 Hz, stored on an internal 2 GB microSD card, then transferred to a
PC using a custom-made base station for post-processing.
2.3.3 Data collection
Using an elastic strap for the measurements, the ReSense module was fixed to the subjects’
chest in a way that the x-axis of the device was pointing towards the head of the subjects (see
Figure 2.1). Subjects were asked to perform a predefined set out of 24 different tasks, including
lying down at rest and different activities while sitting in the wheelchair, for example reading,
hanging out laundry, handbiking or wheeling a predefined track. Exact times of start and end
of each activity have been recorded and used to validate and compare the performance of the
different algorithms.
2.3.4 Data analysis
The proposed method is based on an orientation estimation of a chest-mounted IMU, and
the resulting pitch angles were then classified for each subject individually using a clustering-
based approach, or according to a global threshold optimized for the validation data set. Data
analysis was conducted offline.
Orientation estimation
Orientation estimation was done based on a sensor fusion filter proposed by Madgwick
et al. (Madgwick et al., 2011). This gradient descent algorithm fuses raw signals from the
accelerometer, gyroscope, and optionally the magnetometer, into an optimal orientation
estimate to compensate the drift of integrating the angular rate of the gyroscope. The filter
outputs the orientation in a quaternion representation, which was then transformed into
pitch angles of the sensor compared to gravity. See the work of Leuenberger (2015) for more
details on this method.
Classification based on clustering
The estimated pitch angle of the chest was then classified into lying and sitting postures
for each data point of the measurements, using a k-means clustering approach. K-means
clustering is commonly used to partition data into k distinct classes based on minimizing the
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sum of squared Euclidean within-cluster distances. Due to the 1-dimensional nature of the
present data, a k-means clustering optimized for 1 dimension has been applied (Wang and
Song, 2011). The number of clusters were set to two, one corresponding to the sitting, and one
to the lying posture, with the latter identified by its mean closer to 90°(see Figure 2.1C and
gray/white areas in Figure 2.2). The result of the classification has been validated by the exact
time information of the different tasks.
Performance analysis
Using the validation data set, the performance of our proposed method has been determined
in terms of accuracy, sensitivity of lying detection (which is equal to the specificity of sitting de-
tection) and sensitivity of sitting detection (which is equal to the specificity of lying detection),
according to the following formulas:
accuracy= TP + TN
TP+TN+FP+FN (2.1)
sensitivity for lying detection= TP
TP+FN (2.2)
sensitivity for sitting detection= TN
FP+TN (2.3)
where TP, TN, FP, and FN are the frequencies of true positive, true negative, false positive, and
false negative within the validation data set, respectively. The validation data set used for the
performance analysis was 56 h long in total, with 14 h (25%) spent in the lying posture.
Classification based on a global threshold
As a comparison, data points of orientation angles were also classified based on an optimized
global threshold. According to Figure 2.3, this optimal threshold value has been determined
by maximizing the overall accuracy of this method using the validation data set.
2.4 Results and Discussion
Using the clustering-based approach to classify the sitting and lying postures, the mean overall
accuracy was found to be 98.7% with standard deviation of 4.6% (range: 75.6 —- 100.0%),
with mean sensitivity for sitting detection 98.3% ± 5.9% (range: 69.6 —- 100.0%) and mean
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Figure 2.2 – Three representative time traces of the calculated chest pitch angles from the
validation data set, indicating the phases identified as sitting using i) the clustering-based
approach (first row, gray areas) and ii) the method based on a global threshold (second row,
light red areas). The optimized global threshold used for the analysis in ii) is represented by
the dashed red lines in D-F.
sensitivity for lying detection 100.0% ± 0.0% (range: 99.8 —- 100.0%). The frequencies of
true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative within the validation data set are
presented in the first column of Table 2.1.
With the method based on a global threshold, the optimal threshold was found to be 112°as
plotted in Figure 2.3, with a calculated accuracy of 98.9% ± 4.2% (78.8% – 100.0%) (see the
second column of Table 2.1). The comparison of the different methods in terms of accuracy
and sensitivity is presented in Table 2.2, including also the ranges of these values next to their
mean and standard deviation. While the overall accuracy and posture detection sensitivity of
the two methods were similarly high, the threshold-based method failed to correctly detect
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Figure 2.3 – Posture detection accuracy as a function of the threshold value used with the
classification method based on a global threshold. The vertical dashed black line represents
the optimal threshold value of 112°resulting in an overall detection accuracy of 98.9%. The
horizontal solid red line indicates the accuracy of the clustering-based approach (98.7%).
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clustering-based global threshold
true positive 0.735 0.744
true negative 0.253 0.245
false positive 0.012 0.003
false negative 0.000 0.008
Table 2.1 – Performance analysis – absolute frequencies
clustering-based global threshold
accuracy [%] 98.7 ± 4.6 98.9 ± 4.2
(75.6 − 100.0) (78.8 − 100.0)
sensitivity 98.3 ± 5.9 99.5 ± 2.3
− sitting [%] (69.6 − 100.0) (87.5 − 100.0)
sensitivity 100.0 ± 0.0 97.1 ± 15.3
− lying [%] (99.8 − 100.0) (16.2 − 100.0)
Table 2.2 – Performance analysis – accuracy and sensitivity
the lying phase of one subject as demonstrated in Figure 2.2F, resulting in a sensitivity of 16%
for lying detection in this particular case. The clustering-based approach was found to be
more robust and worked in all the cases.
Finally, both the methods have been applied to detect sitting and lying periods of a 24-hour
recording. Visual inspection of the data plotted in Figure 2.4 suggests that the subject was
lying during the whole night (approx. from 10 pm to 8 am), however, only the clustering-based
approach classified this entire period as lying, also showing the robustness of this method.
The global threshold-based approach using the previously determined optimal threshold
classified more than half of this period as sitting, which is unlikely and can be rejected.
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Figure 2.4 – Time trace of the calculated chest pitch angle during a 24-hour recording, indicat-
ing the phases identified as sitting using A) the clustering-based approach (gray areas) and
B) the method based on a global threshold (light red areas). The optimized global threshold
assessed from the validation data set used in B) is represented by the dashed red line.
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2.5 Conclusion
To conclude, we propose a robust method to classify the posture of wheelchair-bound individ-
uals into sitting and lying postures, using a single wearable inertial measurement unit placed
at the chest, with excellent overall accuracy and sensitivity. The suggested clustering-based
approach was found to be more reliable than using a fixed threshold, and does not require any
training data set nor an adaptation for the individual patients, which is the main advantage
of this method over other classification approaches as the algorithm can easily and readily
be applied to existing or novel datasets. Furthermore, the algorithm was validated on a large
dataset of 30 subjects with 56h of recordings in total and was found to be highly accurate
(98.7%). We see three main limitations of our proposed method. Firstly, both postures, lying
and sitting have to be prevalent in the acquired data set for the clustering approach to work.
This is, however, guaranteed for recordings of complete days in case of subjects without sleep
disorders which spend around one third of their day lying down (Holtermann et al., 2014) due
to their natural sleep-wake cycle. Secondly, the strap holding the sensor can slip and change
position during normal daily activity, changing also the pitch of the sensor relative to the
upper body, and as such, the pitch values characteristic to sitting and lying (see e.g. Figs. 2.2B
and E). A possible solution would be to fix the sensor using tape. Thirdly, some subjects may
report discomfort wearing the strap especially while sleeping.
The cluster-based algorithm may oscillate, as evident in Figure 2.2B. A simple way of address-
ing this could be to set a time constraint, motivated by the fact that wheelchair-bound SCI
patients will require some time to perform a transfer, and will likely not change posture very
often.
The proposed method is powerful, as it can easily be applied in different cohorts if the sensor
position is adjusted accordingly. In a follow-up study we are successfully applying the method
to distinguish sedentary phases from non-sedentary intervals in children with neurological
diseases based on a thigh-mounted sensor. This further confirms the universal applicability of
our proposed method.
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3.1 Abstract
Upper limb (UL) compensation is a common strategy of patients with a high spinal cord
injury (SCI), i.e., tetraplegic patients, to perform activities of daily living (ADLs) despite their
sensorimotor deficits. Currently, an objective and sensitive tool to assess UL compensation,
which is applicable in the clinical routine and in the daily life of patients, is missing. In this
work, we propose a metric to quantify this compensation using a single inertial measurement
unit (IMU). The spread of forearm pitch angles of an IMU attached to the wrist of 17 SCI
patients and 18 healthy controls performing six prehension tasks of the graded redefined
assessment of strength, sensibility and prehension (GRASSP) was extracted. Using the spread
of the forearm pitch angles, a classification of UL compensation was possible with very good
to excellent accuracies in all six different prehension tasks. Furthermore, the spread of forearm
pitch angles correlated moderately to very strongly with qualitative and quantitative GRASSP
prehension scores and the task duration. Therefore, we conclude that our proposed method
has a high potential to classify compensation accurately and objectively and might be used to
quantify the degree of UL compensation in ADLs. Thus, this method could be implemented in
clinical trials investigating the effectiveness of interventions targeting UL functions.
3.2 Introduction
Individuals with a spinal cord injury (SCI) often suffer from sensorimotor deficits in the upper
limbs (UL) leading to severe limitations in performing activities of daily living (ADLs) and thus
decreasing patients’ independence. In order to maintain a certain level of independence and
to perform ADLs, patients learn compensatory strategies during the rehabilitation process
to perform ADLs (Mateo et al., 2015). A common strategy is the use of a tenodesis grasp, in
which SCI patients passively close their fingers by extending the wrist (Mateo et al., 2013).
Furthermore, shoulder abduction is often used to compensate missing elbow extension (Mateo
et al., 2015). Especially the latter can lead to increased shoulder pain and is thus desired to
be reduced. Furthermore, compensation is different to biological recovery and thus it is
crucial, especially in clinical intervention studies, to distinguish improved function due to
compensation from biological recovery (Curt et al., 2008). There are clinical assessment tools
to measure the upper limb function specific to tetraplegic patients, e.g., the graded redefined
assessment of strength, sensibility and prehension (GRASSP) (Kalsi-Ryan et al., 2012a) and
the Tetraplegia Hand Activity Questionnaire (THAQ) (Land et al., 2004). Although, in the
GRASSP assessment the quality of the executed task is rated, this rating is subjective and only
binary, i.e., either a patient is showing an altered grip or not. Kinematic analyses using optical
marker systems were done to measure UL patterns during ADLs (De Los Reyes-Guzmán
et al., 2010; Mateo et al., 2013; Laffont et al., 2000; Cacho et al., 2011), however this is not
applicable in the standard clinical routine. Thus, an easy-to-use tool to objectively classify
and quantify UL compensation is missing up to now. Therefore, we propose an objective and
unobtrusive tool to assess UL compensation using a single inertial measurement unit (IMU),
which is applicable in the standard clinical routine, but also in the daily life of the patients.
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Furthermore, its potential to not only detect, but also to quantify UL compensation in SCI
patients is evaluated, which would allow the application of this proposed method in clinical
intervention studies aiming at improving UL function.
3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Subjects
In total, 17 tetraplegic SCI patients and 18 healthy controls were enrolled in this study. In-
clusion criteria for the patients were a traumatic or non-traumatic SCI and a neurological
level of impairment (NLI) at C7 or above, resulting in impairments in the UL. Patients with all
levels of completeness of the lesion (AIS, A: complete and B-D: incomplete) were included
in the study. Exclusion criteria were any neurological disease other than SCI, orthopaedic
or rheumatic diseases affecting the UL, or an on-going major depression or psychosis. For
the healthy controls, the inclusion criterion was an age above 18. Exclusion criteria were any
neurological, orthopaedic or rheumatic disease affecting UL function, or an on-going major
depression or psychosis.
SCI patients were recruited in the rehabilitation center of the Balgrist University Hospital in
Zurich, Switzerland and the Swiss Paraplegic Centre in Nottwil, Switzerland. Healthy controls
were recruited from the work environment of the university.
In accordance with the declaration of Helsinki, all subjects signed a written informed consent
before participating in the study. This consents also contained the agreement to record videos
of the assessments.
The study was approved by the ethical committees of the canton of Zurich (KEK-ZH No.
2013-0202), Lucerne (EK 13018), and the ethical committee of ETH Zurich (EK 2013-N-50).
3.3.2 Measurement protocol
All subjects were told to perform the GRASSP assessment version 1 and were instructed by a
therapist or a trained movement scientist. SCI subjects executed each task once, whilst healthy
controls performed ten repetitions of all tasks. Note, that not all SCI patients were able to
perform all tasks due to their impairments. The execution of the tasks was measured with one
IMU attached to each wrist. The x-axis of the sensor always pointed away from the body, i.e.,
distally (Figure 3.1).
GRASSP assessment
The GRASSP assessment version 1 is a clinical asssessment tool to assess sensorimotor and
prehension function in tetraplegic SCI subjects (Velstra et al., 2015). It contains three main
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x 0°
45°
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forearm pitch
Figure 3.1 – Schematic representation of the forearm pitch. The pitch angle is calculated
relative to the earth referential frame using one inertial measurement unit (red box) attached
to the wrist. No pitch, i.e., movement in the horizontal plane, results in a value of 0°. Pointing
upwards results in positive values, pointing downwards in negative values.
domains, strength, sensation and prehension. In this study, only the prehension domain
was analyzed. The prehension domain consists of two parts, a qualitative and a quantitative
assessment. In the qualitative part, three different finger grips (cylindrical, lateral, and pinch
grip, Figure 3.2) are rated on a scale from 0 to 4. Thereby a score of 0 is equal to no voluntary
control of the wrist and hand digits to perform the grip. A score of 4 is equal to a voluntary
control of the wrist and hand digits to generate the grip with full force. Scores for all three
grips are summed up for a total qualitative GRASSP prehension score.
In the quantitative part, six typical standardized ADLs are performed. The tasks are pouring
water from a bottle (’Bottle’ Figure 3.3A), opening jars (’Jar’ Figure 3.3B), transferring nine pegs
from board to board (’9 pegs’ Figure 3.3C), picking up and turning a key (’Key’, Figure 3.3D),
picking up four coins and placing them into slots (’Coins’, Figure 3.3E), and screwing four nuts
onto bolts (’Nuts’, Figure 3.3F). The duration of each task is measured and the quality of the
execution is rated on a score from 0 to 5 (quantitative GRASSP prehension score). Scores < 3
are given for no (score 0) or a not completed (score 1 - less than 50%, score 2 - more than 50%)
execution of the task, whereas scores ≥ 3 are given for a completed execution with varying
quality (score 3 - altered grip, score 4 - appropriate grip with difficulties, score 5 - appropriate
grip without difficulties).
IMU device
The ReSense sensor was used in this study (Leuenberger and Gassert, 2011). The sensor
comprises a 3-axis accelerometer (ADXL345, Analog Devices), a 3-axis gyroscope (ITG-3050,
InvenSense), a 3-axis magnetometer (MAG3110, Freescale), and a barometric pressure sensor
(BMP 085, BOSCH). Data was stored in the internal memory and subsequently transferred
to a PC using a custom-made docking station. The desired sampling frequency was set to 50
Hz. Due to varying sampling rates between 49 and 51Hz, raw data was resampled to 50Hz by
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A B C
Figure 3.2 – Picture of the three investigated qualitative prehension grips. A. Cylindrical grip.
B. Lateral grip. C. Pinch grip.
A B C
D E F
Figure 3.3 – Picture of all six prehension tasks. A. Pouring water from a bottle. B. Opening a jar.
C. Transferring nine pegs from board to board. D. Picking up and turning a key. E. Picking up
four coins and placing them into slots. F. Screwing four nuts onto bolts.
interpolation after transferring to the PC.
3.3.3 Data processing
Please note that each hand of each subject was analysed independently, because both hands
could have different scores in the GRASSP assessment and in the labeling of UL compensation.
Calculation of forearm pitch
The forearm pitch was calculated relative to the referential earth frame (Figure 3.1) by using
the acceleration signal and angular velocity rate. The gradient descent algorithm proposed
by Madgwick et al. (Madgwick et al., 2011) was used to calculate an optimal orientation
estimate by fusing the acceleration signal with the angular velocity rate to compensate for the
drift resulting from integrating the angular rate. The calculated quaternion presentation was
transformed into angles of the pitch relative to the earth referential frame. The approximate
error of the calculated pitch angles is 0.6°. For more details about this method see the work of
Leuenberger et al. (2017). For visualization purposes, histograms of pitch angles are plotted in
polar representation from 90° to -90°with a bin-size of 1°.
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Manual labeling of compensation
Trained movement scientists were asked to label all video recordings of the GRASSP assess-
ments of both hands and of all subjects separately, while different kinds of compensation were
labeled for each task. In this analysis a binarized value of 0 (no compensation) and 1 (any kind
of compensation) was used. All further analyses of compensation and no compensation are
based on this manual labeling of the tasks.
Measuring task duration
The duration of each of the six prehension tasks was extracted from the labeled video record-
ings to get more accurate measures compared to the manually assessed time during the
GRASSP assessment. For this, each task was labeled in the video recordings by trained move-
ment scientists and its duration was extracted. For the healthy controls, the average task
duration of all tasks was taken. For the SCI patients, only task durations of tasks which could
be executed completely, i.e., with a quantitative scores ≥ 3, were included in the analysis.
3.3.4 Statistics
To quantify the spread of the distribution of forearm pitch values, the 95% central range (95%
CR) was calculated by:
95% CR = 97.5th percentile − 2.5th percentile
Logistic regression was used to predict the compensation (0 - no compensation, 1 - com-
pensation) based on the 95% CR of the forearm pitch as the only predictor. Due to the fact
that logistic regression predicts probabilities rather than binary values, a cut-off needs to be
specified for the classification problem. The standard cut-off threshold of 0.5 was used, where
samples above 0.5 were classified as compensation. 5-fold cross-validation with 10 repetitions
was used to validate the predictive model and its sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy calcu-
lated to evaluate the predictive power of the model. Within the cross-validation, a re-sampling
technique called random over sampling examples (Menardi and Torelli, 2014) was applied to
account for the class imbalance in the present data.
The Spearman correlation coefficient was calculated to assess the strength of the relationship
between the spread of forearm pitch angles and the qualitative prehension scores as well as
between the spread of forearm pitch angles and the task duration. Firstly, the correlation
coefficient was calculated combining all subjects showing and not showing compensation,
then, secondly, only for subjects showing compensation.
A Mann-Whitney U test was conducted to evaluate the differences of task duration, qual-
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itative prehension score, and spread of forearm pitch angles in subjects with and without
compensation.
The significance level was set to α = 0.05. Correlation coefficients from 0.8 to 1 were defined
as ’very strong’, from 0.6 to 0.79 as ’strong’ and from 0.4 to 0.59 as ’moderate’. (Evans, 1996).
Accuracy values from 0.9 to 1 were defined as ’excellent’, from 0.8 to 0.9 as ’very good’ and
from 0.7 to 0.8 as ’good’. (Šimundic´, 2009). Statistics was performed in R Studio. Packages
caret and ROSE were used for performing the logistic regression and cross-validation.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Subject characteristics
The mean age of the included SCI patients was 44.5 ± 16.8 years, the mean age of the included
healthy controls was 36.6 ± 15.6 years. One of the 17 included SCI patients was female, 5 of
the 18 included healthy controls were female. The SCI patients were measured on average
12.5 ± 9 weeks after their injury. Lesion levels ranged from C3 to C7 (C3: 1, C4: 2, C5: 5, C6: 6,
and C7: 3 patients) and AIS scores ranged from A to D (A: 7, B: 4, C: 2, and D: 4 patients).
3.4.2 Standard clinical surrogate markers for UL compensation: Qualitative pre-
hension score and task duration
During the bottle task, 23 out of 32 hands showed compensatory strategies, during the jar task
26 out of 31 hands, during the 9 peg task 29 out of 34 hands, during the key 19 out of 25 hands,
during the coins 18 out of 24 hands, and during the nuts 21 out of 25 hands. The qualitative
GRASSP prehension score in all six prehension tasks was significantly lower in subjects showing
compensatory strategies compared to subjects showing no compensatory strategies (Bottle:
U = 29, p < .001; Jar: U = 6 , p < .001; Pegs: U = 7.5, p < .001; Key: U = 5, p < .001 ; Coins: U =
5, p < .001; Nuts: U = 0.5, p < .001). Similarly, the quantitative GRASSP prehension score in
all six prehension tasks was significantly lower in subjects showing compensatory strategies
compared to subjects showing no compensatory strategies (Bottle: U = 67.5, p < .001; Jar: U =
82 , p< .001; Pegs: U = 0, p< .001; Key: U = 21, p< .001 ; Coins: U = 1, p< .001; Nuts: U = 0, p<
.001). Furthermore, the task duration of all completed tasks (prehension quantity score of ≥ 3)
was significantly higher in subjects showing compensatory strategies compared to subjects
showing no compensatory strategies in all six prehension tasks (Bottle: U = 854, p < .001; Jar:
U = 964 , p < .001; Pegs: U = 963, p < .001; Key: U = 792, p < .001 ; Coins: U = 413 , p < .001;
Nuts: U = 232, p < .001). Median and interquartile range of task durations and qualitative and
quantitative GRASSP prehension scores can be found in Table 3.1.
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compensation no compensation
Bottle
duration (s) 10.8 ± 7.1 5.0 ± 1.1
qual. prehension score (-) 2 ± 3.5 12 ± 0
quant. prehension score (-) 3 ± 0 5 ± 0
Jar
duration (s) 16.6 ± 19.1 3.2 ± 1.4
qual. prehension score (-) 2 ± 3.8 12 ± 0
quant. prehension score (-) 3 ± 0 5 ± 0
9 Pegs
duration (s) 26.7 ± 20.4 10.3 ± 1.7
qual. prehension score (-) 2 ± 4 12 ± 0
quant. prehension score (-) 3 ± 0 5 ± 0
Key
duration (s) 31.1 ± 32.1 3.6 ± 1.1
qual. prehension score (-) 2 ± 3.5 12 ± 0
quant. prehension score (-) 3 ± 0 5 ± 0
Coins
duration (s) 25.1 ± 25.2 8.2 ± 2.7
qual. prehension score (-) 2.5 ± 3.8 12 ± 0
quant. prehension score (-) 3 ± 1 5 ± 0
Nuts
duration (s) 55.6 ± 21.6 22.5± 9.1
qual. prehension score (-) 2 ± 3 12 ± 0
quant. prehension score (-) 2 ± 2 5 ± 0
Table 3.1 – Task duration and qualitative and quantitative grassp prehension scores in subjects
showing compensatory strategies and not showing compensatory strategies in the single
grassp tasks. median ± interquartile range is given.
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sensitivity specificity accuracy
Bottle 0.9 0.92 0.91
Jar 0.82 0.88 0.86
9 pegs 0.75 0.92 0.85
Key 0.9 0.93 0.92
Coins 0.89 0.92 0.91
Nuts 0.94 0.89 0.91
Table 3.2 – Sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of the logistic regression model for classifying
UL compensation.
3.4.3 Sensor-based marker for UL compensation: Spread of forearm pitch angles
Firstly, the spread of forearm pitch angles was significantly higher for subjects showing com-
pensatory strategies compared to subjects showing no compensatory strategies in all six
prehension tasks (Bottle: U = 47, p < .001; Jar: U = 80, p < .001; 9 pegs: U = 145 , p < .001; Key:
U = 20, p < .001; Coins: U = 45, p < .001; Nuts: U = 9, p < .001; Figure 3.4 and 3.5).
Secondly, in all six prehension tasks, compensation could be predicted with a very good to
excellent accuracy based on the spread of the forearm pitch angles. Sensitivities were very
good to excellent, specificities were good to excellent in all six tasks (Table 3.2, Figure 3.6).
Furthermore, strong (-0.66) to very strong (-0.83) negative correlations between the qualita-
tive GRASSP prehension score and the spread of forearm pitch angles were found in all six
prehension tasks for all subjects (Figure 3.7) and strong negative correlations between the
quantitative GRASSP prehension score and the spread of the forearm pitch angles (Figure 3.8).
Lastly, the spread of forearm pitch angles showed moderate (0.47) to strong (0.74) positive
correlations with the task duration of completed tasks in all six prehension tasks (Figure 3.9).
3.5 Discussion
In this study, we investigated the potential to use a single wearable sensor to quantify UL
compensation in SCI patients for six different ADL tasks. Therefore, we first investigated
the applicability of three GRASSP assessment scores to quantify compensation, i.e., the total
qualitative and quantitative GRASSP prehension scores and the task duration during the
quantitative testing of the GRASSP to find surrogate markers of UL compensation. These
surrogate markers could then serve as a validation score for the sensor-based metric we
propose. We hypothesized that subjects with lower values of qualitative and quantitative
GRASSP prehension scores were more likely to show compensatory strategies to handle ADLs.
Additionally, it can be assumed that the usage of compensatory strategies would result in a
longer movement duration as shown in (De Los Reyes-Guzmán et al., 2010), and thus act as a
surrogate marker for compensation.
Subjects with UL compensation showed decreased values of qualitative and quantitative
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Figure 3.4 – Polar plots of the forearm pitch angle distribution of a representative SCI patient
with compensation (red line) and a control subject (blue line) for each of the six prehension
tasks. The outer solid circle denotes a histogram frequency of 100 datapoints (equals to 2sec),
the inner dotted line a histogram frequency of 50 datapoints (equals to 1sec). The 95% central
range of the forearm pitch is given for one representative tetraplegic and control subject.
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Figure 3.5 – Boxplots of the spread of the forearm pitch angles in tetraplegic subjects (filled
red circles) and healthy controls subjects (empty blue triangles) without compensation and
with compensation for all the six prehension tasks.
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Figure 3.6 – Predicted probabilities of compensation as functions of the spread of forearm
pitch angles using logistic regression. Orange color denotes samples labeled as compensation,
black denotes samples labeled as no compensation. Points denote correctly classified samples
(true positives and true negatives), crosses incorrectly classified samples (false positive and
false negatives). Confusion matrices for all tasks are given in percentages (Pred: predicted
score, Ref: labeled score, NC: no compensation, C: compensation).
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Figure 3.7 – Correlation between the qualitative GRASSP prehension score (sum of scores for
cylindrical, lateral, and pinch grip) and the spread of forearm pitch angles. Orange points
denote subjects with labeled UL compensation, black points subjects without labeled UL
compensation. Spearman correlation coefficients are shown.
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Figure 3.8 – Correlation between the quantitative GRASSP prehension score and the spread
of forearm pitch angles for each task. Orange points denote subjects with labeled UL com-
pensation, black points subjects without labeled UL compensation. Spearman correlation
coefficients are shown.
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for each task. Orange points denote subjects with UL compensation, black points subjects
without UL compensation. Spearman correlation coefficients are shown.
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GRASSP prehension scores compared to subjects without compensation, confirming our
hypothesis. Furthermore, UL compensation was found to result in an increased movement
duration. Subjects showing compensatory strategies had longer task durations in all six inves-
tigated prehension tasks. Therefore, our hypothesis that task duration can be interpreted as a
surrogate marker for compensation was confirmed and thus, could be used as an additional
marker to validate the proposed sensor-based metric.
The extracted spread of forearm elevation angles was found to be higher in subjects showing
compensation than in subjects showing no compensation, suggesting a relationship between
the spread of angles and the usage of compensatory strategies. Based on the spread of forearm
pitch angles, we were able to classify UL compensation and no compensation with very good to
excellent accuracies. This confirms the potential to use the spread of forearm elevation angles
extracted from a single wearable sensor to detect compensatory strategies in subjects with
an UL impairment. We hypothesize that our tool mainly detects compensatory strategies in
which a shoulder abduction is involved. Thus, it performs less good in tasks like the 9 pegs task,
in which compensation can only be done by altering the grip (e.g. using a lateral grip instead
of a pinching grip), which does not involve compensation by a shoulder abduction. However,
an increased contribution of the shoulder during reaching and pointing tasks has been shown
previously (Laffont et al., 2000; Jacquier-Bret et al., 2009). Therefore, we hypothesize that our
proposed metric is able to detect most of the UL compensatory strategies that occur in SCI
patients.
Lastly, we investigated the relation between the spread of forearm pitch angles and the quali-
tative and quantitative GRASSP prehension scores as well as the task duration as a surrogate
marker for compensation. We found moderate to very strong correlations in all six tasks, which
might confirm the potential of the spread of forearm elevation not only as a binary classifier
but also as an objective and sensitive metric to quantify the magnitude of compensation.
However, correlations were less strong in some tasks, e.g., coins, when analyzing correlations
within the group of subjects showing compensation. This suggests that not all tasks might be
suited equally well to quantify the degree of compensation.
Nonetheless, a true ground truth for the magnitude of compensation is missing. Therefore,
more research needs to be invested to confirm the potential of this metric to sensitively
quantify the magnitude of compensation, e.g. by acquiring ground truth data by using a
motion tracking system. Furthermore, the six standardized ADLs were investigated within a
clinical environment. Although these tasks are representative, they do not cover the complete
spectrum of prehension tasks occuring during daily life. The execution of ADLs during daily
life may also be altered due to external circumstances like the usage of assistive devices and
may thus show altered patterns.
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3.6 Conclusions
We presented an objective and accurate metric to assess UL compensation in tetraplegic SCI
patients using wearable sensors. This metric can be applied in clinical intervention studies
to examine the presence of UL compensation as an outcome measure in an unobtrusive
way and help to understand the true recovery of UL functions in SCI patients. Moreover,
the reduction and thus detection, especially of shoulder compensation, is of high interest to
prevent and minimize shoulder pain, which has a huge impact in terms of independence as
well as of quality of life in SCI patients (Salisbury et al., 2003). Furthermore, we showed the
potential of applying this tool not only as a binary classifier, but also as a sensitive marker to
quantify the magnitude of compensation. However, this potential still needs to be validated in
further studies. Compared to standard clinical assessments for UL function like the GRASSP,
our metric can be applied during the daily life of patients and thus give insights into the
performance of ADLs outside of the clinical environment. It could complement existing
frameworks focusing on the quantity of physical activity (Zbogar et al., 2016; Brogioli et al.,
2016c; Albert et al., 2017; Popp et al., 2018) by a qualitative component. However, more
research needs to be invested to be able to detect ADLs in daily life. We believe that our metric
for detecting compensatory movements in the ULs is not limited to the population of SCI, but
could also be applied in other populations with neurological conditions, i.e., stroke.
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4.1 Abstract
Physical activity (PA) has been shown to have a positive influence on functional recovery in pa-
tients after a spinal cord injury (SCI). Hence, it can act as a confounder in clinical intervention
studies. Wearable sensors are used to quantify PA in various neurological conditions. However,
there is a lack of knowledge about the inter-day reliability of PA measures. The objective of
this study was to investigate the single-day reliability of various PA measures in patients with a
SCI and to propose recommendations on how many days of PA measurements are required to
obtain reliable results. For this, PA of 63 wheelchair-dependent patients with a SCI were mea-
sured using wearable sensors. Patients of all age ranges (49.3 ± 16.6 years) and levels of injury
(from C1 to L2, ASIA A-D) were included for this study and assessed at three to four different
time periods during inpatient rehabilitation (2 weeks, 1 month, 3 months, and if applicable 6
months after injury) and after in-patient rehabilitation in their home-environment (at least
6 months after injury). The metrics of interest were total activity counts, PA intensity levels,
metrics of wheeling quantity and metrics of movement quality. Activity counts showed consis-
tently high single-day reliabilities, while measures of PA intensity levels considerably varied
depending on the rehabilitation progress. Single-day reliabilities of metrics of movement
quantity decreased with rehabilitation progress, while metrics of movement quality increased.
To achieve a mean reliability of 0.8, we found that three continuous recording days are required
for out-patients, and two days for in-patients. Furthermore, the results show similar weekday
and weekend wheeling activity for in- and out-patients. To our knowledge, this is the first
study to investigate the reliability of an extended set of sensor-based measures of PA in both
acute and chronic wheelchair-dependent SCI patients. The results provide recommendations
for sensor-based assessments of PA in clinical SCI studies.
4.2 Introduction
Neurological disorders such as Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) are characterized by the different
degrees of impairment of motor and sensory function. Earlier studies have investigated
the impact of physical activity (PA) on functional recovery and found a positive effect in
various neurological diseases (Lynskey et al., 2008; Van Peppen et al., 2004; Damiano, 2007).
Past intervention studies in SCI focused on the integration of activity-based therapies with
various intensities, duration and type of PA, into rehabilitation programs to improve functional
recovery. The outcome of these studies, however, are contradictory, with some of them showing
improved strength or functional ability of the upper limbs (Beekhuizen and Field-Fote, 2008,
2005; Hodkin et al., 2018; Francisco et al., 2017) and performance in daily life (Hicks et al.,
2003), whereas others could not show any significant effect on the functional recovery (Glinsky
et al., 2009; Zariffa et al., 2012). One reason for such divergent results could be the subjective
and non-comprehensive assessments of PA performed by the patient outside the controlled
interventions. Thus, PA needs to be objectively assessed to better estimate the effects of
interventions and the impact of PA on patient recovery in general. In the past 15 years,
accelerometers and inertial measurement units (IMUs) have been introduced to quantify PA
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more objectively. The use of accelerometers is well established in health sciences, especially
in quantifying PA in the able-bodied population (Godfrey et al., 2008), elderly (Najafi et al.,
2003), children (Riddoch et al., 2004) and patients with various neurological conditions such
as stroke (Uswatte et al., 2000; van der Pas et al., 2011), Parkinson’s (Salarian et al., 2007), and
multiple sclerosis (Motl et al., 2009). In SCI, studies have been conducted to develop metrics
to capture PA in wheelchair-bound SCI patients (Popp et al., 2016; Brogioli et al., 2016a).
The levels of PA change throughout the rehabilitation process due to neurological recovery and
compensation (Curt et al., 2008; Anderson, 2004), and can differ between individuals (Brogioli
et al., 2016c). Furthermore, they may vary from day to day as well due to environmental
factors, but also due to patient characteristics like motivation, or general health status and
pain. Therefore, there is a need to quantify how much the PA varies between single days
within one patient and how many days are required to account for this variability to obtain a
reliable representation of the overall PA level of the subject. Guidelines on how many days
the PA has to be monitored to obtain a reliable representation of the overall PA already exist
for healthy adults and children. For healthy adults, a measurement period of one week has
been suggested (Aadland and Ylvisaker, 2015), while a measurement period of up to 11 days
has been suggest for children (Barreira et al., 2015). In older adults, a desired measurement
duration of one to two days has been reported to achieve good reliabilities for sedentary, low
and moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (Falck et al., 2017). In neurological diseases, e.g.
in multiple sclerosis, guidelines suggest 4-6 days for sedentary behavior and 3-7 days for
low and moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (Klaren et al., 2016). The existing guidelines,
however, cannot easily be translated to the SCI population, and especially not to wheelchair-
dependent patients because of the completely different PA patterns such as wheeling instead
of walking. Because of the novelty of PA research in SCI, no comprehensive guidelines on
measurement periods exist for this population. Sonenblum et al. (Sonenblum et al., 2012a)
proposed a measurement period of one week to obtain reliable estimations of PA related solely
to wheelchair usage, such as distance wheeled and duration of wheeling episodes. Yet, this
conclusion is drawn from a limited number of patients with different neurological conditions,
and only in their chronic stages. Since the variability between days might change between
the stages and it might also be different for the different metrics of PA, we propose guidelines
for the wheelchair-dependent patients on how many days of measurement are required for
various measures of PA during the different stages of rehabilitation after the incidence of SCI.
The primary aim of this study was to estimate the reliability of several sensor-based metrics
of PA at different time points during the rehabilitation progress. The secondary aim was to
compare the reliability of PA measures across days of active rehabilitation and on weekends.
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4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Patients
In total, 63 patients with SCI were included in this analysis, participating in two observational
studies (for information about the protocol see Measurement procedure). Patients suffering
from a traumatic or non-traumatic acute SCI with all NLI and levels of lesion completeness
were admitted to this study. Any neurological disease other than SCI, and any orthopedic or
psychiatric disorders, were considered as exclusion criteria. Additionally, only wheelchair-
dependent patients, defined by a value of < 3 in all the mobility domains (12, 13 and 14) of the
Spinal Cord Independence Measure III (SCIM III) (Catz et al., 1997) were considered for the
analysis.
The NLI and completeness of the lesion (AIS) was assessed following the International Stan-
dards for Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord Injury (ISNCSCI) (Kirshblum et al., 2011a).
Patients with an NLI from C1 to Th1 were classified as tetraplegic, while patients with an NLI
from Th2 to S2 were classified as paraplegic. Recruitment took place from 2014 until 2017, at
the sites of the Swiss Paraplegic Centre in Nottwil, the Rehab Basel in Basel and the Balgrist
University Hospital in Zurich, Switzerland. All patients signed a written consent before partici-
pating in the study in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by
the ethical committees of the cantons of Zurich (KEK-ZH-Nr. 2013-0202), Lucerne (EK 13018),
and Basel (EK 34313) and is registered on clinicaltrials.gov (Identifier: NCT02098122).
4.3.2 Measurement procedure
For this study, the ReSense modules (Leuenberger and Gassert, 2011) were used as a measure-
ment device. The ReSense modules are compact IMUs recording 3D acceleration, 3D angular
velocity, 3D magnetic field strength, and barometric pressure for more than 24 h continuously.
By turning all sensors except the accelerometer off, the battery life can be extended to over 2
weeks. In this study, only the acceleration data were used. At all time points, patients were
equipped with several ReSense modules (Figure 4.1). One sensor measuring acceleration was
attached to each wrist with AlphaStrap Blue (North Coast) and Velcro Straps (Velcro) for a
duration of three consecutive weekdays to capture upper limb movements. Patients were
asked to wear the sensors continuously for about 72 hours during day- and nighttime and
just take them off for showering or swimming activities. They were told that their amount
of activity was being measured and that they should engage in their everyday life actives.
Due to the limited battery lifetime, the sensors were exchanged once a day and recharged.
Additionally, one module measuring acceleration was mounted on the right wheel of each
wheelchair for the duration of seven consecutive days to capture wheeling metrics precisely
(Sonenblum et al., 2008; Popp et al., 2016). Data collection was conducted in the context of
two observational studies (Figure 4.2). In the first observational study, patients were measured
at five different time points during rehabilitation, each time for 3 consecutive days wearing the
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wrist sensors, and 7 consecutive days using the wheelchair sensor, respectively. The first four
time points were within the clinical rehabilitation facilities (‘in-patient’), whereas the last time
point took place after discharge (‘out-patient’). The in-patient rehabilitation was divided into
four distinct stages, which conform to the time windows of the European Multicenter Study
about SCI (EMSCI1): very acute (VA), acute 1 (A I), acute 2 (A II), and acute 3 (A III), which are
2 weeks (0 – 15 days), 1 month (16 – 40 days), 3 months (70 – 98 days), and 6 months (150 – 186
days after injury), respectively. The last time point (out-patient) was defined to be 1 year after
injury (chronic stage – C, 300 – 400 days). It is important to note that at stage A III, some
Figure 4.1 – Photograph of one examiner wearing the sensors. One sensor was attached to the
right wheel of each wheelchair, one sensor was attached to each wrist.
4.3.3 Data analysis and statistics
The number of included patients varied depending on the specific analysis and time point
(Table 4.1). For the analyses focusing on the whole in-patient group, data from stages VA, A I,
A II, and partly A III of the 1st observational study were pooled. Similarly, data of the whole
out-patient group were pooled from the 2nd observational study, and from stage A III (partly)
and C of the 1st observational study.
1www.emsci.org
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Figure 4.2 – Measurement protocol. This study consists of two observational studies. In the
1st observational study, patients were measured at 5 time points during the rehabilitation
process. In the 2nd observational study, a different patient cohort was measured only once, at
least 1 year after injury. In stages VA, A I, A II, and partly A III of the 1st observational study,
patients were in-patients (red). In the 2nd observational study, as well as partly in A III, and
stage C of the 1st observational study, patients were out-patients (blue). At each time point (*),
acceleration and angular velocity of the right and left wrists were recorded for 3 days, while
the acceleration of the right wheel of the wheelchair was recorded for 7 days. Overall upper
limb activity (AC) and PA based on energy expenditure (SED, LPA and MVPA) were calculated
based on the 3 day recordings. All wheeling-related measures (DISTTOT, DISTACT and VEL)
were calculated based on the 7 day recordings.
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Preprocessing
The desired sampling rate of the sensor was 50 Hz. However, the exact sampling rate of the
ReSense sensors can vary between 49-51 Hz. Therefore, the raw data was resampled to 50 Hz
using a common set of time points for all the modules that were used together (Leuenberger,
2015). The periods of not wearing the sensors were removed from the data using a semi-
automatic algorithm. The algorithm labels periods with 20 min of consecutive zero-counts as
potential non-wear times (Mâsse et al., 2005). Thereafter, the labeled periods were visually
inspected by an expert and manually adapted where necessary.
Sensor-based metrics
Sensor-based metrics were divided into 4 major categories: activity counts of overall upper
limb movement, PA intensity levels (time spent in sedentary PA, low PA and moderate-to-
vigorous PA), metrics of wheeling quantity (total and actively wheeled distance), and metrics of
movement quality (upper limb movement laterality and mean wheeling velocity as a proximate
of wheeling performance).
Overall upper limb activity
Activity counts (AC) were used to enumerate total forearm activity in a generalized way and
were calculated by applying the discrete integral over the acceleration magnitude in epochs
with the length of 1 min (Leuenberger et al., 2017) and subsequently averaging the AC values
over all epochs. AC of the right and left wrist were summed up.
PA intensity levels
Different intensity levels of PA were defined by using AC cut-off values. These cut-off values
were derived from previous energy expenditure measures in combination with IMU data (Popp
et al., 2018) The intensity levels were defined by means of the metabolic equivalence of task
(MET) adapted for SCI (Collins et al., 2010), where sedentary activities (SED) corresponded
to a MET level below 1.5, low physical activity (LPA) to a MET value between 1.5 and 3, and
moderate-to-vigorous activities (MVPA) corresponded to a MET level above 3. SED, LPA and
MVPA are expressed in minutes spent in the respective intensity level per 24 h.
Metrics of wheeling quantity
To calculate wheeling-related metrics, a previously published algorithm (Popp et al., 2016) was
used to i) detect the phases of wheeling activity by applying heuristic rules, and ii) to classify
these phases into active and passive wheeling by using support vector machine classifiers.
The total distance (DISTTOT) and the distance wheeled actively (DISTACT) were extracted from
the data and normalized to 24 h.
Metrics of movement quality
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Whereas the three aforementioned categories described how often movements were per-
formed, the following metrics describe how the movements were performed. Upper limb
movement laterality (LAT) represents the symmetry of upper limb movements in general. LAT
was calculated by computing the AC in epochs of 2 sec for the right and left hand, dividing
AC of the right hand and left hand and log transforming this ratio. The median value of the
absolute log transform was used for the analysis. Details about the calculation can be found
in (Brogioli et al., 2016a). Scores for LAT range from minus to plus infinity quantifying the
amount of LAT, with zero for no LAT. Mean velocity (VEL) can be interpreted as a proximate
measure for the quality of wheeling. Patients with improved functional ability will be able to
wheel on average faster than patients in earlier stages of rehabilitation, or with more severe
impairments. VEL was defined as the mean absolute velocity of active propulsion, and was
extracted using the aforementioned wheeling algorithm (Popp et al., 2016).
Statistics
First, the single-day reliabilities of all sensor-based metrics were calculated. Then the number
of days needed for a reliable measurement was identified. Single-day reliabilities for AC, SED,
LPA, MVPA, and LAT were calculated based on the 3-day measurements, because they require
information of the wrist sensors. Single-day reliabilities for DISTTOT, DISTACT, and VEL were
calculated based on the 7-day measurements, because they require information of the wheel
sensor only. Single-day reliability was defined as the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC),
which was calculated using a variance portioning approach based on a one-way random
effects model, with the random effect being on the subject level (Bland and Altman, 1986)
ICC = σ
2
s
σ2s +σ2r es
(4.1)
where σ2s is the between-subject variance and σ
2
r es the residual variance. This approach is a
well-established method especially in the field of PA research (Levin et al., 1999; Trost et al.,
2000; Aadland and Ylvisaker, 2015). The confidence intervals for ICC were calculated based on
the exact confidence limit equation (Searle, 1971). According to Koo and Li (Koo and Li, 2016),
ICC values higher than 0.9 are considered as excellent, between 0.75 and 0.9 as good, between
0.5 and 0.75 as moderate, and lower than 0.5 as poor reliability. To calculate the number of
days needed for a reliable measurement (N), the Spearman Brown prophecy formula was used
(McGraw and Wong, 1996),
N = (ICCt ∗ (1− ICCs))
(ICC s ∗ (1− ICCt ))
(4.2)
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where ICCt is the desired level of reliability and ICCs is the single-day reliability. The desired
reliability was set to 0.8, which is considered as an acceptable value according to literature
(Trost et al., 2005). To assess the relation of the wheeling-related metrics during weekdays and
the weekend, equivalence tests were used. For normally distributed data, the Two Sided T-test
(TOST) approach was used (Berger and Hsu, 1996). In TOST, an epsilon (²) has to be defined
that corresponds to the level of practical equivalence (LOPE). We chose ² as the mean value of
all the standard deviations of the respective metric:
²= (∑
(
i = 1)nσmetr i ci )/n (4.3)
where n is the number of patients, and σmetr i ci is the standard deviation of the i -th subject for
the metric of interest. For non-normally distributed data, the TOST procedure was adapted
by using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test instead of the Student’s t-test. A
sample size calculation was performed according to the method presented in (Wolak et al.,
2012). The results of this analysis can be found in Table A.1. Preprocessing and calculation
of the output metrics was conducted using MATLAB R2017a (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).
Statistics were computed using R (The R project for Statistical Computing, R Core Team).
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Patient characteristics
The mean age of all patients was 49.3 ± 16.6 years at the time of recruitment. 17 (27%) of the
patients were female. ASIA impairment scale (AIS) levels ranged from A to D, (A: 27, B: 9, C: 16,
and D: 11 patients at the time of recruitment) and the neurological level of injury (NLI) from
C1 to L2 (C1 – C4: 17, C5 – C8: 17, T1 – T5: 6, T6 – T12: 19, and L1 – L2: 4 patients at the time of
recruitment). More detailed information about patient numbers and demographics can be
found in Table 4.1.
4.4.2 Single-day reliabilities
Single-day reliabilities of metrics of PA varied depending on the time after SCI (i.e. rehabili-
tation progress) ranging from excellent to poor reliability levels (Figure 4.3). ICC of metrics
describing movement quantity (AC, SED, LPA, MVPA, DISTTOT, and DISTACT) tended to de-
crease during the rehabilitation progress (Figure 4.3A-C) and decreased e.g., from excellent
reliability levels (0.93) for LPA in stage VA to poor levels (0.44) for LPA in out-patients. In
contrast, measures describing movement quality (LAT and VEL) tended to increase during
rehabilitation (Figure 4.3D). Especially, reliability of VEL improved from a poor level of the ICC
(0.19) at stage VA to a moderate level (0.66) for out-patients. Overall upper limb activity (AC)
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showed excellent ICC levels (ICC > 0.92) during the first three acute stages with a decrease at
later stages of rehabilitation to a good level (0.79) and a moderate level (0.65) after discharge
(out-patient).
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Figure 4.3 – ICC values representing the single-day reliabilities for (A) activity counts (AC); (B)
time spent in sedentary activity (SED), low physical activity (LPA), and moderate-to-vigorous
activity (MVPA); (C) total distance travelled in a wheelchair (DISTTOT) and distance travelled
actively in a wheelchair (DISTACT); and (D) laterality (LAT) and mean velocity (VEL) for all
in-patient rehabilitation stages (very acute (VA – 2 weeks after injury), acute I (A I – 4 weeks
after injury), acute II (A II – 3 months after injury) , acute III (A III – 6 months after injury)), as
well as for the out-patients (>6 months after injury). The horizontal dashed lines depict the
ICC level of 0.8, which was chosen as a requirement for a reliable measurement. Solid and
dotted lines indicate the confidence intervals. Indicated patient numbers n are the pooled
numbers.
Overall single-day reliabilities were higher in tetraplegic patients than in paraplegic patients
for most metrics (Figure 4.4). One exception to this was found in the reliability of MVPA in the
out-patients, were the single-day reliability for tetraplegic patients was poor (0.24) and thus
lower than the moderate level (0.65) for the paraplegic patients. Furthermore, the single-day
reliability of LPA is poor (0.03) in paraplegic out-patients.
4.4.3 Required number of days
A mean reliability of 0.8 is reached when monitoring in-patients for 2 days and out-patients for
3 days for all metrics (Figure 4.5A and Figure 4.5C). A 7-day measurement is estimated to reach
excellent reliabilities for all metrics in both in- and out-patients (Figure 4.5B and Figure 4.5D).
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Figure 4.4 – ICC values representing the single-day reliabilities for activity counts (AC), time
spent in sedentary activity (SED), low physical activity (LPA), moderate-to-vigorous activity
(MVPA), total distance traveled in a wheelchair (DISTTOT), distance traveled actively in a
wheelchair (DISTACT), laterality (LAT), and mean velocity during active wheeling (VEL) for
wheelchair-dependent paraplegic patients (full circle, solid lines) compared to wheelchair-
dependent tetraplegic patients (empty circle, dotted lines) for the in-patients (from 2 weeks
after injury to 6 months after injury) and out-patients (>6 months after injury). The dashed
horizontal lines depict the ICC level of 0.8, which was chosen as a requirement for a reliable
measurement. Solid and dotted lines indicate the confidence intervals. Indicated patient
numbers n are the pooled numbers.
4.4.4 Influence of weekday versus weekend
With the chosen LOPEs and a significance level of 0.05, equivalence could be established
for DISTTOT as well as DISTACT between weekdays and the weekend in all in-patients and
out-patients, as well as single stages VA and A I (Table 4.2, Figure 4.6A). At stages A II and A
III, no equivalence could be shown (Figure 4.6A) for DISTTOT and DISTACT. Results for active
distance are very similar to total distance for all stages, and thus not presented. For VEL,
equivalence could be shown in all in-patients and out-patients, as well as at single stages
A I, A II, whereas in stage VA and A III no equivalence could be established (Table 4.2 and
Figure 4.6B).
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Figure 4.5 – The subfigures on the left side (A: in-patients, C: out-patients ) represent the
number of measurement days needed in order to achieve a reliability of 0.8 for different
metrics of movement quantity (activity counts – AC, time spent in sedentary activity – SED, in
low physical activity – LPA, in moderate-to-vigorous activity – MVPA, total distance wheeled –
DISTTOT, and distance wheeled actively – DISTACT) as well as metrics of movement quality
(laterality – LAT and mean wheeling velocity – VEL). Additionally, the numbers of measurement
days needed for a reliability of 0.5 and 0.75 are presented with magenta and blue vertical
bars, respectively. The subfigures on the right side (B: in-patients, D: out-patients) show the
reliabilities, which would be achieved when measuring 3 and 7 days, respectively.
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Figure 4.6 – Boxplots for total distance traveled in a wheelchair (A) and mean velocity during
active wheeling (B) during weekdays vs. weekends in all single in-patient stages (VA, AI,
AII, AIII), as well as out-patients. */+ denotes p-value of < 0.05, **/++ a p-value of < 0.01,
***/+++ a p-value of < 0.001, respectively. P-values were calculated using the TOST procedure
for normally distributed data (*), respectively, the adapted equivalence test based on the
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Test for non-normally distributed data (+).
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4.5 Discussion
To our knowledge, this study is the first to investigate the reliabilities of a comprehensive set of
sensor-based measures of PA in both acute and chronic wheelchair-dependent SCI patients.
These findings provide recommendations for the application of sensor-based assessments of
PA that enable non-obstructive long term recordings throughout clinical studies in in- and
out patients.
4.5.1 Single-day reliabilities
Single-day reliabilities of PA metrics depend highly on the clinical condition, i.e. the stage
of rehabilitation and the extent of functional impairment. The reliability of measures of
movement quantity such as activity counts of upper limb activity, PA intensity levels and
wheeling-related metrics decreased during in-patient rehabilitation and in the out-patient
setting, while in general was found to be higher for tetraplegic patients. One reason for this
might be that in-patients have a more regular daily schedule due to preplanned therapy
sessions as observed by therapists at the different rehabilitation centers, resulting in lower
variability of daily activities. Reliabilities of metrics of movement quantity are higher in
patients with a higher impairment like in tetraplegia and in the early stages of rehabilitation,
as the use of the upper limbs for these patients is mostly limited to the very structured therapy
sessions, lowering the variability between single days. Additionally, these patients might also
reach their upper limits of PA during their daily schedules, resulting in a very low variability
between single days. High reliability levels of upper limb activity in terms of AC compared to
the other quantitative metrics suggest that this measure, although widely used in PA-research,
may provide a rather rough approximation of PA levels in SCI patients, lacking the detailed
information about PA intensity patterns and specific movements like wheeling. Metrics
based on PA intensity levels show lower single-day reliability levels than AC, suggesting that
these metrics capture more detailed information about PA levels which likely vary between
single days. Another possible explanation could be that the AC thresholding for this analysis
introduces noise into the estimates. Future studies are needed to investigate this in more
detail. The reliability of LPA in paraplegic out-patients was considerably lower compared to the
remaining metrics based on PA intensity levels. Since the reliability is calculated by dividing
the between-subject variance by the total variance (eq.1), for LPA in paraplegic out-patients,
the poor reliability can be explained by a very low variance between the individual patients
compared to the variance between the single days. While tetraplegic patients show a much
higher between-subject variance, this might be a hint that LPA could be influenced by the
level of impairment of the upper limbs. LPA is likely to represent activities of daily living, as
demonstrated earlier (Popp et al., 2018). Assuming that a large amount of activities of daily
living (not involving mobility), e.g., feeding, showering, and dressing are equally presented in
each patient, LPA should not vary strongly between single patients. This hypothesis is valid
for patients that are not impaired in the upper-limbs, i.e., paraplegics, as can be seen in the
low variability of LPA between the patients (LPA: SD: 1.1h, Min: 9h, Max: 13h). In contrast, the
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level of impairment of the upper limbs varies strongly in the tetraplegic group, which might
be the reason for a higher variability of LPA between the patients (LPA: SD: 2.8h, Min: 6h,
Max: 15 h). In contrast to the increased reliability in LPA for tetraplegic outpatients, MVPA
shows a decreased single-day reliability in these patients. A possible reason is that these
patients are challenged to even reach moderate-to-vigorous intensities (Zbogar et al., 2016;
Jörgensen et al., 2017) and thus show it only occasionally and not in everyday PA. In contrast
to metrics of movement quantity, single-day reliabilities of metrics of movement quality like
LAT and VEL increased during the rehabilitation and stayed on a higher level after discharge.
During in-patient rehabilitation, patients learn various skills to handle their impairment, e.g.
wheeling techniques or compensatory strategies for activities of daily living, which may result
in higher variability between single days at the earlier stages of rehabilitation. Moreover, at
the beginning of the rehabilitation process arm rehabilitative training is often unilateral (e.g.
with ArmeoPower training Keller et al., 2015), leading to a high discrepancy of LAT between
specific therapy sessions and leisure time and thus increasing the variability of LAT between
different days. Furthermore, the therapy schedules may vary strongly between different days
at these stages, which can result in more variable measures of movement quality on different
days due to dedicated rehabilitation sessions with specific training aims such as improving the
function of the more impaired side in tetraplegics leading to a higher variability in measures
of movement quality as can be seen for LAT in the AI stage. After the patients learn certain
strategies, they may apply them more consistently during their daily activities, resulting in
higher single-day reliabilities at the later stages of rehabilitation. The high reliability of LAT
in the stage VA might be due to the fact that patients are mainly bound to the bed, and not
showing much PA in general, which may lead to a higher reliability.
4.5.2 Required number of days for reliable measures
Based on our data, metrics of movement quality should optimally be measured for 4 days to
achieve a mean reliability of 0.8, which is commonly used in the field of PA research (Tudor-
Locke et al., 2005; Aadland and Ylvisaker, 2015; Barreira et al., 2015; Klaren et al., 2016). In the
in-patient setting, we suggest measuring metrics of movement quantity for 2 days to achieve
a mean reliability of 0.8, while in the out-patient setting measuring on average for 3 days is
required to achieve the same reliability. The findings of high reliability of 2-days recordings
increase the applicability of sensor measurements in the clinical routine where, especially
in acute patients, wearing sensors for too long may be an additional burden. However, we
suggest 4 days to capture all analyzed metrics of movement quantity reliably, and one to two
days for the measures of movement quality in the out-patient setting. Measuring for 7 days
would yield excellent reliabilities for all metrics in all patients, which might be relevant in
research and clinical studies where even the detection of small changes in PA patterns may
have an impact on outcomes. However, measurement duration is always in tradeoff with
clinical applicability and patient compliance.
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4.5.3 Difference between weekdays and weekend
We investigated whether it makes a difference to measure PA on weekends or during the week.
For this, only wheeling-related metrics (DISTTOT, DISTACT, and VEL) were analyzed, as 7-day
recordings were only available from the wheel-mounted sensor. In in-patients as well as in out-
patients we could show equivalence of DISTTOT and DISTACT between weekdays and weekends.
This suggests that measurements can be taken on any day of the week, keeping in mind that
single days might represent unexpected outliers due to an event not occurring regularly.
Nevertheless, the results for the in-patients have to be taken with precautions. Splitting
up the in-patients into the single stages, equivalence between weekdays and weekends of
DISTTOT and DISTACT could only be shown at the very early stages of rehabilitation (VA and
AI), suggesting that for the stages of A II and A III both weekdays and weekends should be
measured in order to obtain a comprehensive picture of the patients’ overall PA. During
early phases of rehabilitation, patients typically receive individual therapy instead of group
therapies and their therapy schedules are less tight as observed by therapist at the different
centers. We hypothesize that this could explain the observation of similar amounts of activity
on the weekends and during the week. At later stages, however, the therapy schedule of the
patients gets tighter during the week, which is why they might use the weekends for recovery.
The fact that some patients can leave the rehabilitation facility over the weekend at later stages
of rehabilitation might have an additional impact on their different behaviors during weekdays
and weekends. One could hypothesize that in out-patients the wheeling distances differ during
weekdays and weekends mainly due to the fact that patients might work during the week and
thus show different activity patterns than on the weekends. However, in out-patients, equal
wheeling distances (DISTACT and DISTTOT) were found during the week and on the weekends,
which might indicate that the patients we measured were not yet, or if then only partially back
to work (Lidal et al., 2007) or worked rather from home instead of having a working space away
from home. Equivalence of VEL could be shown in all in- and out-patients, suggesting that
measurements can be taken on any day of the week to reliably capture VEL. However, when
examining individual stages of the in-patient rehabilitation, at stage VA as well as at A III, no
equivalence could be shown. In the latter stage, patients showed a higher VEL during the week
than on the weekends, which might be due to the integration of sports activities into their
therapy schedule, as already shown for ambulatory SCI patients (Franz et al., 2018). The result
found for the stage VA is based on only a limited number of observations as most of these
patients do not wheel actively, and thus has to be taken with care.
4.5.4 Comparison to literature
Our results for the reliabilities of wheeling-related metrics in the out-patients are in line
with literature, proposing up to one week of measuring wheeling-related PA in wheelchair-
dependent chronic SCI patients (Sonenblum et al., 2012b). For AC as well as PA intensity times
(SED, LPA, and MVPA), we can only compare our results to those of the able-bodied population.
Single-day reliability for AC was found to be moderate in able-bodied individuals (Aadland and
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Ylvisaker, 2015), which is consistent with our results in the out-patients. Similarly, single-day
reliabilities for SED and MVPA are moderate and comparable to our results (Aadland and
Ylvisaker, 2015; Falck et al., 2017). In contrast to a low single-day reliability found in our
study, a good single-day reliability for LPA has been reported in the able-bodied population
(Aadland and Ylvisaker, 2015). This low single-day reliability happens to be distinctive to the
wheelchair-dependent SCI population, and thus should not be compared to the able-bodied
population. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to analyze the reliability of
physical activity metrics in the in-patient setting and thus no comparable data is available.
4.5.5 Choice of accelerometer cut-points
Cut-off points are commonly used to define intensity levels and were established in previous
studies for the healthy population (Gorman et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2012) and for stroke
survivors (Mattlage et al., 2015). However, appropriate cut-off values depend on populations
and type of wearable sensors used (Lee and Shiroma, 2014). Furthermore, changes in those
cut-off values directly influence the metrics of intensity levels (Loprinzi et al., 2012). Therefore,
we defined cut-off values specific for our population of interest and for the wearable sensor
used in this study. We calculated our cut-off points based on indirect calorimetry values as
commonly done in the field (Gorman et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2012; Mattlage et al., 2015; Lee
and Shiroma, 2014; Loprinzi et al., 2012). Transferring our results to methodologies using
different accelerometer cut-off points has to be done carefully, as the influence of the cut-off
points on the reliability is unknown, and reliability values might change.
4.5.6 Study Limitations
We would like to emphasize three main limitations of our study. The first one is the moderate
sample size particularly in the very acute stage. Sample size is often a problem in SCI research.
Especially in very acute stages recruitment of the patients and measuring these is challenging.
In reliability studies, low sample size results in larger confidence intervals, making the inter-
pretation of the results more difficult. Nevertheless, our sample size is reasonable if compared
to other studies in the SCI population. A further limitation is recording for only three days
with the sensors attached to the wrists. Especially in tetraplegic patients, there is a risk of
pressure sores caused by wearing the sensor straps for too long. Thus, a longer measurement
time would expose the patients to an increased risk of damage to the skin. Furthermore,
compliance decreases with increased number of measurement days. This limitation might
result in larger confidence intervals. A sample size calculation was conducted. Assuming
an acceptable confidence interval width of 0.2, our sample sizes in the inpatient-setting are
sufficient. In the outpatient setting, higher sample sizes would be required to make more
precise statements. The problem of large confidence intervals in reliability studies has been
addressed previously (Wolak et al., 2012). This issue can be resolved by either increasing the
number of subjects or the number of measurement days, and should be considered for further
studies. One limitation in studies using wearable sensors in general are possible behavioral
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reactions, i.e., subjects could alter their behavior because of the knowledge of being measured.
Conflicting statements about the amount of reactivity have been made in literature (Vanhelst
et al., 2017; Baumann et al., 2018). However, the accuracy of PA measures based on wearable
sensors is higher than the accuracy of the conventional questionnaires (Bandmann, 2008;
Giggins et al., 2017) and thus better suitable to estimate PA levels. Lastly, PA intensity levels
were estimated from activity counts based on a previous study. Dedicated algorithms for the
direct estimation of energy expenditure (Popp et al., 2018; Nightingale et al., 2017) or direct
measurements of energy expenditure might lead to slightly altered results, but the latter is
very challenging to perform especially with acute patients due to the required equipment and
the extensive protocol including standardized food intake and calibration phases.
4.6 Conclusion
We conclude that single-day reliabilities of metrics to capture PA in acute and chronic wheelchair-
dependent SCI patients vary considerably depending on the clinical setting. With increasing
functional recovery of the patients, metrics of movement quantity tend to become less reli-
able, whereas metrics of movement quality become more reliable. Depending on the specific
metrics, 2 days are required on average to capture PA reliably in in-patients, whereas 3 days
are required for out-patients. Furthermore, we suggest using AC only as a rather general
measure for assessing the overall PA level of patients, and only in combination with more
detailed metrics, e.g. PA intensity levels and wheeling-related metrics. This avoids a possible
loss of information about the variability of PA during a whole day. Our results are based on
a reasonable sample size for this population and thus provide robust recommendations on
how to design clinical studies investigating PA as a primary outcome, or as a confounder in
intervention studies in order to better evaluate the actual intervention effect.
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5.1 Abstract
Background: Pre-clinical investigations in animal models demonstrate that enhanced upper-
limb (UL) activity during rehabilitation promotes motor recovery following spinal cord injury
(SCI). Despite this, following SCI in humans, no commonly applied training protocols exist
and therefore activity-based rehabilitative therapies (ABRT) vary in frequency, duration and
intensity. Quantification of UL recovery is limited to subjective questionnaires or scattered
measures of muscle function and movement tasks.
Objective: To objectively measure changes in UL activity during acute SCI rehabilitation and
to assess the value of wearable sensors as novel measurement tools that are complimentary to
standard clinical assessments tools.
Methods: The overall amount of UL activity and kinematics of wheeling were measured longi-
tudinally with wearable sensors in 12 thoracic and 19 cervical acute SCI patients (complete
and incomplete). The measurements were performed for up to seven consecutive days, and
simultaneously, SCI-specific assessments were made during rehabilitation sessions one, three,
and six months after injury. Changes in UL activity and function over time were analysed
using linear mixed models.
Results: During acute rehabilitation the overall amount of UL activity and the active distance
wheeled significantly increased in tetraplegic patients, but remained constant in paraplegic
patients. The same tendency was shown in clinical scores with the exception of those for
independence, which showed improvements at the beginning of the rehabilitation period,
even in paraplegic subjects. In the later stages of acute rehabilitation the quantity of UL activity
in tetraplegic individuals matched that of their paraplegic counterparts despite their greater
motor impairments. Both subject groups showed higher UL activity during therapy-time
compared to the time outside of therapy time.
Conclusion: Tracking day-to-day UL activity is necessary to gain insights into the real impact
of a patient’s impairments on their UL movements during therapy as well as during their
leisure time. In the future, this novel methodology may be used to reliably control and adjust
ABRT, and to evaluate the progress of upper limb rehabilitation in clinical trials.
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5.2 Introduction
Cervical spinal cord injury (SCI) results in profound and devastating life changes for the af-
fected individuals due to the loss of arm and hand function (Lu et al., 2015). Consequently,
this function is the one that tetraplegics would most like to regain (Anderson, 2004; Snoek
et al., 2004). However, there is currently no effective treatment for SCI (Alexander et al., 2009;
Casha et al., 2012; Lammertse et al., 2012), damaged axons do not repair spontaneously and
regenerative growth is extremely limited, if it happens at all (Blesch and Tuszynski, 2009).
Therefore, the functional recovery that is observed is either due to functional compensation
and/or plastic changes in intact fibres (Curt et al., 2008). Preclinical data suggest that func-
tional reorganisation of the adult mammalian central nervous system (CNS) can be promoted
through activity based rehabilitative therapies (ABRT, Sadowsky and McDonald, 2009), which
have been shown to improve forelimb function and enhance plastic sprouting of undamaged
corticospinal tract fibres in adult rats (Brus-Ramer et al., 2007; Maier et al., 2008; Carmel et al.,
2010; Starkey et al., 2011; Song et al., 2016).
In clinical research, the influence of UL activity on functional recovery is less clear. This
is on the one hand, because there are few studies investigating this issue and on the other
hand because the results that do exist are contradictory (Kloosterman et al., 2009). Typical
challenges to such studies are the limited sample size due to low incidence of SCI, frequent
subject dropout and poor adherence due to a high frequency of secondary complications in
cervical patients as well as the fact that UL movements are complex because they involve a
variety of non-cyclic movements that are difficult to measure objectively (Spooren et al., 2009;
Lu et al., 2015). The latter may be the reason why no commonly applied training protocols
exist. The consequence is that ABRT are highly variable resulting in different protocols in
terms of both training characteristics (e.g. frequency, duration or intensity) and outcome
measures used to test their efficacy (Spooren et al., 2009). Additionally, the assessment of UL
activity outside of training sessions is often limited to self-reported questionnaires that have
been shown to be rather imprecise, overestimating the actual activity of the subject (Van Den
Berg-Emons et al., 2011). As a consequence the efficacy of ABRT, which can be evaluated in
terms of increased quantity of UL movements, is difficult to assess. This is because functional
improvements cannot be associated exclusively with ABRT-induced increases in neuronal
activity, as the overall UL activity performed outside therapy sessions cannot be accurately
assessed. Therefore, an objective daylong measure of performance is needed to assess the
effect of an activity-based increase in neuronal activity on functional recovery, and to track
the evolution over the inpatient stay.
The use of wearable sensors during SCI rehabilitation could be a feasible solution for mea-
suring total UL activity. Wearable sensors provide objective and continuous measures so
that outcomes can be compared between studies (Chen and Bassett, 2005). In this regard,
wearable sensors have been used in the field of SCI research to determine everyday physi-
cal activity (Nooijen et al., 2012, 2016; van den Berg-Emons et al., 2008). However, as these
studies focused exclusively on measuring physical activity rather than assessing functional
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recovery they were not performed within standardised time-frames and the activity outcomes
were not compared with standardised clinical outcomes (Nooijen et al., 2012, 2016; van den
Berg-Emons et al., 2008). For this reason, in a previous study we showed the feasibility and
validity of sensor-based outcome metrics in measuring UL function and independence during
cross-sectional recordings (Brogioli et al., 2016b). Given the validity and sensitivity of these
measures, the purpose of this study was to assess the quantity of upper-limb activity and
its changes during acute rehabilitation in a cohort of tetraplegic and paraplegic patients in
standardised SCI-specific time frames.
5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Subjects
31 subjects with SCI (age 47.84, SD:± 17.50 years, range: 20 to 77 years, ASIA A-D, 12 paraplegic
and 19 tetraplegic subjects, 22 male and 9 female) participated in this study. Additional
demographic information can be found in Tab. 5.1. Participants were recruited from the
Swiss Paraplegic Centre in Nottwil, Switzerland, the Balgrist University Hospital in Zurich,
Switzerland, and the Rehab Basel in Basel, Switzerland. Acute wheelchair-bound patients with
a traumatic SCI were included in this study one month (Acute I, 16 – 40 days, 30 Subjects) or
three months (Acute II, 70 – 98 days, 31 Subjects) after injury according to the time frames of the
European Multicenter Study about SCI (EMSCI; www.emsci.org). Patients with a neurological
disease other than SCI as well as those with an orthopaedic or rheumatologic disease were
excluded from this study. Measurements were performed at one month, three months and six
months (Acute III, 150 – 186 days, 27 Subjects) after injury within the EMSCI time-windows. All
patients were measured in at least two different time windows and 26 of these were measured
in all three time windows. The study was approved by the ethical committees of the cantons of
Zurich, Lucerne and Basel. All participants gave their written informed consent in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki.
5.3.2 Clinical Assessments
Neurological impairment was assessed with the ISNCSCI protocol (Kirshblum et al., 2011b).
This protocol classifies the neurological level of injury (NLI) and the extent of lesion by de-
termining the most caudal intact myotome or sensory dermatome. Observed NLI levels
range from C2 (cervical spinal cord segment) to S4-5 (sacral spinal cord segment). Cervical
(tetraplegic; above T2) and thoracic (paraplegic; T2 and below) patients were grouped ac-
cording to the NLI value at three months after injury, as this information was available for
all patients. This information was used to define the two investigated groups as explained
in the section “statistical analysis”. The extent of lesion was assessed according to the ASIA
Impairment Scale (AIS).
Motor function of the UL was assessed using the motor domain of the Graded and Redefined
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Subject Age Gender Neurological level of injury ASIA Impairment Scale
1 32 Male C3 D
2 71 Male C3 D
3 60 Male C3 D
4 31 Male C4 A
5 53 Female C4 D
6 22 Male C4 D
7 37 Male C4 D
8 33 Male C5 A
9 25 Male C5 A
10 63 Female C5 D
11 53 Male C5 D
12 49 Male C5 D
13 60 Female C5 D
14 73 Female C5 D
15 75 Male C5 D
16 55 Female C6 D
17 38 Male C7 A
18 20 Male C7 B
19 60 Male C7 D
20 53 Female T5 B
21 32 Male T6 D
22 28 Male T8 A
23 49 Female T8 C
24 44 Female T10 A
25 58 Male T10 A
26 77 Male T10 A
27 65 Male T11 C
28 29 Male T11 D
29 74 Male T12 D
30 25 Female L2 A
31 39 Male L2 D
Table 5.1 – Demographic characteristics of the 31 spinal cord injured subjects included in the
study.
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Assessment of Strength, Sensibility and Prehension (GRASSP) (Kalsi-Ryan et al., 2012b; Velstra
et al., 2015) that assesses the function of 10 upper limb muscles on both arms with the manual
muscle test (MMT). The scores range from 0 to 50 per arm and the scores of both arms were
summed together. In a previous study we showed that proximal motor scores of the GRASSP
are strongly related to overall UL activity in acute in-patients (Brogioli et al., 2016b), therefore
distal muscle scores were omitted from the analysis, resulting in a proximal score range from 0
to 20 per arm. Strength tests with a hand-held dynamometer (HHD) of four key groups of UL
muscles were performed: elbow flexors (Biceps brachii, Brachialis and Brachioradialis), elbow
extensors (Triceps brachii), shoulder flexors (Deltoid anterior part, Pectoralis major upper
and middle part) and extensors (Lattissimus dorsi and Teres major) (Stoll et al., 2000). This
assessment tool was chosen in order to obtain a more sensitive measure of strength values
from M3 to M5 (Noreau and Vachon, 1998). Hand grip strength was measured with a hand
dynamometer (van Tuijl et al., 2002). Independence in self-care was assessed with the self-care
subdomain of the Spinal Cord Independence Measure (SCIM, Itzkovich et al., 2007) resulting
in a score range from 0 to 20.
5.3.3 Data collection and measurement procedure
Patients were assessed three times during primary in-patient rehabilitation (Figure 5.1). Each
time frame consisted of three weekdays of wearable sensor recordings in conjunction with
clinical assessments. The wearable sensor used in this study was the ReSense (Leuenberger
and Gassert, 2011), an inertial measurement unit that records 3D acceleration, 3D angular
velocity, 3D magnetic field strength and barometric pressure for at least 24 h at a time. If only
3D acceleration is measured then the battery life lasts for over 2 weeks. Signals coming from
the magnetometer and the barometric pressure sensor were disregarded for the purposes of
this study. For the recordings, patients were fitted with three ReSense modules, one on each
wrist and one on the right wheel of the wheelchair. The wheel module remained fixed on the
wheel for up to seven days, recording wheeling kinematics. More details about the ReSense set-
up are presented elsewhere (Brogioli et al., 2016a; Popp et al., 2016). Patients were not asked to
perform any specific activity but they were free to behave as they wanted following their daily
inpatient schedule. ReSense had to be removed only during bathing or any activity involving
long-term contact with water. GRASSP examinations were performed by trained research staff
consisting of movement scientists, occupational therapists and physiotherapists. The SCIM
questionnaire and the ISNCSCI protocols were rated by clinicians who were independent to
the study.
5.3.4 Data analysis
ReSense data were transferred post-recording from the internal SD-card via a custom-designed
base station to a PC and were analysed offline using MATLAB R2013a (MathWorks, Natick,
MA, U.S.A). A cubic spline interpolation function was used to resample the data at 50Hz
enabling the synchronization of recordings from different sensor modules. Visual inspection
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was performed in order to ensure that the data was genuine, removing data recorded during
sleep phases and phases when the sensors were taken off prior to the analysis.
5.3.5 Sensor based outcome measures
In order to track changes in UL activity we used sensor-based metrics (overall activity counts
(AC), distance wheeled, peak wheeling velocity and limb-use laterality index) that allow a
comprehensive evaluation of UL recovery as they have been shown to be closely related to UL
motor function and independence in an acute cross-sectional study (Brogioli et al., 2016b).
AC was used as a measure of overall UL activity. In order to calculate this metric the accelera-
tion signal is processed with a 2nd order Butterworth high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency
of 0.25 Hz. Subsequently the magnitude of the filtered signal was integrated over an epoch of
one minute resulting in an output in counts/min. The counts of the right and left limb were
summed together and normalized by time.
Limb-use laterality refers to the dominance in the usage of one UL over the other during day-
to-day activities. Limb-use laterality was assessed with the ReSense Assessment of Laterality
(RSAL) and is scored from zero to infinite where the higher the value the more pronounced the
limb-use laterality (Brogioli et al., 2016a; Bailey et al., 2014). Lateralized patients were defined
here as patients with limb-use laterality values above two standard deviations from the mean
of paraplegic subjects at one month after injury (Z-score = 2).
Distance actively wheeled and peak velocity was calculated over an extended amount of time
of up to seven days (Sonenblum et al., 2012b) with an algorithm previously developed by
our group (Popp et al., 2016). In short, the ReSense Wheeling-Algorithm (RSWA, set-up II.a
and III.b), reliably discriminates active (self-propelled) and passive (attendant-propelled)
wheeling estimating speed (m/s) and distance (in meters). In this way, active distance wheeled
and peak-wheeling velocity can be reliably measured. Peak velocity was computed using the
90th percentile in order to obtain a more robust metric against outliers in peak velocity.
5.3.6 UL activity categories
We split up overall AC into two distinct activity categories because overall AC during the whole
day is a generic measure. In agreement with our previous study (Brogioli et al., 2016a), these
two categories were distinguished based on the output of the RSWA (set-up II.a). The category
“self-propulsion AC” included all upper extremity movements performed whilst the subject
actively propelled the wheelchair, whereas the category “ADL AC” included all upper extremitiy
movements that occurred during any other day-to-day activities excluding self-propulsion. In
addition, the difference between AC performed during therapies and AC performed outside
therapy sessions was evaluated by splitting a day into therapy time (from 9 am to 5 pm) and
leisure-time (time outside the nine to five excluding sleep).
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5.3.7 Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 19 (IBM, Armonk,
NY, U.S.A). Figures were prepared using the ggplot2 library for R (The R project for Statistical
Computing, R Core Team, r-project.org). Two analyses were performed: a longitudinal analysis
over all time frames (analysis of changes) and a cross-sectional analysis at six months after
injury (analysis of the differences between groups). The measured subjects were divided
into two groups according to the NLI value at three months after injury: a control group of
paraplegic subjects in which no changes in UL activity are expected and a group of tetraplegic
subjects in which improvements in UL activity are expected.
Sample size
We recruited 31 SCI patients who were heterogeneous in terms of their impairments and in
how they mobilize. For these reasons the number of subjects included in different analyses
varies depending on the aim of the analysis. If not otherwise stated, the sample size is 31
patients (19 tetraplegic patients and 12 paraplegic patients) for the longitudinal analysis and
the cross-sectional analysis at stage A2, 30 patients (18 tetraplegics patients and 12 paraplegic
patients) for the cross-sectional analysis at stage A1, and 27 patients (16 tetraplegic patients
and 11 paraplegic patients) for the cross-sectional analysis at stage A3 (Figure 5.1). The sample
size is stated in parenthesis in case of smaller sample sizes due to not tested items in the
clinical assessment of some individuals.
N = 31
Recruitment
Drop out
N = 4
Positive control
Negative
control
ReSense
GRASSP MMT
SCIM Self-care
N = 19
tetraplegics
N = 12
paraplegics
ReSense
GRASSP MMT
SCIM Self-care
ISNCSCI
ReSense
GRASSP MMT
SCIM Self-care
HHD
Grip strength
A1 A2 A3
N = 30 N = 31 N = 27
Figure 5.1 – Flow diagram depicting the study groups and the measurement performed in
each time frame. Stage A1: 1 month after injury; Stage A2: 3 months after injury; Stage A3: 6
months after injury; GRASSP: Graded and Redefined Assessment of Strength, Sensibility and
Prehension; SCIM: Spinal Cord Independence Measure; HHD: hand-held dynamometer.
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Longitudinal analysis
Data has been analysed with a linear mixed model (LMM) due to inconsistent sample sizes
across stages. The repeated-measures dataset was considered to be a two-level type, in
which the second level represents the patient and therefore covariates measured at this level
represent between-subject variation. The first level represents the repeated measurements
made on each patient and therefore within-subject variation. To analyse each dependent
variable, six statistical models were built: overall AC, active distance wheeled, peak velocity,
limb-use laterality, GRASSP MMT proximal, and SCIM self-care. For all models subjects
and intercept were included as random factors. Covariates, main effects and interaction
effects were included as fixed effects. The following fixed effects were used to set up the
statistical models: age and gender were treated as covariates. The main effect time was
chosen as repeated measurement and its residual covariance matrix was set to uncorrelated
and estimated with the restricted maximum likelihood. In order to test interaction effects,
grouping variables were added to the model and defined as the category paresis (0 = paraplegic
patient, 1 = tetraplegic patient) and the category limb-use laterality (0 = no UL lateralization, 1
= UL lateralization, limb-use laterality model only). The interaction time X paresis was added
to all models. The interaction time X limb-use laterality was added to the limb-use laterality
model.
The predicted means of each category (e.g. paraplegic patients) were computed for each time
frame using the fitted model. In order to discover whether the mean of a group was equal
over all time-windows a Univariate Test was performed. If the means were different, pairwise
comparisons were employed to identify significant differences between specific time frames.
For this purpose the alpha level was adjusted for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni
correction. All p-values reported are corrected for multiple comparisons.
Cross-sectional analysis
The comparison between paraplegic and tetraplegic groups was performed either with an
independent sample t-Test, in the case that the data were normally distributed, or with the non-
parametric Mann-Whitney U test in the case of non-normally distributed data. Normality was
checked with the Shapiro-Wilk test of Normality (Asghar and Saleh, 2012). Normality was not
met for the values of limb-use laterality and all the scores of the clinical assessments. In case
of multiple means comparisons (i.e. more than two), a one-way analysis of variance (1-way
ANOVA) with Bonferroni post hoc test was performed. A Spearman’s rank-order correlation
coefficient was used to inspect the associations between sensor metrics and assessment
scores.
For all statistical tests, the statistical significance level α was set at 0.05.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Changes in sensor metrics
The aim of this study was to examine changes in sensor-based measures across time among
a group of paraplegic and tetraplegic subjects (Figure 5.2). For this purpose changes in six
dependent variables (four sensor metrics and two clinical assessment measures) were analysed
using LMM. The six dependent variables were overall AC, distance wheeled actively, peak
wheeling velocity, limb-use laterality, GRASSP MMT proximal, and SCIM self-care. Results
of pairwise comparisons of the estimated marginal means over the three time frames for
paraplegic and tetraplegic patients are summarized in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 – Changes in sensor-based and clinical measures over time among a group of
paraplegic and tetraplegic patients. Lines represent the means, error bars represent the
95% confidence interval. Paraplegic patients are displayed with empty squares whereas
tetraplegic patients are displayed with full circles. Panels (a)-(b), illustrate the changes in
clinical scores during rehabilitation, panels (c)-(f) changes in sensor-based metrics. Proximal
muscle strength was assessed with the manual muscle testing (MMT); independence in self-
care was assessed with the Spinal Cord Independence Measure (SCIM). Stage A1 – 1 month
after injury; Stage A2 – 3 months after injury; A3 – 6 months after injury.
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A B C
Figure 5.3 – Cross-sectional relationship between proximal muscle function and overall upper-
limb activity across time. Paraplegic patients are displayed with empty squares whereas
tetraplegic patients are displayed with full circles. The relationship at one (Panel A) and three
months (Panel B) after injury was strong and significant (N = 29 and N = 31, P < 0.01, r = 0.562
and r = 0.605, Spearman correlation) whereas it was not significant at 6 months (Panel C) after
injury (N = 27, P = 0.178, r = 0.273, Spearman correlation). MMT = manual muscle testing.
The relationship between overall AC and proximal muscle function was analysed for each
time frame (Figure 5.3). Overall AC and proximal muscle function were strongly related at one
month (P < 0.01, r = 0.562, N = 29, Spearman correlation) and three months (P < 0.01, r = 0.605,
N = 29, Spearman correlation) after injury, though the relationship was not significant at six
months after injury (P = 0.178, r = 0.273, Spearman correlation).
5.4.2 Changes in limb-use laterality
As shown in Table 5.2, pathologically increased limb-use laterality significantly decreased
in tetraplegic subjects whereas, as expected, it remained unchanged throughout the study
in paraplegic subjects. A Mann-Whitney test revealed that limb-use laterality of tetraplegic
subjects was significantly more pronounced over the course of acute care one month and
three months after injury (mean rank = 18.50, 18.44) than for paraplegic subjects (mean rank =
11.00 and 11.08; U = 54 and 55; z = -2.286 and -2.244; p <0.05 and p <0.05). Limb-use laterality
of tetraplegic subjects seemed to recover at the end of the acute rehabilitation at six months
after injury (mean rank = 16.25) as at this time it was not significantly different from the
paraplegic subjects (mean rank = 10.73, U = 52, Z = -1.776, p = 0.07). In contrast to the 75th
percentile (0.237 for paraplegic subjects and 1.110 for tetraplegic subjects), the 25th percentile
(0.038 for paraplegics and 0.129 for tetraplegic) of the laterality index at one month after injury
was comparable between paraplegic and tetraplegic subjects, meaning that some tetraplegic
subjects showed the same limb-use laterality as paraplegic subjects. For this reason limb-use
laterality was further analysed for a cohort of lateralized subjects. In this case lateralized
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subjects were defined as those subjects whose laterality values at one month were more than
two standard deviations of the mean of paraplegic subjects (i.e. laterality index above 0.6127).
Nine subjects (8 tetraplegic subjects and 1 paraplegic subject) showed lateralization. Limb-
use laterality significantly decreased in these lateralized subjects (Table 5.2), but remained
significantly different from their non-lateralized counterparts in all time windows, meaning
that lateralized subjects recover some limb-use symmetry but remain impaired in terms of
laterality (mean rank no lateralization = 10.50, 11.79 and 11.18; mean rank lateralization =
25.50, 21.10, and 17.89; U = 0, 34 and 37, z = -4.399, -2.799 and -2.129, p <0.01, p <0.01 and p
<0.05).
5.4.3 Group differences at six months
To determine if there was a discrepancy in UL activity between paraplegic and tetraplegic
subjects at six months after injury, comparisons between group means were performed for
different UL activity categories (overall AC, ADL AC and self-propulsion AC). An independent
samples t-test revealed that overall AC (584.50 ± 132.83 counts/min for paraplegic and 609.60
± 172.70 counts/min for tetraplegic, t(25) = -0.43, p = 0.67) and ADL AC (475.79 ± 85.93
counts/min for 9 paraplegic and 547.60 ± 112.17 counts/min for 12 tetraplegic, t(19) = -1.66,
p = 0.11) were not significantly different between the two groups (Figure 5.4). Finally, 27
paraplegic and tetraplegic subjects had higher counts during therapy times (618.28 ± 153.80
and 695.97 ± 193.99 counts/min) compared to leisure time (536.02 ± 122.16 and 514.47 ±
180.92 counts/min). The increase in counts from leisure time to therapy time was slightly
more significant in 16 tetraplegics (181.49 (95% CI, 99.04 to 263.95) counts/min, t(15) = 4.692,
p < 0.01) compared to 11 paraplegics (82.26 (95% CI, 1.19 to 163.33) counts/min, t(10) = 2.261,
p < 0.05).
Next, to determine if the similarity in UL activity between groups was due to similar motor
impairments, comparisons between the group means of muscle function were performed. A
Mann-Whitney U test revealed that proximal MMT scores of paraplegic subjects (median: 40,
IQR: 0, mean rank = 20.17) were significantly higher than for tetraplegic subjects (median: 36,
IQR: 9.75, mean rank = 10.25, U = 28, z = -3.29, p <0.01), meaning that the tetraplegic subjects
were significantly more impaired than their paraplegic counterparts. As shown in Figure 5.5,
this was also the case for hand strength (mean rank paraplegics = 6.55 and tetraplegics =
16.45, U = 6, z = -3.58, p <0.001, 11 paraplegics, 11 tetraplegics) and independence in self-care
(mean rank paraplegics = 19.83 and tetraplegics = 10.50, median paraplegics = 18, IQR 2, and
tetraplegics = 13, IQR: 8; U = 32, z = -3.011, p <0.001, 12 paraplegics, 16 tetraplegics). However,
a further analysis of four key proximal muscles in paraplegic and tetraplegic subjects revealed
that the HHD scores of antigravity muscles were equal between paraplegic (mean rank elbow
flexors = 17.45, mean rank shoulder flexors = 17.00) and tetraplegic subjects (elbow flexors,
mean rank = 11.63, U = 50, z = -1.87, p =0.06; shoulder flexors, mean rank = 11.94, U = 55, z =
-1.63, p =0.11, Figure 5.5). This was not the case for elbow extensors (mean rank = 19.73 and
10.06, U = 25, z = -3.11, p < 0.01) and shoulder extensors (mean rank = 18.36 and 11.00, U =
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Figure 5.4 – Comparison of activity count (AC) categories between paraplegic and tetraplegic
patients six months after injury. Bars represent the means, error bars represent the 95%
confidence interval. Paraplegic patients are displayed in white whereas tetraplegic patients
are displayed black. Differences are not statistically significant. ADL – activities of daily living.
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A B
Figure 5.5 – Comparison of strength values between paraplegic and tetraplegic patients six
months after injury. Panel A. The boxplot shows the median of each strength measurement.
The bottom represents the first quartile whereas the top represents the third quartile. The
whisker is 1.5 times the interquartile range. Outliers are displayed with points. Significant
differences are represented with stars (one star represents alpha <= 0.05, two stars represent
alpha = 0.01). Panel B. Relationship between AC during active wheeling and HHD scores of
shoulder extension. Paraplegic patients are displayed in white or with empty squares whereas
tetraplegic patients are displayed in black or full circles. hhd = hand hold dynamometer.
40, z = -2.37, p < 0.05) where the HHD scores were significantly higher in paraplegic subjects
compared to tetraplegic subjects (Figure 5.5). We investigated the relationship of the HHD
scores with self-propulsion AC in order to evaluate if impairments in these muscles result in
lower AC because the HHD scores of shoulder and elbow extensors were significantly different
between the two groups. This was the case for shoulder extensors (N = 18, P < 0.05, r = 0.529,
Spearman correlation, Figure 5.5) but not for elbow extensors (N = 18, P = 0.28, r = 0.267,
Spearman correlation).
5.4.4 Centre differences at 6 months
A one-way ANOVA was conducted to determine if overall AC was different for subjects in
different centres. Subjects were separated into three groups: centre A (n = 11), centre B (n =
12) and centre C (n = 4). Note that the name of each centre is hidden from this analysis in
order to guarantee centre-anonymity. The overall AC was significantly different between the
centres F(2, 24) = 17.539, p < 0.01. The overall AC was highest in centre B (730.07 ± 113.68),
then centre C (521.48 ± 113.20) and lowest in centre A (485.12 ± 86.30). Bonferroni post
hoc analysis revealed that the differences between centre A to B (244.94, 95% CI (134.19 to
355.70)) and between centre C to B (208.59, 95% CI (55.40 to 361.77)) were significant (p <
0.01, Figure 5.6), meaning that subjects in centre B were significantly more active. The same
analysis was performed for MMT proximal and SCIM self-care in order to determine if this
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difference between centres was due to differences in muscle impairments or independence.
MMT proximal and SCIM self-care were not significantly different between the centres F(2, 25)
= 0.571 and F(2, 25) = 0.847, p = 0.572 and p = 0.441. Due to the lower number of wheelchair
users in centre C (three patients), an independent samples t-test was conducted to determine
if active distance wheeled was different between centre A and centre B and revealed that the
distance wheeled in centre A (1682.32 ± 1687.83 m/day, n = 7) was not significantly different
from centre B (2881.77 ± 1001.89 m/day, n = 10).
A B
Figure 5.6 – Centre differences in overall activity counts and in scores of proximal muscle
strength at 6 months after injury for all patients. Panel A. The bars represent the means of
overall activity counts, error bars represent the 95% confidence interval. Significant differences
are represented with stars (two stars equal alpha = 0.01). Panel B. The boxplot shows the
median of each strength measurement. The bottom represents the first quartile whereas the
top represents the third quartile. The whisker is 1.5 times the interquartile range. Outliers are
displayed with points. MMT = manual muscle testing.
5.5 Discussion
This study assessed changes in UL activity with objective measures of performance at stan-
dardised time points during acute rehabilitation. We show that subjects with cervical SCI
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significantly increase the overall amount of UL activity compared to their thoracic injured
counterparts that did not experience significant changes. Moreover, six months after injury,
subjects with a cervical SCI showed a similar level of UL activity as subjects with a thoracic
injury despite their greater motor impairment. Thus, at this time point post-injury, wear-
able sensors measure a different level of UL performance as would be predicted by clinical
assessments.
Overall AC increased significantly in cervical SCI subjects during the course of acute rehabili-
tation, suggesting functional recovery of UL movements, which was confirmed by a similar
trend in measures of strength and independence. On the contrary, UL activity in paraplegic
subjects remained constant confirming that UL motor function is not affected in paraplegic
patients, as confirmed by the score of proximal strength. Therefore, in these subjects, inpatient
rehabilitative interventions focus on other physical skills (Whiteneck et al., 2011). Indeed, in
this patient group active peak wheeling velocity increased significantly between one and three
months after injury. This suggests that early rehabilitation focuses on wheelchair training
(e.g. improvement of wheelchair handling) in paraplegic subjects compared to tetraplegic
subjects. Tetraplegic subjects with high-level injuries are typically not able to propel a manual
wheelchair (Taylor-Schroeder et al., 2011), and thus we did not see a significant improvement
in peak wheeling velocity in this group. Our results complement previous findings that showed
significantly more time spent on manual wheelchair mobility training for paraplegic subjects,
compared to tetraplegic subjects where therapies focused primarily on improving UL function
through strengthening and increasing ROM by stretching (Taylor-Schroeder et al., 2011).
In contrast to the overall AC and active peak velocity, there were no significant changes in
active distance travelled between the groups. This may be due to the greater unpredictability
of global kinematic metrics such as total distance wheeled (Sonenblum et al., 2012b) or due
to various confounders, some of which are difficult to control. For example some subjects
(i.e. AIS C or D) progress to functional ambulation as their primary mode of mobility, and
thus become less dependent on a manual wheelchair (Taylor-Schroeder et al., 2011) and
therefore such subjects most likely decrease their distance wheeled rather than increasing
it. Walking detection through wearable sensors is challenging in SCI as ambulation is very
heterogeneous in terms of lesions with a broad range of functional impairments that result
in several walking alterations (Awai and Curt, 2014). Additionally, ambulant SCI subjects
use many different assistive devices (e.g. crutches and rollers). For these reasons algorithms
developed for walking detection in other neurological diseases (Moncada-Torres et al., 2014;
Prajapati et al., 2011; Leuenberger et al., 2014) have not yet been validated in SCI.
We are aware of only one study that successfully measured distance wheeled in SCI subjects
with the help of accelerometers (Sonenblum et al., 2012b). However, all participants were
community dwelling and only two thirds of the enrolled participants were diagnosed with SCI.
Additionally, the methods used were not able to differentiate between self-propulsion (active
wheeling) or attendant-propulsion (passive wheeling). Therefore, the results of the present
study extend the findings for acute SCI by confirming the high variability of global kinematic
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metrics that fluctuate around 2 km/day and do not change significantly during rehabilitation.
Our results show that there are pronounced inter-subject differences in limb-use lateral-
ity within the tetraplegic group, with some tetraplegic subjects showing pronounced limb-
laterality soon after injury and others, similarly to paraplegic subjects, not showing any shift
in limb-use laterality. Therefore, in order to correctly analyse limb-use laterality, tetraplegic
subjects should be split into lateralized and non-lateralized subjects. A powerful method in
assisting clinical decision making is the use of Z-scores (Chubb and Simpson, 2012). Z-scores
are the conversion of individual values in terms of standard deviations from the means by
taking into account a reference group. We arbitrarily chose a Z-score of two as 95.4% of the
values fall within two standard deviations from the mean of paraplegic subjects. This is be-
cause we have previously shown that paraplegic subjects do not show any limb-use laterality
(Brogioli et. al.; submitted manuscript) and their limb-use laterality indexes are similar to
healthy subjects (Bailey et al., 2015). In analysing only the lateralized-group, we showed that
lateralized cervical subjects significantly decreased limb-use laterality but remained impaired
with limb-use laterality values in the same range as a group of chronic tetraplegic subjects that
we measured previously (Brogioli et al., 2016a).
Previously we have shown that proximal muscle function was strongly related to overall AC
during acute inpatient rehabilitation (Brogioli et. al.; submitted manuscript). In the present
study we extend these findings and show that this relationship becomes weaker over time.
This means that at the beginning of acute rehabilitation overall UL movements are influenced
by the motor impairment of proximal muscles. Therefore, subjects that are more impaired are
less active with their upper limbs. Over time, as patients recover and learn how to perform
different tasks through compensatory movement strategies (Curt et al., 2008), the impairment
in some muscles may play a less pronounced role because their function is replaced by other
muscles. This is supported by the fact that at six months after injury, tetraplegic subjects
showed significant differences in muscle impairment, according to the GRASSP MMT, but
reached the same level of UL activity (in terms of AC) as paraplegic subjects. Despite the
same level of UL activity the independence score in self-care was significantly different. This
might be because, regardless of the ability to perform an activity (e.g. eating with or without
a fork with built in cuff), tetraplegic patients are penalized in SCIM scores because they
use adaptive devices. Consequently, at the end of the rehabilitation, overall AC may be a
better measure of performance compared to clinical assessments. The effect of learning
compensatory movement strategies may become obvious by analysing the change in overall
AC compared to the two clinical measures, where the increase in strength and independence
seem to stall after three months whereas UL activity keeps increasing.
The outcome measure of overall AC is a purely quantitative measure and does not enable
us to evaluate distinct activities. If we split up the overall AC and look more closely into one
distinct activity, in this case self-propulsion, we can see a trend towards higher values of
self-propulsion AC in paraplegic subjects compared to tetraplegic subjects. Despite this, the
difference is small and may not fully reflect the functional impairment of the UL. Therefore,
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we investigated the motor impairment between para- and tetraplegic subjects in more detail
using the HHD. This analysis revealed that, compared to paraplegic subjects, tetraplegic
subjects showed no significant difference in the strength of shoulder flexors and elbow flexors,
which are muscles that work against gravity (Kloosterman et al., 2010). The contrary was
true for shoulder and elbow extensors. Previously, it has been shown that functional elbow
extensors may be crucial for the performance of activities of daily living including wheelchair
propulsion (Welch et al., 1986). However, although tetraplegic subjects included in our study
show a reduction in elbow extensor strength, they do not show a decrease in overall UL
activity compared to paraplegic subjects with full elbow extensor function. This indicates
that tetraplegic subjects may use other muscles to compensate for the functional deficit
in the elbow extensor. It has been suggested that this compensation is mainly driven by
scapulothoracic and glenohumeral movements (Mateo et al., 2015) triggered mainly by the
shoulder flexors (Gefen et al., 1997). This may suggest that overall AC is directly influenced by
these larger anti-gravitation muscles and not by proximal muscles like the elbow extensors
where function can be very well compensated. However, we observed a significant difference
between paraplegic and tetraplegic subjects in the shoulder extensor, which is also an anti-
gravitation muscle. It has been shown that during ADL the position of the arms is essentially
constrained around the sagittal plane (Howard et al., 2009) above the waist (Vega-Gonzalez
et al., 2007). Therefore shoulder extensors may not influence ADL, which, as shown in our
data, is the main contributor to overall AC. In contrast, during wheelchair propulsion, the
shoulder extensor is needed for the recovery phase (Rankin et al., 2011). Our data extend this
finding, because activity counts during wheeling significantly correlate with HHD score of
shoulder extensor.
Furthermore, we aimed to compare UL activity during therapy in contrast to UL activity during
leisure time and we showed that all subjects have a significantly higher UL activity during
therapy, whereas the increase was more pronounced in tetraplegic compared to paraplegic
subjects. Therefore we assume that this is due to a major focus on UL therapy in tetraplegic
subjects in contrast to paraplegic subjects (Taylor-Schroeder et al., 2011). This may be related
to the fact that physical activity levels during inpatient rehabilitation are higher than after
discharge (21), suggesting that high levels of UL activity may be confined to therapy time.
Interestingly, a recent study demonstrated that this could be successfully counteracted using
behavioural interventions that maintain similar physical activity levels after discharge (Nooijen
et al., 2016). This may be the reason why UL activity during therapy and during leisure time
was significantly higher in one rehabilitation centre compared to the other two, meaning that
this specific centre may offer more successful interventions for increasing UL activity. This
suggests that an increase in overall UL activity can be achieved by increasing the intensity of
existing therapies as well as by offering better opportunities for patients to shape their leisure
time in a more physically-active manner.
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5.5.1 Limitations
We acknowledge a number of limitations. Firstly, the fact that we see no differences in scores
of anti-gravitation muscles between paraplegic and tetraplegic subjects suggests a low stratifi-
cation of included patients (i.e. low number of patients with high tetraplegia). Secondly, we
could not control for certain cofounders, e.g. the prevalence of ambulatory bouts of mobility,
which limits the interpretation of global kinematics metrics (e.g. active wheeling distance).
5.6 Conclusion
This study has shown that tetraplegic subjects significantly improve UL activity during acute
rehabilitation, so that by six months post-injury they have reached similar UL activity levels
as their paraplegic counterparts. During acute care, sensor-based metrics correlate with UL
motor function, whereas this relationship is attenuated later in rehabilitation. This may be
due to the task-specific strategies tetraplegic subjects acquire to compensate for deficits in
specific UL muscles. Therefore, tracking day-to-day UL activity is crucial to gain valuable
insights into the actual impact of a subject’s impairment on their UL movements. Future
investigations should focus on controlling for the intensity of activity-based therapies and
evaluating their impact on functional recovery as well as on acquiring reference data to set
specific rehabilitation goals. In this way, sensor-based measurements of UL performance may
become a powerful tool to tailor rehabilitative therapies to specific subjects.
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Chapter 6. Intensity of physical activity during therapy and leisure time in the
rehabilitation of acute spinal cord injury
6.1 Abstract
Background. Duration, intensity, task-specificity and timing of physical activity (PA) are
assumed to affect the extent of functional recovery after acute spinal cord injury (SCI). Also,
levels of PA during leisure time in addition to structured therapy sessions are considered to
influence recovery and therefore require an objective assessment of PA during both, leisure
time and therapy sessions.
Objective. To objectively and unobtrusively quantify levels of PA during therapy sessions and
leisure time across patients with different levels of cervical and thoracic/lumbar SCI, and to
relate PA to the level of physical independence.
Methods. In total, PA was monitored in 42 acute SCI patients with wearable sensors fitted to
both wrists, the wheelchair and/or both ankles for three consecutive days for up to four time
points (2 weeks, 1 months, 3 months, and 6 months after injury) during inpatient rehabilitation.
Activity counts and time spent in different levels of PA intensity (i.e., resting, sedentary, low,
and moderate-vigorous) were assessed.
Results. Levels of PA were higher in therapy sessions compared to leisure times and increased
during the course of rehabilitation. The level of independence (SCIM self-care score) was
strongly related to the metrics of overall physical activity.
Conclusion. The increase of PA over time is strongly related to a gain of independence
achieved during the rehabilitation. Future studies are needed to investigate the causality
between PA and independence. Moderate-vigorous intensity is crucial to be assessed in future
studies investigating PA as a sensitive marker for changes in PA.
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6.2 Introduction
Functional recovery after a spinal cord injury (SCI) is limited, and assumed to be mainly driven
by mechanisms of compensation and adjustments rather than repair mechanisms (Curt et al.,
2008). However, there is evidence that physical activity (PA) can modulate spinal cord and brain
plasticity, improving functional outcomes (Jones et al., 2012; Behrman et al., 2017; Quel de
Oliveira et al., 2017; Lynskey et al., 2008). A study investigating the longitudinal changes of PA
during rehabilitation after SCI showed increasing PA with progressing rehabilitation (van den
Berg-Emons et al., 2008). While the results of this study can help to increase the understanding
of the interdependence between functional recovery and the amount of PA, the latter was
only described in terms of duration. However, there is evidence from preclinical and human
SCI studies that not only the duration of PA, but also the intensity, task-specificity, and the
timing of the PA intervention (Basso and Lang, 2017) shapes the amount of functional recovery
(Onifer et al., 2011) While past research mainly focused on the effect of specific controlled
interventions, (Foy et al., 2011; Franz et al., 2018) the potential effect of ‘self-training’ outside
of the structured rehabilitative therapy sessions has been neglected. In fact, preclinical studies
showed a positive effect of “self-training” during daily life in rats (Starkey et al., 2014), which
can be assumed to have important implications for human spinal cord injury as well. To
assess leisure time PA, questionnaires like the Physical Activity Recall Assessment for People
with Spinal Cord Injury (PARA-SCI Latimer et al., 2006) are commonly used in the field. So
far, only one study by Zbogar et al. (Zbogar et al., 2016) assessed leisure time PA, but only at
admission and discharge from inpatient rehabilitation by administering the PARA-SCI. They
also conducted accelerometer measurements, but only calculated activity counts (AC) to
quantify changes of PA. Therefore, detailed insights by increasing the temporal resolution to
better evaluate PA changes during rehabilitation progress and by distinguishing both leisure
time and therapy sessions have been missing. Additionally, more refined analyses beyond
AC will be essential to better reveal the impact of PA as a potential confounder in clinical
interventional studies, and to identify points of action, i.e. leisure time or therapy sessions,
to increase PA during rehabilitation in general. The aim of this study was a) to quantify and
study changes in PA based on AC and intensity levels related to energy expenditure across
the continuum of inpatient rehabilitation (i.e. from two weeks after injury to six months after
injury), and b) to reveal the relationship between PA changes and levels of impairments as
reflected by the level of lesion (i.e. cervical compared to thoracic/lumbar) and the degree of
independence.
6.3 Methods
6.3.1 Patients
In total, 42 patients were enrolled in this study. Recruitment and measurements took place in
the rehabilitation facilities of the Swiss Paraplegic Centre in Nottwil, Switzerland, the REHAB
Basel in Basel, Switzerland, the Clinic Hohe Warte in Bayreuth, Germany, and the Balgrist
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University Hospital in Zurich, Switzerland from 2014 until 2018. Inclusion criteria were an
acute traumatic or non-traumatic SCI and admission within 4 weeks after incidence. All levels
of neurological level of injury (NLI) and completeness of the lesion (ASIA Impairment Scale,
AIS) were admitted to the study. Exclusion criteria were any neurological disease other than
SCI, and comorbidities (like psychiatric or metabolic disorders) affecting rehabilitation and
outcome measures. Patients signed a written consent before participating in the study in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the ethical com-
mittees of the cantons of Zurich (KEK-ZH118 no. 2013-0202), Lucerne (EK 13018), Basel (EK
34313) in Switzerland, and the state of Bavaria (EK 16018) in Germany, and is registered on
clinicaltrials.gov (Identifier: NCT02098122).
6.3.2 Measurement device
To measure PA, inertial measurement units were used. The ReSense sensor (Leuenberger and
Gassert, 2011) was used from 2014 until 2017. It comprises a 3D accelerometer, a 3D gyroscope,
a 3D magnetometer and an altimeter. Due to limited battery capacity, the sensors had to be ex-
changed once a day. From 2018, a successor of the ReSense was used (www.zurichmove.com),
which allowed to continuously monitor patients for three days without exchanging the sen-
sor. Note, that the successor has the same sensing capabilities as the ReSense sensor (e.g.,
difference in measured acceleration < 1%).
6.3.3 Measurement protocol
Patients were recruited either 2 weeks or 4 weeks after injury and measured for up to 4 time
points during inpatient rehabilitation according to the standardized protocol of the European
Multicenter Study about SCI (EMSCI ). Measurement time points were: very acute (VA, 0-15
days after injury), acute 1 (A1, 16 – 40 days after injury), acute 2 (A2, 70 – 98 days after injury),
and acute 3 (A3, 150 – 186 days after injury) (Figure 6.1). For all patients, at least measurement
stages A1 and A2 were available. Due to later recruitment and/or early discharge from the
inpatient rehabilitation, not all patients could be included in the analysis of stages VA and A3.
At each time point measured, patients were equipped with a set of sensors and measured for
3 consecutive days. Sensors were attached to the right wheel of the wheelchair, both wrists,
and both ankles for subjects with some voluntary lower-limb control. Patients were instructed
to wear the sensors for 72 hours and remove them for showering or swimming activities only.
Additionally, the NLI and the AIS grade using the International Standard for Neurological
Classification of Spinal Cord Injury (ISNCSCI), the level of independence using the Spinal
Cord Independence Measure III (SCIM, Catz et al., 1997), demographics (i.e., age and gender)
were assessed, and the therapy schedules of each patient were collected.
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Recruitment
Stage VA
(2 weeks)
Stage A1
(1 month)
Stage A2
(3 months)
Stage A3
(6 months)
drop outs: n = 24
reasons: 
- discharged patient  (n = 18)
- technical problems (n = 1)
- invalid data (n = 3)
- declined participation (n = 1)
- medical problems (n = 1)
n = 13 n = 29 
n = 13 n = 42 n = 42 n = 18
Figure 6.1 – Measurement protocol. Recruitment took place at stage VA (two weeks after
injury) and A1 (one month after injury). Patients were measured during the subsequent
stages, i.e., A2 (three months after injury) and A3 (six months after injury) during their stay in
rehabilitation until discharge.
6.3.4 Data analysis and statistics
Pre-Processing
The raw sensor data were resampled to assure a constant sampling rate of 50Hz and were
temporally aligned. Sensor data were then labeled for non-wear time using a semi-automatic
algorithm described elsewhere (Schneider et al., 2018). In addition, the therapy sessions
overlapping with the sensor measurements were digitalized, and the sensor data were labeled
with ‘active therapy’ and ‘leisure time’, accordingly. Outcome metrics described below were
calculated for both, therapy sessions and leisure time.
Outcome metrics
Outcome metrics were calculated for days with at least 13 hours of wear-time and for time
points with at least one valid day according to previous work (Schneider et al., 2018; Herrmann
et al., 2014). Only the awake-time of patients was considered, defining ‘awake’ as the time
interval between 7am and 11pm. The metrics of interest were activity counts (AC) and time
spent in resting (REST), sedentary (SED), low (LPA), and moderate-to-vigorous (MVPA) in-
tensity. Overall PA was estimated from the AC of the upper limbs only. AC of the lower limbs
were excluded from the calculation of AC to include all 42 subjects and permit comparisons
to previous results (Brogioli et al., 2016c). AC were calculated by integrating the acceleration
magnitude in epochs of 1 min and were then averaged over the measured days. Time spent
in REST, SED, LPA, and MVPA were calculated in 15s epochs using cut-off values of AC to
avoid underestimation, especially of MVPA, (Gabriel et al., 2010; Logan et al., 2016) and are
presented in minutes per hour. These cut-off values were defined in a previous study using
the estimated energy expenditure in SCI patients (Popp et al., 2018). Different thresholds were
defined for wheelchair users based on the wrist sensors only, and ambulatory patients based
on the wrist and ankle sensors. REST corresponds to metabolic equivalent of task values <1.1,
SED between 1.1 and 1.5, LPA between 1.5 and 3 and MVPA > 3 (Pate et al., 2008; Ainsworth
et al., 2011). Time spent in REST, SED, LPA, and MVPA were summed up over the valid days
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per measurement and normalized to 1h units of therapy session or leisure time. For these
metrics, ambulatory patients without ankle sensors had to be excluded, which resulted in a
reduced set of 33 patients.
Postprocessing of the sensor data and calculation of the outcome metrics was performed in
MATLAB 2017b (The MathWorks, Natick, USA).
Independent variables and covariates
The three main independent variables used for the analysis were the time point in terms of
rehabilitation stage (‘VA’, ‘A1’, ‘A2’, and ‘A3’) as a categorical factor, the group in terms of NLI
(‘thoracic/lumbar’ for lesion levels from Th2 to S2 and ‘cervical’ for lesion levels from C1 to
Th1) as a categorical factor, and therapy (‘leisure time’ and ‘active therapy’) as a categori-
cal factor. ‘Active therapy’ is comprised of occupational therapy, physical therapy, medical
training therapy, sports therapy, individual training, MOTOmed®(RECK-Technik GmbH &
Co. KG, Germany) movement therapy, robot-assisted therapy for upper and lower limbs (e.g.,
Armeo®Spring (Hocoma AG, Switzerland), Free Levitation for Overground Active Training
(Vallery et al., 2013), and Lokomat®training (Hocoma AG, Switzerland)), Feldenkrais training,
and group trainings.
The patients’ age at the time of measurement in years as a continuous covariate, the gender
(‘female’ and ‘male’) as a categorical factor, the rehabilitation center (‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, and ‘4’) as a
categorical factor, and the subscale ‘self-care’ of the SCIM III (question 1 to 8) as a continuous
covariate (maximal score of 20) served as additional covariates. The subscale ‘mobility’ (ques-
tions 12 to 17) of the SCIM III was binarized into a categorical factor defined by the ability to
walk, i.e. by an ‘ambulatory’ class and a ‘wheelchair-dependent’ class to avoid collinearity in
the conducted linear mixed models, and to simplify interpretation.
Statistical analysis
Mean and standard deviation were used for a descriptive summary of the continuous variables,
and frequency was used for the categorical variables, respectively. A square-root transform
was applied to all outcome metrics to ensure normality of the error residuals and to remove
their heteroscedasticity. In the first analysis, linear mixed effect models were used to assess
the effect of therapy (leisure time and active therapy), stage (‘VA’, ‘A1’, ‘A2’, and ‘A3’), and
group (cervical and thoracic/lumbar) on AC and on different intensity levels (REST, SED, LPA,
and MVPA) by constructing individual models for each outcome metric separately. Random
intercepts for individual patients and random slopes for the therapy were defined to account
for individual differences. A restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimator was used to
fit the models. These models are referred to as ‘basic’ models. In the subsequent analysis,
we additionally controlled for the fixed effects of the SCIM self-care score, mobility, gender,
age, and center. These models are referred to as ‘full’ models. The constructed ‘basic’ models
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aimed to describe the observed changes in PA intensity levels over the course of inpatient
rehabilitation, between patients with a thoracic/lumbar and a cervical lesion, and between
leisure time and active therapy sessions. The constructed ‘full’ models aimed at explaining
these changes by identifying additional factors modulating them. Significance of effects was
investigated using ANOVA with the Satterthwaite approximation for p-values (Luke, 2017).
Significance of a possible stage and group-interaction was tested for each outcome metric and
remained in the model if statistically significant. Furthermore, interaction effects between
therapy and all covariates were explored and remained in the model if statistically significant.
In the case of significant effects, post-hoc analysis based on the estimated marginal means
was used for the final models including all covariates and significant interactions. Tukey
multiple-comparison correction was applied for pairwise comparisons, while multivariate
testing for the consecutive comparisons. The reported estimated marginal means were back-
transformed after all analyses, and data on the original scale were used for plotting to facilitate
interpretation. Significance levels were set to α< 0.05. Statistical analysis was performed in
RStudio(RStudio Team 2015), utilizing the packages lme4 and emmeans.
6.4 Results
6.4.1 Patient characteristics
In total, 29 of the enrolled 42 patients were tetraplegic and showed a mean age of 49.3 ± 17.8
years. NLI ranged from C1 to L2 (C1-C4: 11, C5-C8: 18, Th1-Th5: 2, Th6-Th12: 7, L1-L2: 4
patients) and AIS levels from A to D (A: 10, B: 7, C: 10, D: 15 patients) at the time of enrollment
(descriptive summary in Table 6.1). Patients received active therapy for an average of 1.45 h
(standard deviation (SD): 0.53h) in stage VA, 2.18 h (SD: 0.74 h) in stage A1, 2.65 h (SD: 0.85 h)
in stage A2, and 2.74 h (SD:1.01 h) in stage A3 per day. Patients had leisure time on average for
12.69 h (SD: 1.17h) in stage VA, 12.33 h (SD: 1.21 h) in stage A1, 11.54 h (SD:1.14 h) in stage A2,
and 11.46 h (SD: 1.07 h) in stage A3 per day while being awake (i.e., 16h). Patients had a mean
of 2.2 valid days of recordings (SD: 0.76 days) and wore the sensors for an average of 14.8 h
(SD: 0.74h) per day.
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6.4.2 Longitudinal changes of PA levels
In the analysis of the ‘basic’ models we investigated the effects of therapy, stage, and group
on all outcome metrics (Figure 6.2). Statistics of the linear mixed models are reported in
Table 6.2. Post-hoc comparisons and estimated marginal means and trends are reported in
Supplementary tables B.1 to B.5. Analyses revealed a significant main effect of stage on SED
and MVPA, with increasing values for SED from Stage A1 and A2 and decreasing values from
Stage A2 to A3, and increasing values for MVPA over all stages. Furthermore, there were signifi-
cant interactions between stage and group for AC (Figure 6.2A), REST, and LPA. AC differed
significantly between groups at stages VA, A1, and A2, but reached similar levels at stage A3.
Therapy was identified as a significant main effect on LPA and MVPA, with higher values of
LPA and MVPA during active therapy compared to leisure time (Figure 6.2D). Additionally,
significant interactions with therapy were found for AC (therapy*stage, Figure 6.2B), REST
(therapy*stage and therapy*group), and SED (therapy*group). A significant main effect of
group was found on MVPA, with higher values for patients with a thoracic/lumbar lesion
compared to a cervical lesion at all rehabilitation stages (Figure 6.2C).
Next, we investigated which additional factors had an influence on the PA levels (Figure 6.3
and Figure 6.4). We found a significant main effect of the SCIM self-care score on AC and LPA
(Figure 6.4A and 6.4B) with increasing AC and LPA for increasing values of SCIM self-care.
Furthermore, the SCIM self-care score was included in a significant interaction with therapy for
SED and MVPA (Figure 6.4D) with increasing SED in leisure time and decreasing SED in active
therapies and increasing MVPA for both leisure time and active therapies for increasing SCIM
self-care scores. Moreover, mobility had a significant influence on SED, LPA (Figure 6.3C), and
MVPA (Figure 6.3F), with higher SED, lower LPA, and higher MVPA in ambulatory patients
compared to wheelchair-dependent patients. Age had a significant main effect on AC, REST,
and MVPA, with decreasing AC, increasing REST and decreasing MVPA with increasing age,
and was included in a significant interaction with therapy on SED, with higher SED for both
leisure time and active therapy with increasing age. A significant main effect of center was
found on AC, REST, and MVPA. Lastly, a significant main effect of gender on MVPA, with higher
levels in female than in male, and a significant interaction between gender and therapy on
AC was revealed, with higher values for female in leisure time, but lower values during active
therapies. Figure 6.3A and 6.3D illustrate the residual effect of stage and group on LPA and
MVPA after correcting for the effects of SCIM self-care, mobility, age, gender, therapy, and
center. Figure 6.3B and 6.3E illustrate the residual effect of therapy on LPA and MVPA after
correcting for the effects of SCIM self-care, mobility, age, gender, group, stage, and center.
6.5 Discussion
This study focused on investigating the changes in PA intensity levels longitudinally over the
time course of inpatient rehabilitation in patients suffering from acute spinal cord injury.
Emphasis was put on the time course and extent of PA levels between therapy sessions and
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AC REST SED LPA MVPA
F value p value F value p value F value p value F value p value F value p value
’basic’ models
Fixed effects
Stage 55.59 < 0.001 33.72 < 0.001 6.27 0.001 15.88 < 0.001 27.89 < 0.001
Group 8.37 0.005 0.18 0.674 7.82 0.008 0.38 0.540 14.38 < 0.001
Therapy 106.61 < 0.001 176.59 < 0.001 6.36 0.017 116.70 < 0.001 36.44 < 0.001
Stage*Group 3.03 0.031 5.86 0.001 a 3.65 0.014 a
Stage*Therapy 3.32 0.021 3.51 0.017 a a a
Group* Therapy a 8.12 0.005 6.87 0.013 a a
Random effects
variance subject (intercept) 18.63 0.58 0.09 0.82 0.14
variance subject(active therapy) 0.28 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.05
variance residual 10.11 0.35 0.23 0.34 0.24
Diagnostics
marginal R2 0.43 0.52 0.21 0.29 0.35
conditional R2 0.81 0.83 0.42 0.77 0.68
’full’ models
Fixed effects
Stage 10.34 <0.001 6.62 <0.001 1.88 0.137 7.34 <0.001 3.21 0.025
Group 0.70 0.404 2.39 0.126 0.06 0.804 1.08 0.301 3.49 0.067
Therapy 74.11 <0.001 167.13 <0.001 0.07 0.798 153.83 <0.001 2.15 0.147
SCIM selfcare 44.71 <0.001 17.35 <0.001 5.28 0.024 9.48 0.002 43.13 <0.001
Mobility 3.76 0.054 0.02 0.886 78.90 <0.001 46.15 <0.001 4.78 0.030
Sex 1.00 0.325 0.59 0.451 0.95 0.339 0.17 0.684 5.01 0.032
Age 10.37 0.003 4.81 0.038 0.90 0.352 3.58 0.071 7.14 0.012
Center 3.98 0.015 3.27 0.037 0.90 0.453 1.54 0.230 3.76 0.019
Stage*Group 3.29 0.022 5.30 0.002 a a 8.29 <0.001 a a
Stage*Therapy 4.38 0.005 4.27 0.006 a a a a a a
Group* Therapy a a 7.77 0.007 a a a a a a
SCIM selfcare*Therapy a a a a 29.45 <0.001 a a 12.34 <0.001
Sex*Therapy 8.54 0.004 a a a a a a a a
Age*Therapy a a a a 18.75 <0.001 a a a a
Random effects
variance subject (intercept) 4.17 0.25 0.06 0.51 0.01
variance subject(active therapy) 1.01 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.05
variance residual 9.09 0.33 0.20 0.27 0.18
Diagnostics
marginal R2 0.70 0.66 0.54 0.53 0.68
conditional R2 0.83 0.84 0.63 0.83 0.77
Table 6.2 – Summary table of the linear mixed model statistics for the ‘basic’ models and
the ‘full’ models. F and p values are given for all fixed effects and for significant interactions.
Non-significant interactions were removed from the models (a). Note that the models for AC
were built on all 42 subjects, the models for REST, SED, LPA, and MVPA were built on a reduced
set of 33 subjects.
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Figure 6.2 – Longitudinal changes of activity counts (AC) and PA intensity levels during the
rehabilitation. A-B: Mean AC with standard deviation at 2 weeks (VA), 1 month (A1), 3 months
(A2), and 6 months (A3) after injury in thoracic/lumbar patients (light blue) and cervical
patients (dark blue) (panel A) and in leisure time (light yellow) and active therapy (dark yellow)
(panel B). Plotted is the mean value and the standard deviation (error bars). Significant
differences based on the ‘basic’ linear mixed model were marked with asterisks (*** p < .001,
** p < .01, * p < .5). C-D: Mean minutes spent in resting intensity (REST), sedentary intensity
(SED), low intensity (LPA), and moderate-vigorous intensity (MVPA) normalized to one hour
in thoracic/lumbar and cervical patients (panel C), as well as in leisure time and active therapy
(panel D), respectively. Higher PA intensities are represented by darker grey tones.
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Figure 6.3 – Partial residual plots based on the ‘full’ linear mixed model including all covariates
and significant interactions for times spent in low physical activity (LPA, panel A-C), and
time spent in moderate-to-vigorous intensity (MVPA, panel D-F). A: partial residuals for the
interaction effect stage*group on LPA. B: partial residuals for the main effect therapy on LPA.
C: partial residuals for the main effect mobility on LPA. D: partial residuals for the main effects
stage and group on MVPA. E: partial residuals for the main effect therapy on MVPA. F: partial
residuals for the main effect mobility on MVPA.
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Figure 6.4 – Partial residual plots based on ‘full’ linear mixed model including all covariates
and significant interactions for the effect of SCIM self-care and group (panel A and C) and
SCIM self-care and therapy (panel B and D) on times spent in low physical activity (LPA, panel
A and B), and time spent in moderate-to-vigorous intensity (MVPA, panel C and D). A. partial
residuals for the main effects SCIM self-care and group on LPA. B. partial residuals for the
main effects SCIM self-care and therapy on LPA. C. partial residuals for the main effects SCIM
self-care and group on MVPA. D. partial residuals plot for the interaction effect SCIM self-
care*therapy on MVPA. Plotted lines are based on a linear fit of the data to indicate potential
interaction effects.
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leisure time, as well as between different levels of lesion (i.e. thoracic/lumbar compared to
cervical lesion). The overall aim was to develop a framework to integrate wearable sensors for
PA monitoring during rehabilitation with the potential to become applicable to better target
and account for PA in clinical trials.
6.5.1 Effect of therapy and group on changes of PA levels over time
AC increased over the rehabilitation period in both leisure time and therapy sessions inde-
pendent of the lesion level, confirming the results of a previous study reporting significant
changes in AC during inpatient rehabilitation (Zbogar et al., 2016). In general, therapy sessions
showed higher values of AC than leisure time from one month after injury on, which is in line
with previous results (Brogioli et al., 2016c). However, in the VA stage, i.e. two weeks after
injury, no significant difference in AC between leisure time and therapy was found. This is
likely due to the fact that patients in this stage were often bound to the bed and some patients
were in an intensive care unit. Therapies in this early stage of rehabilitation mainly focus on
correct positioning of the patients in bed, mobilization and verticalization, and preventing
complications like pressure ulcers (Kessler et al., 2018), limiting the PA in general. We found
increasing levels of AC over time for both groups, patients with a cervical lesion and a thoraci-
c/lumbar lesion. As expected, AC increased more strongly in patients with a cervical lesion,
which is in line with the results of previous studies (Brogioli et al., 2016c; van den Berg-Emons
et al., 2008) and can be explained by an improving upper-limb function in tetraplegic patients
(Petersen et al., 2017). We also found increasing AC over time in patients with a thoracic/lum-
bar lesion, although the increase from one month (A1) to three months (A2) was rather small.
The latter was only revealed as a trend in a previous study, probably due to a smaller sample
size (Brogioli et al., 2016c) Overall higher levels of AC could be observed in thoracic/lumbar
patients compared to cervical patients, which was significant at all stages except at six months
after injury (A3). Similarly to previous findings (Brogioli et al., 2016c), both groups reached
similar AC values at six months after injury, albeit the presence of upper limb impairment and
reduced SCIM values in tetraplegia. This suggests indicates that measures of AC are of limited
sensitivity to evaluate changes in PA levels. Therefore, we subdivided PA into intensity levels
commonly used in the literature, namely REST, SED, LPA, and MVPA, to improve the sensi-
tivity of PA evaluations. At all rehabilitation stages, measures of MVPA showed a significant
difference between thoracic/lumbar and cervical patients with MVPA increasing significantly
at every stage in both groups. Thus, MVPA can be used as a marker of high intensity activities
allowing to detect changes in PA more sensitively than commonly used measures of overall PA
like AC. Time spent in higher intensity levels were longer in therapy sessions than in leisure
time. As expected, patients showed more time spent in REST during leisure time than during
therapy sessions at all rehabilitation stages. Moreover, patients showed more time in LPA
and in MVPA in therapy sessions than in leisure time at all rehabilitation stages. Time spent
in SED was higher in cervical patients compared to thoracic/lumbar patients during active
therapy sessions, but similar during leisure time. Assuming that SED corresponds to daily
activities like watching TV or reading a book, as shown by Ainsworth et al. (Ainsworth et al.,
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2011) these activities likely don’t differ in leisure time between cervical and thoracic/lumbar
patients. However, during active therapy sessions the time spent in SED was higher in cervi-
cal patients than in thoracic/lumbar patients, because their therapy might have a stronger
focus on consulting and educating patients on how to optimally adapt their environment to
compensate for their impairments.
6.5.2 Independence as an additional factor influencing the PA level
We identified a strong effect of the level of independence in terms of SCIM self-care and
mobility scores on the changes in AC and the intensity times during rehabilitation. When
including SCIM self-care and mobility scores in the model, post-hoc comparisons for MVPA
between rehabilitation stages were not significantly different. Similarly, post-hoc comparisons
for AC between rehabilitation stages revealed no significant difference but for the very early
stage. Thus, the gain of independence mainly accounted for the longitudinal change of
PA during leisure time, suggesting that the increased PA levels (i.e. AC and MVPA) during
leisure time can mostly be explained by a gain of independence. In contrast, AC during
therapy sessions increased more strongly than it would be predicted solely by the increase
in independence, and this increase can thus be attributed to factors not directly related to
independence. Indeed, the SCIM self-care assessment aims at capture the performance of
the patients in daily life, (Rudhe and Van Hedel, 2009), i.e., what they actually do in their
environment. However, in therapy sessions, patients are likely pushed to their functional
limits and thus better approach their full capacity, i.e., show their maximal ability to perform a
task. Especially at later stages of the rehabilitation, capacity and performance might not match.
Although patients would be able to perform a certain activity, it might require too much of an
effort to translate into their daily life, or there is actually no need to perform such activities to
master their daily life, e.g., due to an adapted environment facilitating the activities of daily
living. The increased independence was related to the increase of AC during the rehabilitation
in both groups, patients with a cervical and a thoracic/lumbar lesion. This effect was stronger
in thoracic/lumbar patients than in cervical patients, suggesting that AC in cervical patients
increased more than it would be expected by the increase of their independence. This could be
explained by an increasing endurance of the cervical patients. Another possible explanation
could be that cervical patients need to invest more effort in terms of PA to reach similar levels
of independence compared to thoracic/lumbar patients, and this increase might not be linear.
The hypothesis of an increased effort in cervical patients to handle activities of daily living
is in line with the finding that cervical patients show significantly higher levels of LPA and
lower values of REST compared to thoracic patients at later stages of rehabilitation when
controlling for demographics and assessment scores, i.e., under the hypothetical assumption
that demographics and assessment scores are equal in both patient groups. However, in
fact, e.g. SCIM self-care values of cervical patients are lower than those of thoracic/lumbar
patients, which balanced the levels of LPA and REST for both groups. This suggest that cervical
patients show more time in LPA compared to thoracic/lumbar patients with similar levels
of independence most likely due to their impairment in the upper-limbs. Although patients
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learn strategies to compensate for their impairment, the impairment still manifests, especially
in activities of daily living, which is assumed to be represented by LPA. Thereby, the increased
LPA in cervical patients is associated with longer movement durations (Mateo et al., 2015).
SED decreased with increasing SCIM self-care score for active therapies, however, did not
change in leisure time. Assuming that SED corresponds to passive daily activities like watching
TV or reading a book, the frequency of these activities likely does not change with increasing
independence. Although MVPA increased in both leisure time and therapy time with a gain
of independence, i.e. SCIM self-care score and mobility, the effect in therapy sessions was
stronger than in leisure time. MVPA is mostly present in walking activities, which are likely to
increase more strongly in supervised therapy sessions, and their translation to the leisure time
might be limited.
6.5.3 Additional factors influencing PA levels: Demographics
Demographic factors also affect the different metrics of PA. Firstly, elderly patients engaged
in less AC and less MVPA, while spending more time in REST. This effect is not specific to
patients with SCI, but can also be observed in the healthy population (Colley et al., 2011;
Ramirez et al., 2018). Secondly, we saw that female patients showed significantly higher levels
of MVPA than male patients. This is in contrast to research in the healthy population, in which
studies reported higher levels of MVPA for males than females (Hansen et al., 2012), or no
gender effect on the overall PA (Ramirez et al., 2018). However, it has been shown that the
recovery after SCI is higher for women than for men (Sipski et al., 2004; Furlan et al., 2005).
Thus, a possible explanation for the increase in PA in women compared to men is that the
women in our dataset did indeed recover more in aspects not assessed and controlled for in
our model. We saw a significant increase of AC in women compared to men, especially in
their leisure time. Literature states that women report less limitations in societal participation
(Forchheimer et al., 2004), suggesting that they engage in more PA, especially during their
leisure time, and therefore show a better recovery. However, we cannot make any statements
about the direction of the causality between increased PA and increased independence. Until
now, it is not known whether an increased independence enables higher levels of PA, or a
higher engagement in PA increases the independence of patients. Further research needs to
be done to reveal the direction of the causality between increased independence and PA levels.
AC, REST, and MVPA were also affected by the rehabilitation center patients were admitted to.
One center showed consistently higher values of PA, which might suggest that it offers more
possibilities to the patients to engage in PA not only during therapy sessions, but also during
their leisure time. Lastly, it is likely that other factors like social integration, family support,
and the season of the year influenced the changes in PA and should be assessed in future
studies to investigate these effects as well (Perrier et al., 2012; Borisoff et al., 2018).
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6.5.4 Limitations
One limitation of the study is the sample size. Especially in the very acute stage, recruitment
of patients was challenging due to the health conditions of patients affecting the timing of
admissions and consenting to the study. Furthermore, at the last recording stage, about 6
months after injury, especially thoracic/lumbar patients are often discharged already from
the rehabilitation facility (Kessler et al., 2018), which explains higher dropouts at this stage.
Additionally, on average only two days of valid measurements per patient could be retained
for the analysis due to the strict quality criteria for data inclusion. Although this is rather low
compared to studies in other populations, in a recently published study we could show that
two days of measurements are sufficient in the in-patient setting to provide reliable outcomes
(Schneider et al., 2018). A general draw-back of PA assessments using inertial measurement
units is the underestimation of PA intensity during weight-loading activities. Previous studies
showed that energy expenditure estimation is less accurate during these activities (Popp et al.,
2018). Eventually, additional sensing capabilities, e.g., a heart-rate monitor, could be included
in future studies to account for this limitation. Lastly, intensity times are calculated based
on AC thresholds. A calculation based on a more sophisticated approach, e.g., by using a
dedicated energy expenditure estimation model (Popp et al., 2018) would be favorable to
achieve more precise estimates. The estimation of the energy expenditure, however, relies on
anthropometric information like body height and body weight, which was not available for all
included patients.
6.6 Conclusion
In this study, we investigated the changes in PA intensity levels over the rehabilitation process
for patients both with a cervical lesion and a thoracic/lumbar lesion. Compared to previous
studies focusing on the general PA level in terms of AC, PA intensity levels appear to be more
sensitive to detect differences between both patient groups, which are not detectable using
AC only, especially at later stages of the rehabilitation process. Thus, PA intensity levels should
be measured and reported when assessing PA as a confounder in clinical studies, or when
designing interventional studies, aiming at increased PA in general. Furthermore, we could
show that PA intensity during both leisure time and active therapies are susceptible to changes
during the rehabilitation, and both should be targeted in interventional studies aiming at
increasing PA level. The applied sensor technology will be applicable also in patients following
discharge from the inpatient rehabilitation and may present means to further foster and
expand achievements as achieved during rehabilitation.
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7.1 Abstract
Despite the well-known health benefits of an active lifestyle, the level of physical activity (PA)
is reported to be low in individuals with chronic spinal cord injury (SCI). The aim was to reveal
the impact and relation of impairment and demographic factors in chronic SCI individuals
to levels of PA performed after discharge from rehabilitation. By using wearable sensors, PA
was measured in 52 chronic SCI subjects (24 ambulatory, and 28 wheelchair-dependent SCI
subjects) and 17 healthy controls. We compared the PA intensity levels between SCI subjects
and healthy controls and performed a cluster analysis based on PA metrics. Multinomial
logistic regression was applied to predict the PA clusters by the clinical scores and age. We
identified 4 distinct clusters of PA patterns with mobility and independence being the most
discriminating factors between the PA clusters. The accuracy to predict subjects into their
classified cluster was 70%. We suggest that this high misprediction is because of other factors
than the clinical scores and demographics influencing the PA levels. We suggest that these
factors might be motivational-driven and adapted the PA clusters my removing ‘motivational
outliers’. Our study provides first reference values of PA levels, which are specific to the
mobility-mode and independence of individuals with an SCI. Using these reference values,
existing guidelines for PA can be adapted and rehabilitation goals during acute rehabilitation
set.
7.2 Introduction
Physical activity (PA) has been proven to provide a wide range of health benefits not only to
neurological intact adults (Warburton et al., 2006; Bize et al., 2007), but also to individuals
suffering from a spinal cord injury (SCI) (Jörgensen et al., 2019). Besides its positive effect
on the cardiovascular system, PA has been shown to decrease pain, fatigue, and depressive
symptoms and has an overall benefit on the quality of life of SCI individuals (Stevens et al., 2008;
Buchholz et al., 2009; Tawashy et al., 2009). During rehabilitation in acute SCI, an increased PA
is furthermore assumed to improve clinical recovery (Jones et al., 2012; Lynskey et al., 2008;
Quel de Oliveira et al., 2017). So far, PA levels in the chronic SCI population are rather less well
studied and has been reported as being low (Buchholz et al., 2003; Martin Ginis et al., 2010;
Jörgensen et al., 2017). Some recommendations on how much PA is needed to gain a health
benefit have been developed specifically for SCI patients (Martin Ginis et al., 2011; Totosy de
Zepetnek et al., 2015; Nightingale et al., 2017). However, they are unspecific regarding the
impact of impairment onto achievable PAs. Studies grossly related the influence of the lesion
level on the PA of SCI individuals during daily life but with profound variations ranging from a
strong (Martin Ginis et al., 2010) to even no relation to the lesion level (Tawashy et al., 2009).
These variations in the findings might be due to the application of mainly questionnaires
to assess PA although specific questionnaires had been developed and validated for the
population of SCI, e.g., the Physical Activity Recall Assessment (Martin Ginis et al., 2005).
Nevertheless questionnaires are limited by the recall ability and thus suffer from subjectivity,
an indeed several studies showed a mismatch between PA questionnaires and objective
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measures of PA, i.e., wearable sensors (Zbogar et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2018; Cleland et al.,
2018). Wearable sensors have already been successfully applied to assess PA objectively during
the inpatient rehabilitation of acute SCI patients (Brogioli et al., 2016c). Besides being an
objective measure of PA, the main advantage of wearable sensors is its easy translation from
the inpatient rehabilitation to the home environment. van den Berg-Emons et al. (2008)
measured SCI individuals one year after discharge using accelerometers and reported an
decreased PA in SCI subjects compared to able-bodied individuals in terms of the duration
of dynamic activities and body motility. This study demonstrated the feasibility to measure
PA in SCI subjects compared to healthy controls and found lower levels in SCI individuals at
1 year after discharge compared to healthy controls. In this study, we aimed to gain insights
into PA levels in chronic SCI individuals applying measures of energy expenditure estimated
by wearable sensors and being related to activities of mobility (Popp et al., 2018, 2019a). We
intended to investigate PA levels in ambulatory and wheelchair-dependent SCI, and how they
relate to the level of impairment and demographic factors. The comparison to healthy controls
aimed for revealing the overall impact of mobility on PA measures. Using these measures,
recommendations of PA levels in chronic SCI individuals should become based on specific
levels of impairment and mobility. The latter may guide clinicians to set realistic PA goals for
their patients following discharge from rehabilitation and to improve existing PA guidelines.
7.3 Methods
7.3.1 Subjects
In total, 69 subjects were included in this analysis. Of these subjects, 52 subjects were chronic
SCI subjects and 17 healthy controls without any neurological impairment. Out of the 52
subjects with SCI, 24 subjects showed some ambulatory mobility during daily life, while 28
subjects were wheelchair-dependent during daily life activities. Inclusion criteria for the SCI
subjects were traumatic or non-traumatic chronic SCI (> one year after injury). All neurological
level of injury (NLI) and completeness of the lesion according to the ASIA impairment scale
(AIS) were admitted to the study. Ambulatory SCI subjects had to be able to walk at least
100 m without supervision, and all included subjects were community-walkers. Wheelchair-
dependent SCI subjects had to use a manual or an electric wheelchair as their primary mode of
mobility. Ten of the included wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects were enrolled to a wheelchair-
sports club (mainly basketball and rugby) and regularly participated in training and games.
Exclusion criteria were any neurological impairments other than SCI, orthopedic or rheumatic
diseases or an on-going major depression or psychosis. Healthy controls were age-and-gender-
matched to the ambulatory SCI subjects. Recruitment took place from 2016 to 2018. SCI
subjects were recruited from the Spinal Cord Injury Center of the Balgrist University Hospital
and local wheelchair-sports clubs. Healthy control subjects were recruited from the work
environment of the university. All subjects signed a written consent before participating in the
study following the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was approved by the ethical committee
of the canton of Zurich, Switzerland (KEK-ZH No. 2013-0202).
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7.3.2 Measurement device
An inertial measurement unit (IMU) was used to assess PA during daily life. From 2016 to
2017 the ReSense sensor (Leuenberger and Gassert, 2011) was used. The sensor comprises
a 3D accelerometer, a 3D gyroscope, a 3D magnetometer, and an altimeter. The battery
capacity was limited to a maximum of 1.5 days and had to be exchanged once a day. In 2018,
the successor of the ReSense was used (www.zurichmove.com) which has the same sensing
capabilities as the ReSense. This sensor allowed for continuous monitoring of 3 days without
exchanging the sensors.
7.3.3 Measurement protocol
Subjects were asked to come to the Balgrist University Hospital for the initial assessments. For
SCI subjects, the SCIM scores and the upper limb motor score was assessed. All ambulatory
subjects (SCI subjects and control subjects) had to perform the 6-Minute Walk Test (6MWT),
the 10-Meter Walk Test (10MWT), and the Timed Up and Go Test (TUG). In all three tests,
subjects were asked to perform them in the fastest speed possible, while still feeling safe and
comfortable. Furthermore, a questionnaire about general life circumstances and demograph-
ics has been filled out by all subjects. After these initial assessments, subjects got the wearable
sensors attached, one to each wrist, one to each ankle in ambulatory subjects, and one to the
right wheel of each wheelchair in wheelchair-dependent subjects. Subjects were instructed to
wear the sensors for 3 consecutive days and only remove them for water activities (showering
or swimming). Additionally, all subjects were instructed to fill out an activity log by entering
times sleeping, working and doing sports. After the three measurement days, subjects sent the
sensors and the activity log back to the hospital.
7.3.4 Data analysis and statistics
Pre-processing
In order to assure a constant sampling rate of 50 Hz, the raw sensor data were resampled
and temporally aligned using a spline interpolation function. Data were then labeled for
non-wear time using a semi-automatic algorithm (Schneider et al., 2018). The awake time of
each subject was labeled visually, considering the information provided in the activity logs.
PA features
PA features were extracted for days with at least 13h of sensor data (sleep not included) (Her-
rmann et al., 2014). PA features were based on the estimated energy expenditure as described
previously (Popp et al., 2018). The algorithm was adapted to ambulatory SCI subjects (Popp
et al., 2019a) and healthy control subjects (unpublished data from our group). The energy
expenditure was expressed in terms of the metabolic equivalent of task (MET) by dividing the
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estimated energy expenditure by the resting energy expenditure. All extracted features are
based on the MET values. Time spent in sedentary (SED), time spent in low (LPA), and time
spent in moderate-vigorous (MVPA) intensities were calculated based on 1 ≤MET ≤ 1.5, 1.5 <
MET < 3, and MET≥ 3, respectively (Ainsworth et al., 2011). Additional to the time spent in the
respective intensity, the MET-minutes were calculated for each intensity by summing the MET
values of each minute spent in the respective intensity. Furthermore, the time spent in bouts
≥ 2min (sporadic bouts), ≥ 5min (short bouts), and ≥ 10min (medium-to long bouts) and
the number of bouts of continuous movement in all four intensities were calculated, because
longer bout durations have been associated with a reduced risk of overweight and obesity
(Willis et al., 2015). Lastly, activity counts (AC) were calculated by integrating the acceleration
magnitude in epochs of 1 min. AC were reported to facilitate comparison with previous results
stated in the literature. AC of both wrists were summed up for wheelchair-users, and both
wrists and ankles for ambulatory subjects. All features were normalized to 24 h. A list of all
calculated features can be found in Table C.1.
Clinical scores and demographics
The time after injury, the SCIM subdomains self-care (max. score 20), room and toilet mobility
(max. score 10), indoors and outdoors mobility (max. score 30), and the manual muscle testing
(MMT) score of the upper limb (max. score 100, 50 per side) were used to characterize the
wheelchair-dependent and ambulatory SCI subjects. The distance in the 6MWT (in meter),
time in 10MWT (in seconds), and time in TUG (in seconds) were used to characterize the
ambulatory SCI subjects and healthy controls. Age and gender of all subjects were further
included in the analysis.
Statistics
For the comparison of PA metrics between the three included subject groups, wheelchair-
dependent SCI, ambulatory SCI, and control subjects, an analysis of variance was conducted.
Due to non-normality of the data, median and interquartile range (IQR) were reported for
descriptive statistics, and the Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum test for continuous variables and the
Fisher’s Exact Test applied for inferential statistics. The Dunn test was applied as a post-hoc test.
To identify subjects with similar patterns in terms of PA levels, a hierarchical clustering method
was applied. To reduce dimensionality and noise in the PA data, a principal component
analysis was applied to the scaled and centered data. The first 3 components explaining the
most variance were retained and used in further analyses. Then, hierarchical clustering was
applied to the principal components to find groups of subjects with similar patterns in terms
of PA levels. Euclidean distance was used as a distance measure and Ward’s method as merging
criterion. Ward’s method is an agglomerative clustering method that aims to minimize the
total within-cluster variance (Murtagh and Legendre, 2014). The number of final clusters
was determined by evaluating the silhouette coefficient together with the meaningfulness
of the clusters. To interpret the groups, comparisons between clusters were made using
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the Kruskal-Wallis Rank Sum Test for continuous variables and the Fisher’s Exact Test for
categorical variables. Multinomial logistic regression was conducted to predict the PA clusters
based on the clinical scores and demographics. Ten-fold cross-validation was conducted to
evaluate the final model. The sensitivity, specificity, and balanced accuracy of the regression
model was calculated by the following formulas.
Statistical analysis was performed in RStudio (RStudio Team, 2015).
7.4 Results
7.4.1 Demographics
The mean age of all included subjects was 51.6 ± 12.0 years (wheelchair-dependent SCI: 48.5
± 11.8 years, ambulatory SCI: 53.9 ± 11.9 years, healthy controls: 51.6 ± 12.2 years), with
13 female and 56 male subjects (wheelchair-dependent SCI: 23 male, 5 female, ambulatory
SCI: 19 male, 5 female, healthy controls: 14 male, 3 female). The NLI ranged from C3 to T11
(tetraplegic: 9, paraplegic: 19 subjects) in the wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects and from C5
to S3 (tetraplegic: 8, paraplegic: 16 subjects) in the ambulatory SCI subjects. The completeness
of the lesion ranged from A to D in the wheelchair-dependent subjects (A: 18, B: 4, C: 4, D:
2 subjects) and from B to D (A: 0, B: 3, C: 1, D: 20 subjects) in the ambulatory SCI subjects.
Subjects wore the sensors for 18.6 ±10.9 hours while being awake. On average 2.5 ± 0.8 valid
days could be extracted for the analysis.
7.4.2 Differences in PA between chronic SCI subjects and healthy controls
All investigated PA metrics were significantly different across the three groups (Figure 7.1,
Table 7.1). Average MET, total AC, time spent in MVPA, and MET-minutes of MVPA were
significantly lower in wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects than in healthy controls and am-
bulatory SCI subjects. Time spent in LPA and MET-minutes of LPA were significantly higher
in wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects than in healthy controls. Additionally, MET-minutes
of LPA was significantly higher in wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects compared to ambu-
latory SCI subjects. Time spent in SED was significantly lower in ambulatory SCI than in
wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects and healthy controls.
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Figure 7.1 – Boxplots for average MET (panel A), time spent in sedentary PA (SED, panel B),
time spent in low PA (LPA, panel C), and time spent in moderate-vigorous PA (MVPA, panel D)
for the groups of wheelchair dependent SCI subjects, ambulatory SCI subjects, and healthy
control subjects. *, **, ***, denote p-values of < 0.05, < 0.01, < 0.001, respectively.
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7.4.3 Cluster analysis of PA metrics
To find clusters of subjects with similar PA patterns, hierarchical clustering was conducted. To
reduce noise in the data, a principal component analysis was applied before the clustering. The
first three components of the principal component analysis explained 77% of the total variance
in the data (Component 1: 35%, Component 2: 28%, Component 3: 14%). The PA features time
spent in MVPA (7.6%) and MET-minutes of MVPA (8.2%) contributed most to the first principal
component, time spent in SED (10.9%) and MET-minutes of SED (10.6%) contributed most to
the second principal component, and time spent in bouts of MVPA (≥ 5min: 15.8%, ≥ 10min:
15.7%, ≥ 2min: 15.7%) contributed most to the third principal component. Time spent in LPA
(first component: 5.2%, second component: 5.1%) and MET-minutes of LPA (first component:
4.0%, second component: 6.7%) contributed almost equally to the first and second principal
component. A hierarchical clustering method was then applied to the first three principal
components. According to the silhouette coefficient, merging the branches of the hierarchical
tree at height 12.0 was recommended, resulting in 6 clusters. However, this led to one cluster
of only 2 subjects making statistical analysis impossible. Therefore, we had to merge the
branches at height 23.3, resulting in a final number of 4 clusters (Figure C.1). A comparison
of the clinical scores and PA metrics between all 4 clusters (Figure 7.2, Table C.2) revealed
that two PA clusters mainly contained wheelchair-users and were separated in terms of PA
metrics by a significantly lower time spent in SED and significantly higher time spent in LPA
in the second cluster. These clusters are referred to as wheelchair-dependent with moderate
independence and wheelchair-dependent with full independence. The remaining two PA
clusters mainly contained pedestrian, with a significantly higher time spent in SED, and lower
time spent in LPA in the second cluster. These two clusters are referred to as ambulatory with
moderate walking capacity and ambulatory with high walking capacity. The naming of the
clusters will be explained in the following section.
Whereas the time spent in MVPA did not differ between the two ambulatory clusters, MET-
minutes in MVPA were significantly higher in the ambulatory cluster with full walking capacity
compared to the ambulatory cluster with moderate walking capacity. The time spent in
MVPA and average MET was significantly higher in both ambulatory clusters compared to
the wheelchair-dependent clusters, while not differing significantly within both wheelchair-
dependent and ambulatory clusters. The wheelchair-dependent cluster with moderate in-
dependence and ambulatory cluster with full walking capacity showed similar time spent in
SED.
The SCIM mobility indoors and outdoors score was significantly higher in both ambulatory
clusters than in the wheelchair-dependent clusters, while the SCIM self-care score was sig-
nificantly higher in both ambulatory clusters compared to the wheelchair-dependent with
moderate independence only. Although the wheelchair-dependent clusters mainly contained
wheelchair-dependent subjects, three ambulatory SCI subjects were also classified into these
groups. Furthermore, three wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects were classified to the ambula-
tory clusters.
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Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4
Sensitivity 0.63 0.83 0.33 0.95
Specificity 0.94 0.89 0.96 0.76
Balanced Accuracy 0.78 0.86 0.65 0.85
Table 7.2 – Sensitivity, specificity, and balanced accuracy for predicting PA clusters based on
the clinical scores and age.
7.4.4 Predicting PA clusters using clinical scores and age
The prediction of the PA clusters based on the clinical scores and age resulted in an accuracy
of 0.67 (95% CI: 0.54, 0.78), with 46 out of 69 subjects being correctly classified (Table C.3,
Figure 7.2). The prediction accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for each PA cluster is presented
in Table 7.2. After removing all wrongly classified subjects and retraining the model, the
accuracy improved to 1.0 (95% CI: 0.92, 1) with all subjects being correctly classified. The
demographics, clinical scores, and PA metrics of the updated PA clusters can be found in
Table 7.3. SCIM self-care, SCIM mobility room and toilet, SCIM mobility indoors and outdoors,
upper limb motor score, 6MWT, 10MWT, TUG and work time differed significantly between
the clusters. In contrast to the PA clusters before removing ‘motivational outliers’ (as reported
in Table C.2), in the updated PA clusters the SCIM self-care scores were significantly lower in
the wheelchair-dependent cluster with moderate independence compared to all other clusters,
explaining the naming of this cluster. The distance walked in the 6MWT was significantly
lower in the ambulatory cluster with moderate walking capacity compared to the ambulatory
cluster with high walking capacity, the time needed in the 10MWT, and the TUG significantly
higher in the ambulatory cluster with moderate walking capacity compared to the ambulatory
cluster with high walking capacity. The naming of the clusters thus arises from the difference
in independence between the wheelchair-dependent clusters, and the difference in walking
capacity in the ambulatory clusters.
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Figure 7.2 – Boxplots of PA metrics (Panel A-E), and clinical scores (panel F-H) in the four PA
clusters ‘wheelchair-dependent with moderate independence’, ‘wheelchair-dependent with
high independence’, ‘ambulatory with moderate walking capacity’, and ‘ambulatory with high
walking capacity’ resulting from the hierarchical clustering. Red boxplots and points indicate
the updated PA clusters after removing ‘motivational outliers’, which were wrongly predicted
by the multinomial regression model and thus removed for the final PA clusters. *, **, ***,
denote p-values of < 0.05, < 0.01, < 0.001, respectively and are given for the updated PA clusters
only.
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7.5 Discussion
In this study, we investigated the difference in PA levels between wheelchair-dependent SCI,
ambulatory SCI, and healthy control subjects. We found four distinct clusters of PA patterns
which were related to differences in the impairment.
7.5.1 The influence of mobility on PA levels
PA metrics differed significantly between the three cohorts of wheelchair-dependent SCI,
ambulatory SCI, and healthy controls suggesting that the mode of mobility largely influences
the level of PA. Wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects showed less time spent in MVPA than
ambulatory SCI subjects and healthy controls, which can be explained by the fact that the
activity of wheeling is less intense than the activity of walking (Popp et al., 2018, 2019a). In
previous studies from our group, we have seen that wheeling at 2 and 5km/h (MET: 2.5 and 3.7)
is less intense than walking at 2 and 5km/h (MET: 2.8 and 4.4). The time spent in MVPA was
not significantly different between ambulatory SCI subjects and healthy controls. However,
the MET-minutes of MPVA were significantly higher in healthy controls suggesting that they
might be walking the same amount but with higher intensity, e.g., a faster speed. Furthermore,
the time spent in LPA was higher in ambulatory SCI subjects than in healthy controls, which
undermines this hypothesis further. Although walking at a comfortable speed is mainly in
the MVPA level (MET: 4.0), slow walking (< 2km/h) is classified as LPA (Popp et al., 2019a). A
further distinction into mobility-related PA intensity would be required to answer whether
SCI subjects and healthy controls walk the same amount but in a different intensity level
or whether the quantity differs as well. The time spent in LPA was higher in wheelchair-
dependent SCI subjects compared to healthy controls, which can be explained by the fact that
wheeling is less intense than walking, since only two limbs are involved and mobility-related
activity is a large part of the total daily PA (Jörgensen et al., 2017). The time spent in SED was
highest in healthy controls, which is counterintuitive. However, mobility-impaired individuals,
i.e., wheelchair-dependent and ambulatory SCI subjects, might need a longer time to cover
daily distances which can be assumed to be equal in all cohorts and therefore have less time
to do sedentary activities. Furthermore, SCI subjects might be more occupied with therapies
and therefore show less sedentary activities.
7.5.2 Clustering of PA metrics into wheelchair-dependent and ambulatory SCI
individuals
The clustering of PA metrics revealed four distinct PA clusters, two wheelchair-dependent clus-
ters and two ambulatory classes. The wheelchair-dependent clusters were further separated
into two distinct PA clusters. Although both clusters mainly consisted of wheelchair users, one
very inactive healthy control and two ambulatory SCI subjects were classified in the less active
cluster. The two wheelchair-dependent clusters differed significantly in time spent in SED and
LPA while showing similar, very low, levels of MVPA. This is likely because the amount of active
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wheeling is higher in the second wheelchair-dependent cluster. The very low level of MVPA
can be explained by the fact that the activity of wheeling is mainly within a low-intensity range
as shown previously (Popp et al., 2018). The ambulatory clusters were further divided into
two clusters. The first ambulatory cluster contained mainly ambulatory SCI subjects and only
two healthy controls. Additional, three wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects, who regularly
participated in sports training and matches were classified into this pedestrian cluster. In
contrast, the second ambulatory cluster contained a mix of ambulatory SCI subjects and
healthy controls. This suggests that not only mobility influences the PA levels, but motivation
might play an important role as well. Therefore, we built a multinomial regression model
aiming at predicting the subjects solely based on their clinical scores and age into the PA
clusters. About 70% of the subjects were predicted into the correct PA cluster, suggesting that
clinical scores and age does indeed drive the PA levels. However, 30% of mispredicted subjects
confirms the hypothesis that additional factors, e.g., motivational factors, drives the PA levels
confirming results of previous studies (Jörgensen et al., 2017). We removed these mispredicted
subjects, i.e., ‘motivational outliers’, from the four PA clusters in order to get truly impairment-
driven PA levels. After removing the ‘motivational outliers’, the first wheelchair-dependent
cluster showed significantly lower SCIM self-care and mobility room and toilet scores than
all the other clusters. Furthermore, it contained more tetraplegic patients than the second
wheelchair-dependent cluster. Thus, we can state that this cluster represents typical PA levels
of chronic wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects with low to moderate independence in daily life
and a higher impairment. In contrast, subjects in the second wheelchair-dependent cluster
showed high levels of independence and thus represent typical PA levels of independent and
less impaired wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects. The first ambulatory cluster contained
no healthy controls after removing ‘motivational outliers’ and showed significantly lower
distances in the 6MWT and longer times needed for the TUG and 10MWT than the second
ambulatory cluster. Thus, it represents the typical PA levels of ambulatory SCI subjects with
limited or moderate walking capacity, compared to the second ambulatory cluster containing
ambulatory SCI subjects and healthy controls with high walking capacity. As discussed pre-
viously, we see counterintuitively higher times spent in SED in the ambulatory cluster with
full walking capacity than in the cluster with moderate walking. This might be due to a slower
walking speed in the limited pedestrian cluster and therefore longer times needed to cover
daily distances which might be equal in both groups. However, more research needs to be
invested whether the quantity of walking is comparable in both groups or quantity differs
additional to the intensity.
7.5.3 Comparison of PA levels to literature
Jörgensen et al. (2017) investigated the amount of leisure-time PA in elderly chronic SCI
subjects by using the Physical Activity Recall Assessment questionnaire. They found that the
wheelchair-usage was strongly associated with lower levels of leisure-time PA confirming our
results. Furthermore, they reported a median of 5 minutes per day of MVPA leisure-time PA
in their cohort, which is much lower than our observations. Although the wheelchair users
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with moderate independence in our study did not show any time in MVPA, the majority of
SCI subjects was clearly above this value. However, Jörgensen et al. (2017) only investigated
self-reported leisure-time PA compared to our study in which we considered the PA during a
complete day. Furthermore, the age of their sample size is higher, which might explain the
discrepancy to our results further. Mesquita et al. (2017) investigated clusters of PA levels
using a similar approach like ours, although on patients with a chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease. They identified five distinct clusters of patients. The two pedestrian clusters in our
study were comparable in terms of time spent in MVPA and MET-minutes of MVPA to the two
second most active clusters (‘sedentary exercisers’ and ‘busy bees’), suggesting that our cohort
is rather active. The two ‘wheelchair-users’ clusters of our study lied in the range of their three
most inactive clusters. However, Mesquita et al. (2017) did only look at ambulatory subjects.
7.5.4 Adherence to guidelines to literature
World Health Organisation (2011) suggests 150 min of MVPA intensity per week for healthy
adults, which translates to a time spent on MVPA of > 30min on five days per week. These
guidelines would be reached by all found PA clusters, but the wheelchair-dependent cluster
with moderate independence which might not be able to reach it due to their impairment in
the upper limbs and fewer possibilities to engage in high-intense PA. However, World Health
Organisation (2011) further recommends that an activity in MVPA should last at least 10min.
This is on average only reached by the ambulatory cluster with full walking capacity. Although
this group spent more time in SED, this is the group in which most of the subjects adhered to
the WHO guidelines, which were established for the healthy population. In the ambulatory
cluster with moderate walking capacity half of the subjects, in the wheelchair-dependent
cluster with high independence one-third of the subjects, and in the wheelchair-dependent
cluster with moderate independence no subject did reach this guideline. This suggests that
the guideline might be too challenging for people with impaired mobility. Martin Ginis et al.
(2018) proposed a fitness guideline specific to the SCI population, which should aim at 2 0min
of MVPA of aerobic exercise 2 times per week. Assuming that an activity should last at least
10 min in order to be treated as an ‘exercise’, both ‘pedestrian’ clusters reached this goal. The
wheelchair-dependent cluster with high independence had a median of 11 minutes of MVPA
per day over two to three days suggesting that they would reach this goal of 20 minutes on two
days a week as well. Only the wheelchair-dependent cluster with moderate independence
could not reach this goal with a median of 0 minutes of MVPA per day. Within the latter cluster
many subjects were using an electric wheelchair during daily life and only occasionally using a
manual wheelchair, which is not enough to reach the suggested minutes of MVPA. Eventually,
the guideline by Martin Ginis et al. (2018) is too challenging for more severely impaired SCI
subjects and needs to be updated to address the impairments of this SCI cohort. Neither the
World Health Organisation (2011) guidelines, nor the guidelines from Martin Ginis et al. (2018)
included LPA into their recommendations on PA. However, it has been shown that LPA can
elicit an increase in brain volume (Spartano et al., 2019) and reduce the risk of cardiovascular
diseases (Hamer et al., 2014). Therefore, we suggest including LPA in future guidelines as well.
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With this work, we provide first observational-based norm values about PA in chronic SCI
individuals which are specific to the mobility mode and independence and include several
PA intensities. In a next step, these norm values have to be validated in order to reveal their
suitability to serve as recommendations for the population of SCI.
7.6 Limitations
One main limitation of the study is our recruitment bias. SCI subjects agreeing to participate
in our study were on general higher motivated patients who were mainly living independently.
Especially, the ambulatory SCI subjects were good to very good walkers and the difference
compared to the healthy controls was rather low. Therefore, subsequent studies should aim
at a higher stratification of grades of impairment. Furthermore, the sample size appears to
be a limitation as well. Although a set of 52 SCI subjects is a considerable large sample size,
the heterogeneity in this population is very high. Larger sample size would be required to
consolidate the found PA clusters further and eventually detect new clusters which might
be present. A limitation of wearable sensors, in general, is that weight-loading activities are
underestimated. Combining these sensors with heart-rate monitors may solve this. Lastly, the
leisure time PA cannot be distinguished from the occupational time just by the use of sensors.
A combination of the wearable sensor technology with well-established questionnaires like
the Physical Activity Recall Assessment might be the next step towards a more comprehensive
picture of subjects PA.
7.7 Conclusion
With this study we showed that there is an unknown variable, assumingly motivational-related,
influencing the level of PA in subjects with a chronic SCI. Therefore, extracting lesion-specific
guidelines becomes challenging. Although there is a relation between the mode of mobility
and PA levels, this does not fully explain differences in observed PA levels. Our PA clusters give
first hints about typical PA levels in chronic SCI subjects and can be used as rough guidelines
of expected PA levels in subjects with a SCI. Especially during acute rehabilitation, these
guidelines might be more appropriate to use as rehabilitation goals than commonly reported
WHO guidelines. However, we did not investigate any health benefit of the suggested PA levels,
and thus these are purely observational-driven. This research is a critical contribution to
adapt existing guidelines of PA for individuals with an SCI and identifies clusters of PA, which
can serve as a comparison to PA levels during acute rehabilitation and in interventional trials
in which PA is assumed to drive a significant role.
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This thesis had two main aims. First, we targeted an extension of the current framework to
assess physical activity (PA) in individuals with a spinal cord injury (SCI) developed within
our research group by adding quantitative and qualitative measures of PA. This framework
should enable clinicians during the clinical routine and investigators in clinical trials to track
the progress of SCI individuals in terms of how they translate their functional capacity to
performance in daily life. This also included the generation of a guideline on how many days
clinicians and researchers need to measure PA to get reliable representations of the individuals
overall PA level.
The second aim of the thesis was to provide a tool to evaluate the measured PA in acute
SCI rehabilitation and chronic SCI subjects living in the home environment. To achieve this
aim, representative data were acquired and analyzed. These led to first observational-based
recommendations on PA that can help clinicians and researchers to evaluate the level of PA
for the given impairment of the SCI individual and increase motivation for PA in general.
In the following chapter, the results of both aims will be discussed and a conclusion including
an outlook to future work will be given.
8.1 Assessing physical activity
Within the scope of this work, new metrics were developed and validated to assess movement
quantity and quality in individuals with an SCI.
An algorithm to distinguish accurately between sitting and lying posture in wheelchair-
dependent individuals based on a single inertial measurement unit (IMU) attached to the
chest was developed (Chapter 2). The algorithm is especially suitable in early rehabilitation
of SCI patients, in which it is of great importance to track the mobilization of patients and
ensure that they are mobilized regularly to reduce the risk of pressure ulcers and to activate
circulation (Consortium for Spinal Cord Medicine, 2008). However, we observed that the
fixation of the chest sensor using an elastic strap was challenging. Especially when patients
started being more active, a frequent slipping of the sensor strap led to a change in the position
of the sensor which could not guarantee a reliable detection of posture during daily life in all
patients. However a better fixation of the sensor will appropriately address this issue.
The algorithm was not only applied to distinguish lying from sitting posture in wheelchair-
dependent SCI individuals but also to separate sedentary and non-sedentary behavior in
children and adolescents in a collaborative project together with the Rehabilitation Center
Affoltern am Albis, University Children’s Hospital Zurich. In this study, sensors at the thigh
and ankle were used to distinguish lying position from sitting or standing (ankle sensor) and
standing position from sitting and lying (thigh sensor). This application demonstrated the
generalizability of the developed algorithm not only to other populations but also to other
sensor locations (von Büren, 2017).
Furthermore, algorithms were developed to assess the energy expenditure of ambulatory SCI
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subjects (Popp et al., 2019a) and healthy controls (unpublished work) similar to the one that
was developed for wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects (Popp et al., 2018). These algorithms
were developed for a setup of 8 sensors (2 forefeet, 2 ankles, 2 wrists, hip, and chest). To
guarantee the applicability and compliance during clinical routine and in intervention trials,
we adapted the algorithms to a reduced set of 4 sensors, i.e., 2 ankles and 2 wrists (Popp et al.,
2019b). Reducing the number of sensors decreased the accuracy only slightly (1˜%).
Based on these algorithms to estimate the energy expenditure, we calculated the metabolic
equivalent of task (MET) and were thus able to extract PA intensity levels, which enabled us
to investigate not only total PA in terms of activity counts and wheeling-specific PA but PA
intensity and duration. Resting (REST), sedentary (SED), low-intense (LPA), and moderate-
to-vigorous (MVPA) PA was defined by a MET < 1, 1 ≤ MET ≤ 1.5, 1.5 < MET < 3, and MET
≥ 3, respectively (Ainsworth et al., 2011). The developed algorithm relied on the height and
weight information of the individuals. In the longitudinal study with acute SCI patients, this
information was not easily available. Therefore, we developed SCI-specific cut-offs values
to approximate the energy expenditure by activity counts (AC). This approach is commonly
applied in other studies (Schmitz et al., 2005; Innerd et al., 2018; Spartano et al., 2019). However,
approximating energy expenditure based on the AC has been shown to be less accurate than
estimating the energy expenditure by dedicated algorithms (Altini et al., 2015). This is why
we only applied the AC cut-off approach in the longitudinal study and acquired height and
weight information for the subsequent cross-sectional studies to increase the accuracy. In
literature, both approaches are used commonly. However, the AC cut-offs strongly depend
on the measurement device used and the specific population investigated (Hills et al., 2014).
Therefore, we calibrated these AC cut-offs for the population of wheelchair-dependent and
ambulatory SCI individually.
Besides these additional measures of movement quantity, we developed measures of move-
ment quality.
Based on previous work (Leuenberger et al., 2017), a metric to quantify the forearm elevation
was adapted to the population of tetraplegic SCI individuals (Chapter 3). By estimating the dis-
tribution of forearm elevation angles, we were able to predict whether SCI individuals showed
compensatory strategies while performing activities of daily living (ADLs) (Schneider et al.,
2019a). We also showed the potential of quantifying the amount of upper limb compensation.
The algorithm is dependent on a single wearable sensor attached to the wrist, which makes it
easily applicable in daily clinical routine and intervention trials.
So far, this metric is only applicable to previously classified ADLs. For extracting the upper
limb compensation out of 24h-measurements, a classification into ADLs is required but has
not been developed so far. However, during inpatient rehabilitation, this algorithm can be
applied to detect and quantify upper limb compensation from sensor-enriched assessments
such as the Graded Assessment of Prehension (GRASSP, Kalsi-Ryan et al., 2012a) in SCI.
With this algorithm, we present the first tool to objectively assess compensatory movement in
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the upper limbs of tetraplegic patients, which is easily applicable in clinical routine and clinical
intervention studies. In combination with the GRASSP, this metric will enable researchers to
distinguish functional recovery driven by biological repair and compensatory strategies in an
easy and objective way.
Within the scope of this thesis work, a master thesis was conducted to quantify the efficiency
during manual wheelchair propulsion (Arcari, 2017). Algorithms were developed to identify
single strokes, to distinguish between different rim patterns (under-rim and over-rim), and
to estimate the wheeling efficiency based on IMUs attached to both wrists and the right
wheel of the wheelchair. The accuracy of distinguishing the over-rim from the under-rim
stroke pattern was 100% and outperformed algorithms stated in the literature with reported
accuracies from 90 to 96% (French et al., 2008; Ramirez Herrera et al., 2018). It could be
shown that the under-rim pattern was more efficient than the over-rim pattern. This is in line
with findings in literature stating a higher efficiency and reduced risk of upper limb trauma
for under-rim patterns (Boninger et al., 2002; Kwarciak et al., 2009). While algorithms to
detect propulsion patterns based on wearable sensors have been proposed previously (French
et al., 2008; Ramirez Herrera et al., 2018), we presented the first tool to estimate the wheeling
efficiency using wearable sensors as well. With the help of these algorithms, therapists can
monitor the wheeling performance of SCI individuals, analyze their patterns, and adapt the
strategies to optimize the efficiency and reduce upper limb pain, which has been shown to be
a limiting complication in wheelchair-dependent SCI individuals (Curtis et al., 1999).
A second master thesis was conducted, which focused on the development of the first al-
gorithm to assess gait quality in SCI individuals using wearable sensors (Werner, 2018). An
algorithm was developed to detect gait events from previously classified periods of walking
and to estimate temporal and spatial gait parameters based on wearable sensors attached to
both ankles. The gait event detection had an excellent sensitivity of 99.6%. The mean absolute
error in estimating the heel strike and toe off was below the frame rate of the video recording,
which was used as a validation method. The error in estimating the step length was with 3.75
± 3.56% highly comparable to the results stated in the literature (3%) for hemiparetic gait
(Trojaniello et al., 2014). Features like the step length and step duration strongly correlated
with the distance in the 6 minute walk test (6MWT). This demonstrates the validity of the
developed algorithms. Other features, e.g., gait symmetry, did not correlate with the distance
in the 6MWT, which confirms results from previous studies (Tang et al., 2006). This suggests
that we were able to capture features, which yield additional information about gait quality
like symmetry, smoothness, and risk of falling.
Lastly, an analysis was conducted to identify how many days of measurement are needed to ob-
tain a reliable representation of the PA levels in acute and chronic SCI individuals (Chapter 4).
We showed that during acute rehabilitation, at least 2 days of measurement were required
to get reliable measures of PA, while at least 3 days were required in chronic individuals. For
chronic SCI individuals, Sonenblum et al. (2012b) proposed a measurement duration of 3 days
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to reliably capture wheeling distance which is in line with our results. Our study was the first
to investigate the reliability of PA intensity times in acute and chronic SCI individuals and of
the wheeling distance in acute SCI individuals.
8.2 Evaluating physical activity
The second aim of this thesis was to acquire and interpret reference data about PA in SCI
individuals. Therefore, a longitudinal study to measure PA during acute rehabilitation and
cross-sectional studies to measure PA in chronic wheelchair-dependent and ambulatory SCI
individuals and healthy controls was conducted.
The longitudinal study revealed that PA was increasing during acute rehabilitation from 2
weeks after injury until 6 months after injury in paraplegic and tetraplegic patients. However,
there was a slight mismatch about the increase of PA in paraplegic patients in both longitudinal
analyses we conducted (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6). In the first analysis (Chapter 5), the increase
of PA in paraplegic SCI individuals was not significant, whereas we observed a significant
increase in the second analysis (Chapter 6). However, in the first analysis, we investigated
the change in paraplegic SCI individuals from 1 months until 6 months after injury, including
already discharged patients. In contrast, we focused on inpatient rehabilitation in the second
analysis. Furthermore, we included a measurement at 2 weeks after injury. The increase from
2 weeks to 1 month after injury was highly significant (p-value <0.001), whereas the increase
from 1 month to 3 months was significant with a p-value of 0.045. This increase could only be
detected as a trend in the previous study, probably due to a smaller sample size.
The independence of patients, assessed in terms of the SCIM self-care subscore, was a signif-
icant contributor modulating the increase of PA in SCI individuals. The increase of PA was
stronger related to the increase in independence in paraplegic than in tetraplegic patients. In
tetraplegic patients, additional factors, like an increased upper limb strength and an increased
effort to perform ADLs, contributed to the increased PA during rehabilitation. Nevertheless,
at later stages, the relationship between upper limb strength and PA was less strong, which
can be explained by learned compensatory strategies in the upper limbs. This could also
explain the comparable upper limb PA levels (in terms of AC) of tetraplegic and paraplegic
patients towards the end of inpatient rehabilitation. Zbogar et al. (2016) also investigated
the change of upper limb AC in para- and tetraplegic patients from admission to discharge.
Comparable to our study, they found a significant increase in upper limb AC in tetraplegic
patients. They observed an increase of upper limb AC in paraplegic patients as well, however
this increase was not significant. In contrast to our study, Zbogar et al. (2016) did not measure
the PA at fixed time windows, but at admission and at discharge. This led to varying time
periods between the two measurements, which could explain the discrepancy compared to
our results. Compared to our study in which we should similar upper limb PA at 6 months
after injury in para-and tetraplegic patients, Zbogar et al. (2016) found upper limb AC twice
as high in paraplegic SCI individuals than in tetraplegic individuals at discharge. According
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to the reported grip strength of the tetraplegic patients in the study of Zbogar et al. (2016),
they included tetraplegic patients with more severe impairments than we could include in our
study. This could have led to much lower levels of PA in tetraplegic patients compared to the
paraplegic patients.
Despite this eventually too low stratification in impairment levels in our study, we observed
a significant difference in terms of MVPA between paraplegic and tetraplegic patients at 6
months after injury. We were the first to show that assessing the PA intensity levels gives a
more sensitive measure to estimate differences between patient groups and individual im-
provements than AC.
Besides lower levels of MVPA, we observed higher levels of LPA in tetraplegic patients com-
pared to paraplegic patients when controlling for the differences in independence. It has been
shown that ADLs are mainly low intense activities (Popp et al., 2018, 2019a; Ainsworth et al.,
2011), which suggests that tetraplegic patients need to spend more time for handling ADLs
than paraplegic patients. A prolonged movement duration can explain these higher levels of
LPA in tetraplegics due to their impairment in the upper limbs (Mateo et al., 2015) and the
resultant use of compensatory strategies. Assessing movement quality, i.e., with our presented
algorithm to detect upper limb compensation (Chapter 3), would be required to confirm this
hypothesis.
Additional to the independence, mobility affected the level of PA. SCI individuals using a
wheelchair showed higher levels in LPA, but lower levels of MVPA than ambulatory SCI indi-
viduals. Mobility constitutes a significant part of PA during daily life (Jörgensen et al., 2017).
Furthermore, wheeling at 2 and 5km/h has been shown to be less intense (MET: 2.5 and 3.7)
than walking at 2 and 5km/h (MET: 2.8 and 4.4) (Popp et al., 2018, 2019a). This explains the
lower levels of MVPA and higher levels of LPA in wheelchair-dependent SCI individuals.
Based on the cross-sectional studies, we could reveal the importance of independence and
mobility on PA levels in chronic SCI individuals as well. PA levels of chronic SCI and healthy
controls clustered into 4 distinct classes, with 2 wheelchair-dependent and two ambula-
tory clusters. This confirms the strong influence of the mobility on the PA levels. The two
wheelchair-dependent classes were further separated into a highly independent group (i.e.,
high SCIM self-care scores) and a group with limited independence, also demonstrating the
significant influence of the independence.
However, we hypothesized that other factors than demographical and injury-related factors
additionally influenced the amount of PA. This was already hypothesized in a previous study
investigating leisure-time PA in chronic SCI-individuals using questionnaires (Jörgensen et al.,
2017). We hypothesized these additional factors to be associated with motivation, since intrin-
sic and extrinsic motivation have been shown to be crucial determinants for engaging in PA
(Allender et al., 2006; Hagger and Chatzisarantis, 2008; Teixeira et al., 2012; Parish and Treasure,
2013) . Future studies need to investigate this further by using dedicated questionnaires to
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assess intrinsic and extrinsic motivational factors and disentangle them from lesion-specific
limitations in engaging in PA.
We can assume that motivation does not only play a significant role in PA levels in chronic
SCI individuals but might also influence PA levels during acute rehabilitation and is thus to
be maximized. The potential of wearable sensors to increase PA has been shown in several
studies (Wang et al., 2015; Coughlin and Stewart, 2016; Cooper et al., 2018). To increase the
motivation for PA and give appropriate goals, we build first lesion-specific recommendations
which are based on observational data about typical PA patterns in chronic SCI individuals
and healthy controls.
8.3 Towards physical activity recommendations
In order to guide PA in acute and chronic SCI individuals, appropriate recommendations about
PA levels are required. The World Health Organization (WHO) set guidelines to engage in 150
min of MVPA per week (World Health Organisation, 2011). This activity should be performed
in bouts of at least 10min of continuous PA. However, these guidelines were established for the
healthy population. Therefore, Martin Ginis et al. (2018) proposed a fitness guideline specific
to the SCI population, aiming at 20 min of MVPA of aerobic exercise 2 times per week. Yet,
this guideline does not distinguish between different modes of mobility. Furthermore, like
the WHO guidelines, it only focuses on MVPA, whereas it has been shown in previous studies
that engaging in LPA was associated with a lower risk of cardiovascular diseases (Hamer et al.,
2014), and an increased brain volume (Spartano et al., 2019) and thus should not be neglected.
With this work, we aimed at providing first observational-based PA recommendations which
are lesion-specific and cover not only MVPA but also different levels of intensities. Initially, we
aimed at providing lesion-level-specific guidelines, e.g., for tetraplegic and paraplegic patients.
Novel insight from our studies required an alternative approach to set these guidelines.
In our longitudinal study and in the cross-sectional studies, we observed that the PA levels
are mainly dependent on mobility and independence and not necessarily on the lesion-level
solely. Therefore, we were the first to propose building recommendations specific for the mode
of mobility, i.e., for wheelchair-dependent and ambulatory SCI individuals and, eventually, to
include the level of independence into these recommendations.
However, we have to state that adapting PA recommendations to the level of independence,
as assessed using the SCIM self-care domain, might be controversial. The SCIM self-care
asks for the independence in performing ADLs, such as dressing. In the early stages of SCI
rehabilitation, we can assume that the performance of patients in accomplishing ADLs might
be very similar to their capacity. In other words, in early rehabilitation, the SCIM self-care
score can be interpreted as a measure of capacity.
However, in chronic SCI individuals, the performance of the patients is less than the capacity.
Therefore, the SCIM self-care score has to be interpreted as a performance measure, which is
influenced by motivational factors and not solely by the level of impairment.
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As a consequence, building PA recommendations based on this performance measure, which
includes motivational factors already, might give misleading recommendations. We would
preferably need a measure of the capacity of independence (i.e., is the patient able to perform
a particular task) to give truly impairment driven recommendations. This could be easily
achieved by asking the SCIM self-care differently. Instead of asking whether the patient regu-
larly performs a particular task independently, we would be interested in whether the patient
is be able to perform a particular task independently. Future studies need investigate the
relation between SCIM self-care as a performance and capacity assessment of independence,
motivation, and PA levels further.
Nevertheless, for the first recommendations, we obtained representative PA levels, which
were based on the previously presented clustering approach, for the following four groups:
wheelchair-dependent SCI individuals with moderate level of independence, wheelchair-
dependent SCI individuals with high level of independence, ambulatory SCI subjects with
moderate walking capacity, and ambulatory SCI subjects with high walking capacity. As
mentioned earlier, we did not include many patients with severe impairments (i.e., low inde-
pendence and low walking capacity) due to a bias in the recruitment. In future studies, PA of
these subpopulations need to be acquired as well.
In Table 8.1 we give the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile of all PA intensity levels for these 4
groups normalized to a 16h day (excluding sleep). We suggest using the 75th percentile for LPA
and MVPA and 25th percentile for REST and SED as a goal to increase the motivation for the
patients. Furthermore, the SCIM mobility indoors and outdoors subscores, SCIM self-care
subscores, and the 6MWT distances are given for each group to facilitate the choice of the
right class for which the recommendations should be given. These values can serve as the
first evidence for typical PA levels and can be given as goals during acute rehabilitation and
potentially after discharge.
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To evaluate the validity of the given recommendations, we compared them with results from
the longitudinal study at the latest stage of inpatient rehabilitation, i.e., 6 months after injury,
and to values based on wearable sensor-based PA measurements of the healthy population
stated in the literature.
At 6 months after injury, only wheelchair-dependent patients were in the inpatient rehabilita-
tion. We observed median SCIM self-care scores of 8.5 (7.8 – 15.3) and mobility indoors and
outdoors scores of 6 (4.8 – 7), which matches the scores of the chronic wheelchair-dependent
SCI group with moderate independence (Table 8.1). In the inpatient rehabilitation, the time
spent in MVPA was with 21.2 (11.8 – 51.4) min higher than in the chronic group with moderate
independence and almost reached values of the highly independent group. Also, the time
spent in LPA was higher than in the moderate independence group but lower than in the highly
independent group. This implies that chronic PA levels are lower than at the end of inpatient
rehabilitation. This is expected since patients are pushed during inpatient rehabilitation to be
as active as possible (i.e., high extrinsic motivation) to promote recovery. After discharge, this
extrinsic motivation is likely disappearing, and SCI individuals have to follow their intrinsic
motivation. One promising approach to keep this extrinsic motivation is the usage of wearable
sensors as discussed earlier in this thesis.
However, this also suggests that the recommendations for the moderate independence group
are set too low and recommendations of the highly independent group could be given even to
patients with lower levels of independence. This also reflects the controversy about the SCIM
self-care score being a mixture between performance and capacity measure. Further research
need to investigate this in more detail.
Next, we compared the acquired values for the chronic ambulatory group with high walking
capacity to values reported in the literature. However, this turned out to be challenging due to
different reporting guidelines and different methodologies used. Table 8.2 gives an overview
of PA levels acquired in three different studies. In all of the investigated studies, SED did
also include REST without distinguishing these two intensities. Therefore, we compare the
reported SED to our combined SED and REST. Unfortunately, not all studies reported the exact
MET cut-points used.
Furthermore, normalization to the wear time of the sensor was only reported in one study
(Spartano et al., 2019). Nevertheless, all studies only included hours of waking time in their
analysis. Therefore, we compared the reported results from the literature to our results
standardized to an average awake day, i.e., 16h.
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The study by Laeremans et al. (2017) investigated SED and MVPA of 122 healthy control
subjects with an average age of 35± 10 yrs. MVPA performed in bouts of≥ 10min was summed
up. In this study, the SenseWear device was used attached to the triceps. The time spent in
SED was very similar to what we observed in our population, while MVPA was slightly higher
(approx. 25min) in their study population than in our cohort. However, their study population
was 20 yrs younger than our study cohort. Since age has been reported to correlate negatively
with PA (Colley et al., 2011; Ramirez et al., 2018), this difference in age distribution can explain
the lower values of MVPA in our study population.
The study by Innerd et al. (2018) investigated MVPA, SED, and walking in a healthy population
of 120 subjects with a mean age of 44 ± 9 yrs. They assessed the relationship between PA
measured by an accelerometer (Actigraph GT3X+) attached to the waist in normal, overweight
and obese subjects. To compare this study to our results, we only investigated the reported
MVPA and SED measured by the accelerometer in the normal weight population. Innerd et al.
(2018) reported a mean time spent in MVPA of 158 ± 18 min. This is lower than our observed
values (217.2 ± 68.8 min). However, considering our relatively high standard deviations, the
values between our studies lie in a comparable range. Lower levels of MVPA in the study
population of Innerd et al. (2018) might be due to higher percentage of included women (49%
compared to 21% in our study population), as it has been shown that MVPA is decreased in
women compared to men (Hansen et al., 2012). The time spent in SED is highly similar in our
full walking capacity class compared to the study population of Innerd et al. (2018), which can
prove the validity of our chosen method.
The study by Spartano et al. (2019) investigated SED, LPA, and MVPA in 2354 participants
including healthy subjects, subjects with diabetes, stage 2 hypertension, and cardiovascular
disease using an Actical sensor attached the hip. The time spent in LPA was very similar in our
study compared to the study of Spartano et al. (2019). However, we found a high discrepancy
of MVPA and SED. Spartano et al. (2019) reported much higher SED than we observed, with
times spent in MVPA being 10 times smaller than in our cohort. One possible explanation for
this is that Spartano et al. (2019) did not only include healthy subjects leading to reduced PA in
their cohort. Furthermore, Spartano et al. (2019) estimated the PA intensity levels by using AC
cut-off values which were validated in the younger population and thus might be too high for
the population they were looking at (Barnett et al., 2016). Furthermore, it has been shown that
AC cut-offs can result in a decreased accuracy of up to 88% compared to dedicated algorithms
(Altini et al., 2015) and significantly underestimate MVPA (Ellis et al., 2016). Furthermore,
our study population was recruited in Switzerland, Spartano et al. (2019) recruited in the US.
Possibly, the population in Switzerland is indeed more active than the population in the US.
A study by Althoff et al. (2017) analyzed the number of steps taken in 717’527 people in 111
countries based on smartphone measurements. This study confirmed the hypothesis that
people in Switzerland take more steps (5512) than people in the US (4774). However, Spartano
et al. (2019) reported the estimated number of steps of 7519 which is even higher than what
Althoff et al. (2017) observed in Switzerland. To fully reveal this discrepancy, a study would
need to be performed estimating the PA in both countries using the same accurate device and
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algorithms to estimate the energy expenditure.
To conclude, evaluating the validity of our proposed PA recommendations poses challenges
due to different methodologies used in the literature. Not only different wearable sensors are
used but also different algorithms to extract metrics of PA and different reporting guidelines
make the comparison between different studies almost impossible. Therefore, we appeal
to researchers working on PA to clearly report, which methods were used, e.g., to extract PA
intensity levels (by clearly stating chosen cut-off values) and whether/ how PA was normalized
to the wear time of the sensors. More research is required to validate and improve our built
recommendations by collecting data from a larger cohort of subjects including acute SCI
individuals using a uniform methodology. Furthermore, we did not (and did not aim to) inves-
tigate the health benefits of our first proposed observational-based PA recommendations but
aimed at reporting typical PA values specific for the mobility mode and level of independence.
We propose to adapt health recommendations as given by Martin Ginis et al. (2018) specific to
mobility modes and levels of independence in order to set realistic goals, which can be used
to motivate for more PA in acute and chronic SCI individuals.
8.4 Thesis contributions
The two major aims to extend the current existing framework to assess PA in SCI individuals
by additional quantitative and qualitative measures (Part I of this thesis) and to evaluate
the acquired PA metrics (Part II of this thesis) and give first observational-based PA recom-
mendations have been achieved. In addition to the main achievements, several additional
contributions were made within this thesis. First, this thesis contributed to the validation
of our framework to assess PA in individuals with a spinal cord injury (Brogioli et al., 2016b).
Second, contributions were made towards the analysis pipeline which automatically creates
reports for patients and clinicians as soon as data is uploaded to a central server. This auto-
mated report generation helped to establish the framework in the clinical routine and made it
possible to integrate it into an upcoming multicenter clinical trial (Nogo Inhibition in Spinal
Cord Injury, NISCI, NCT03935321). Third, our framework to assess PA has been applied in
clinical studies like the INSTrUCT-SCI (NCT03069404) and a Body Weight Supported Training
Study (NCT03534518). Last, the sensor framework together with the automated reports have
also been applied in outreaching events like the Scientifica 2017 (Scientifica 2017) and the
Jeux Intercentres 2018 (Universitätsklinik Balgrist Blog 2018).
8.5 Conclusion and outlook
This thesis constitutes a major contribution towards the goal to have the first comprehensive
framework to assess and to evaluate PA in individuals with an SCI. This was achieved by
delivering tools to assess the quantity and quality of PA and to give recommendations about
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typical PA levels in SCI individuals in order to evaluate measured PA levels in the clinical
setting or the home environment. Due to the rather low and adjustable number of sensors
needed, the framework is applicable in the clinical routine and in clinical intervention trials.
To assess PA in SCI individuals, our currently available framework comprises algorithms to
quantify upper limb PA using AC, wheeling activities (Popp et al., 2016), posture of wheelchair-
dependent individuals (Schneider et al., 2017), and energy expenditure in wheeling (Popp
et al., 2018) and walking SCI individuals (Popp et al., 2019a). This includes the estimation of
PA intensity times based on the energy expenditure algorithm and based on AC cut-offs. An
algorithm to quantify gait in SCI individuals is currently under development by László Demkó
from our group and needs to be validated in the next step.
Furthermore, an algorithm to quantify ADLs during long-term measurements is required.
However, this will be challenging due to the high variability in ADLs where no regular move-
ment patterns, like in walking and wheeling, are existent. Eventually, labeled norm data
of various ADLs would need to be acquired in order to apply supervised machine learning
techniques aiming at classifying these activities. To assess movement quality, our framework
comprises algorithms to assess the upper limb laterality (Brogioli et al., 2016a), upper limb
compensation (Schneider et al., 2019a), wheeling efficiency (Arcari, 2017), and gait quality
(Werner, 2018). To apply the measures of upper limb compensation and gait quality to long-
term measurements, algorithms to classify walking activities (as developed by László Demkó)
and activities of daily living will be required.
An additional metric which could nicely complement our framework would be the assessment
of balance of SCI individuals while standing, as an improved balanced has been shown to
improve static stability and gait in SCI individuals (Tamburella et al., 2013). Balanced training
is often performed in acute rehabilitation during the transition from wheelchair to ambulatory
mobility (Nas, 2015) and it thus would be helpful to quantify it additional to the wheeling
and walking activities. Furthermore, a robust sleep detection algorithm would facilitate the
exclusion of sleep time during long-term measurements. So far, the sleep time was excluded
by visual inspection of the IMU data with the help of daily activity logs filled by the subjects.
However, this method requires much effort due to the manual work required and is not accu-
rate especially in very acute stages after the injury. In these stages patients lie almost a whole
day in bed and have trouble sleeping at all. Currently, a sleep detection algorithm is developed
by Franziska Ryser for our used sensor device and would need adaption and validation in the
population of SCI once the development is finished. Lastly, an assessment tool to measure
spasticity would round off our framework. Spasticity is reported in up to 78% of individuals
with an SCI and drastically decrease quality of life limiting ADLs in general (reviewed in Adams
and Hicks, 2005). At the moment spasticity is not detected in IMU-measurements and could
be treated as PA falsely. Therefore, we suggest developing an algorithm to detect and assess
spasticity to reduce this potential overestimation of PA elicited by spasticity. Furthermore,
a detection of spasticity could track the efficiency of antispastic medications and physical
therapy. However, this detection might be challenging and may be only achievable by using
additional sensing modalities like EMG sensors (Arami et al., 2017; Lonini et al., 2017).
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To evaluate PA in SCI individuals, this thesis added norm values of PA in chronic SCI individuals
and insights about factors influencing PA levels in acute and chronic SCI to our existing
framework on assessing PA in SCI. We were the first to show that the PA is increasing during the
rehabilitation and independence and mobility of SCI individuals are main factors influencing
the PA and it is not necessarily the lesion-level alone which influences PA. Thus, our initial
goal to build lesion-level specific recommendations became challenging. This is why we chose
to give recommendations specific for mobility modes and independence, which is novel to
the field. We revealed another important role driving PA levels, which we hypothesized to be
motivation as has been proven for the healthy population already (Allender et al., 2006; Hagger
and Chatzisarantis, 2008; Teixeira et al., 2012; Parish and Treasure, 2013). Thus, we suggest to
include motivational questionnaires like the Physical Activity and Leisure Motivation Scale
(Molanorouzi et al., 2014) into future studies to account for it and investigate this effect further.
Furthermore, still unclear is the causality between PA and functional recovery. Does an
increased PA indeed elicit functional recovery? Or is an increased PA just resulting from an
increased functional recovery? Although there is strong evidence that PA increases functional
recovery, future research needs to confirm the hypothesis and reveal the exact influence of
task-specificity, intensity, duration, and timing of PA on functional recovery. To answer these
questions, a huge amount of measurements in a high temporal resolution would be required
to reveal the timing of changes in PA and recovery and eventually reveal the effect of PA on
recovery. Our framework gives a tool to researchers to tackle these challenging questions.
The effect of plasticity-enhancing medications on the functional recovery in SCI will be inves-
tigated in future clinical intervention studies like the NISCI trial. In these studies, PA acts as a
confounder with the potential to modulate neuronal plasticity and thus recover independently
from or in interaction with the medication. Therefore, researchers need to control for this
confounder, which can be done using our framework to assess PA. Furthermore, biological
recovery would need to be disentangled from compensation to investigate the effectiveness of
clinical interventions. Applying algorithms to assess gait quality and upper limb compensation
developed within our framework will help to understand whether functional recovery was
driven by true biological recovery or by learned compensatory strategies.
To summarize, we now have a framework which can be and is currently implemented
into the clinical routine of acute SCI rehabilitation and clinical intervention trials. This
framework enables clinicians and researchers to assess movement quantity and quality
and to evaluate and understand measured PA levels using our acquired norm data. We de-
livered the first comprehensive framework with which researchers will be able to entangle
the causality between PA and functional recovery, investigate the effect of new therapeutic
interventions and increase the PA in acute and chronic SCI individuals in order to improve
the effect of rehabilitation and the quality of life of individuals with an SCI.
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Appendix A. Supplementary material to Chapter 4
in-patients out-patients
AC 6 91
SED 28 80
LPA 15 158
MVPA 42 105
DISTTOT 66 81
DISTTOT 49 69
LAT 89 9
VEL 82 56
Table A.1 – Sample size calculation for activity counts (AC), time spent in sedentary activity
(SED), low physical activity (LPA), and moderate-to-vigorous activity (MVPA), total distance
travelled in a wheelchair (DISTTOT), distance travelled actively in a wheelchair (DISTTOT), lat-
erality (LAT) and mean velocity (VEL) for pooled in-and out-patients. The desired confidence
interval width is set to 0.2.
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Figure B.1 – Longitudinal changes of activity counts (AC) during the rehabilitation from 2
weeks after injury (Stage VA) to 6 months after injury (Stage A3) during leisure time and active
therapies for patients with a thoracic/lumbar lesion (light blue) and a cervical lesion (dark
blue). Plotted is the mean value and the standard deviation (error bars).
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AC REST SED LPA MVPA
t-ratio p-value t-ratio p-value t-ratio p-value t-ratio p-value t-ratio p-value
MAIN EFFECTS
Stage A1 - VA
a a
-0.12 0.999
a
3.09 0.007
A2 - A1 3.61 0.001 5.21 <0.001
A3 - A2 -3.45 0.002 2.60 0.031
Group thoracic -cervical a a a a 3.65 <0.001
Therapy leisure - active therapy a a a -10.74 <0.001 -6.01 <0.001
INTERACTION EFFECTS
cervical
Stage A1 - VA 5.36 <0.001 -3.93 <0.001
b
3.46 0.005
bA2 - A1 7.64 <0.001 -8.17 <0.001 3.41 0.005
A3 - A2 3.75 0.002 -1.83 0.333 4.33 <0.001
Therapy leisure - active therapy -10.20 <0.001 14.24 <0.001 -4.57 <0.001 b
thoracic
Stage A1 - VA 4.49 <0.001 -2.75 0.039
b
1.90 0.297
bA2 - A1 0.70 0.045 -1.52 0.544 1.37 0.657
A3 - A2 0.43 0.998 -0.21 1.000 -0.40 0.999
Therapy leisure - active therapy -10.20 <0.001 6.76 <0.001 0.05 0.959 b
leisure
Stage A1 - VA 3.82 0.001 -2.13 0.183
b b bA2 - A1 3.81 0.001 -3.24 0.009
A3 - A2 1.81 0.347 -0.95 0.906
Group thoracic -cervical 2.81 0.006 -1.34 0.185 -0.81 0.425 b b
active therapy
Stage A1 - VA 6.38 <0.001 -4.71 <0.001
b b bA2 - A1 5.80 <0.001 -5.37 <0.001
A3 - A2 1.57 0.496 -0.74 0.968
Group thoracic -cervical 2.81 0.006 0.51 0.612 -3.57 0.001 b b
Stage VA
Group thoracic -cervical 2.71 0.007 -1.54 0.126 b 1.53 0.129 b
Therapy leisure - active therapy -1.74 0.083 2.96 0.004 b b b
Stage A1
Group thoracic -cervical 3.79 <0.001 -1.72 0.090 b 1.28 0.205 b
Therapy leisure - active therapy -7.24 <0.001 9.31 <0.001 b b b
Stage A2
Group thoracic -cervical 2.38 0.020 0.74 0.464 b 0.74 0.463 b
Therapy leisure - active therapy -9.30 <0.001 11.56 <0.001 b b b
Stage A3
Group thoracic -cervical 0.69 0.491 1.23 0.220 b -1.50 0.136 b
Therapy leisure - active therapy -5.76 <0.001 7.54 <0.001 b b b
Table B.1 – Post-hoc comparisons for all significant effects in the ‘basic’ models. Post-hoc
comparisons of main effects involved in a significant interaction were conducted for the
interaction effect only. The Tukey multiple-comparison test was applied for pairwise compar-
isons, multivariate testing was used for comparing stages. Note that stages were compared
consecutively only. Significant comparisons (α = 0.05) are highlighted in bold. a main effect
involved in significant interaction. b non-significant effect.
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AC REST SED LPA MVPA
t-ratio p-value t-ratio p-value t-ratio p-value t-ratio p-value t-ratio p-value
MAIN EFFECTS
Stage A1 - VA
a a b a
0.91 0.731
A2 - A1 1.39 0.412
A3 - A2 1.93 0.156
Group thoracic -cervical a a b a b
Therapy leisure - active therapy a a a -12.34 <0.001 a
Mobility wheelchair - ambulatory b b -8.70 <0.001 6.75 <0.001 -2.14 0.034
Gender male - female a b b b -2.15 0.040
Center Center 1 - Center 2 -3.20 0.014 1.93 0.242
b b
-2.75 0.049
Center 1 - Center 3 -0.02 1.000 1.59 0.401 0.71 0.894
Center 1 - Center 4 -0.09 1.000 -1.10 0.695 -1.69 0.349
Center 2 - Center 3 2.16 0.151 0.36 0.984 2.24 0.134
Center 2 - Center 4 2.40 0.095 -2.54 0.076 0.74 0.879
Center 3 - Center 4 -0.05 1.000 -2.14 0.163 -1.69 0.346
Age c c b b c
SCIM selfcare c c c c c
INTERACTION EFFECTS
cervical
Stage A1 - VA 3.52 0.003 -2.48 0.081
b
3.70 0.002
bA2 - A1 3.80 0.001 -5.17 <0.001 4.86 <0.001
A3 - A2 2.34 0.115 -0.94 0.913 2.21 0.158
Therapy leisure - active therapy b 13.88 <0.001 b b b
thoracic
Stage A1 - VA 2.73 0.041 -1.33 0.689
b
1.02 0.878
bA2 - A1 1.07 0.857 -0.36 0.999 0.56 0.993
A3 - A2 -0.90 0.931 0.46 0.998 -0.99 0.896
Therapy leisure - active therapy b 6.59 <0.001 b b b
leisure
Stage A1 - VA 1.73 0.397 -0.54 0.994
b b bA2 - A1 1.38 0.652 -1.51 0.554
A3 - A2 0.21 1.000 0.01 1.000
Group thoracic -cervical b 0.60 0.551 b b b
Gender male - female -2.35 0.024 b b b b
active therapy
Stage A1 - VA 4.64 <.001 -3.27 0.008
b b bA2 - A1 3.29 0.007 -3.57 0.003
A3 - A2 0.30 1.000 -0.14 1.000
Group thoracic -cervical b 2.17 0.033 b b b
Gender male - female 0.24 0.809 b b b b
Stage VA
Group thoracic -cervical 1.49 0.138 -0.19 0.846 b 1.18 0.243 b
Therapy leisure - active therapy -1.07 0.284 2.83 0.005 b b b
Stage A1
Group thoracic -cervical 1.94 0.055 0.28 0.782 b -0.04 0.972 b
Therapy leisure - active therapy -6.49 <0.001 9.32 <0.001 b b b
Stage A2
Group thoracic -cervical 0.72 0.476 2.28 0.025 b -1.65 0.102 b
Therapy leisure - active therapy -8.54 <0.001 11.58 <0.001 b b b
Stage A3
Group thoracic -cervical -1.23 0.222 2.71 0.008 b -3.02 0.003 b
Therapy leisure - active therapy -5.66 <0.001 7.96 <0.001 b b b
Age
leisure - active therapy b b -4.31 <0.001 b b
SCIM selfcare
leisure - active therapy b b 5.28 <0.001 b -3.42 0.001
female
leisure - active therapy -3.77 <0.001 b b b b
male
leisure - active therapy -10.47 <0.001 b b b b
Table B.2 – Post-hoc comparisons for all significant effects in the ‘full’ models. Post-hoc
comparisons of main effects involved in a significant interaction were conducted for the
interaction effect only. The Tukey multiple-comparison test was applied for pairwise compar-
isons, multivariate testing was used for comparing stages. Note that stages were compared
consecutively only. For the interaction effects SCIM self-care and therapy as well as age and
therapy, the significance test was applied for the differences between slopes. Significant com-
parisons (α = 0.05) are highlighted in bold. a main effect involved in significant interaction. b
non-significant effect. c significant main effect, but no post-hoc comparison possible, because
of continuous scale of the variables.s
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AC REST SED LPA MVPA
EMM SE EMM SE EMM SE EMM SE EMM SE
Stage VA
a a
10.74 0.98
a
0.19 0.13
A1 10.62 0.60 0.74 0.19
A2 13.05 0.66 1.70 0.28
A3 10.03 0.79 2.55 0.42
Plegia cervical
a a a a
0.54 0.16
thoracic 1.85 0.41
Therapy leisure time
a a a
19.20 1.57 0.64 0.14
active therapy 28.51 1.71 1.69 0.32
Interaction cervical VA 140.80 29.16 32.07 2.86
b
14.86 1.97
b
stage*plegia A1 295.57 31.69 23.30 1.74 20.95 1.72
A2 473.59 40.85 14.46 1.41 24.95 1.92
A3 610.35 52.67 12.33 1.47 32.16 2.44
thoracic VA 297.97 55.89 25.44 3.27 20.03 2.95
A1 531.56 61.19 18.53 2.26 24.76 2.71
A2 645.47 65.54 16.19 2.04 27.28 2.74
A3 678.19 88.98 15.72 2.56 26.14 3.34
Interaction leisure time VA 180.99 31.98 33.14 2.84
b b b
stage*therapy A1 309.53 30.90 27.74 1.89
A2 413.58 35.21 22.81 1.68
A3 493.04 50.37 21.01 2.03
active therapy VA 245.67 39.07 24.51 2.51
A1 513.21 42.67 14.93 1.44
A2 719.94 49.92 9.31 1.12
A3 814.70 69.99 8.37 1.37
Interaction leisure time cervical 267.88 29.10 27.98 1.89 10.68 0.65
b b
therapy*plegia thoracic 417.26 50.36 24.03 2.42 9.81 0.89
active therapy cervical 457.78 40.91 13.05 1.36 14.39 0.83
thoracic 648.00 65.23 14.19 1.97 9.75 0.99
Table B.3 – Estimated marginal means (EMM) and standard errors (SE) for all significant
effects involving categorical variables in the ‘basic’ models. Please note that the EMM and SE
were back-transformed from the square-root-scale to facilitate interpretation only. EMM were
calculated for significant effects only. If a main effect was involved in a significant interaction,
EMM were calculated for the interaction effect only. a main effect involved in significant
interaction. b non-significant effect.
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AC REST SED LPA MVPA
EMM SE EMM SE EMM SE EMM SE EMM SE
Stage VA
a a b a
1.13 1.13
A1 1.39 0.30
A2 1.67 0.32
A3 2.21 0.48
Group cervical
a a b a a
thoracic
Therapy leisure
a a b
13.03 1.59
a
active therapy 20.90 1.95
Mobility wheelchair
b b
10.80 0.46 25.21 1.60 1.09 0.14
ambulatory 25.99 2.26 9.99 2.03 2.15 0.61
Gender female
a b b b
1.91 0.39
male 1.27 1.27
Center 1 365.39 31.00 20.87 2.13
b b
1.31 0.29
2 519.54 52.22 16.16 2.41 2.24 0.48
3 366.33 51.39 14.79 3.28 1.00 0.42
4 370.02 50.42 24.10 3.09 1.90 0.43
Interaction cervical VA 233.82 37.03 24.13 3.03
b
10.93 2.01
b
Stage*Group A1 349.78 30.40 19.20 2.04 16.22 1.93
A2 452.77 31.24 13.33 1.57 21.66 2.12
A3 532.47 43.12 12.23 1.82 24.84 2.65
thoracic VA 317.11 48.34 23.38 3.13 14.15 2.37
A1 452.92 50.49 19.99 2.66 16.13 2.36
A2 492.86 53.21 19.40 2.83 16.90 2.58
A3 438.13 72.76 20.53 3.66 14.93 2.99
Interaction leisure time VA 252.14 35.23 27.58 2.86
b b b
Stage*Therapy A1 314.07 28.44 26.29 2.22
A2 351.64 29.64 23.91 2.17
A3 359.68 44.05 23.94 2.87
active therapy VA 296.53 41.23 20.21 2.59
A1 495.61 39.45 13.88 1.75
A2 611.41 43.24 10.02 1.51
A3 627.07 63.22 9.83 1.95
Interaction leisure time cervical
b
24.53 2.19
b b b
Therapy*Group thoracic 26.30 2.94
active therapy cervical 10.69 1.57
thoracic 15.94 2.54
Interaction leisure time female 362.52 36.40
b b b b
Gender*Therapy male 276.19 26.65
active therapy female 490.92 51.10
male 504.84 40.50
Table B.4 – Estimated marginal means (EMM) and standard errors (SE) for all significant
effects involving categorical variables in the ‘full’ models. Please note that the EMM and SE
were back-transformed from the square-root-scale to facilitate interpretation. EMM were
calculated for significant effects only. If a main effect was involved in a significant interaction,
EMM were calculated for the interaction effect only. a main effect involved in significant
interaction. b non-significant effect.
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AC REST SED LPA MVPA
EM trends SE EM trends SE EM trends SE EM trends SE EM trends SE
SCIM self-care 21.22 3.25 -0.69 0.17 a 0.44 0.15 a
Age -3.39 1.08 0.12 0.06 a b -0.02 0.01
Interaction leisure time
b b
0.03 0.11
b
0.10 0.02
SCIM self-care*Therapy active therapy -0.49 0.11 0.27 0.04
Interaction leisure time
b b
0.04 0.03
b b
Age*Therapy active therapy 0.10 0.03
Table B.5 – Estimated marginal (EM) trends and standard errors (SE) for all significant effects
involving continuous variables in the ‘full’ models. Please note that the EM trends and SE were
calculated after back-transforming from the square-root-scale to facilitate interpretation. EM
trends were calculated for significant effects only. If a main effect was involved in a significant
interaction, EM trends were calculated for the interaction effect only. a main effect involved in
significant interaction. b non-significant effect.
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Appendix C. Supplementary material to Chapter 7
Figure C.1 – Dendrogram resulting from hierarchical clustering of PA metrics. ’wheelSCI_xx’
denote wheelchair-dependent SCI subjects, ’wheel_athleteSCI_xx’ wheelchair-dependent SCI
subjects participating in regular sports training and matches, ’ambuSCI_xx’ ambulatory SCI
subjects, and ’control_xx’ healthy controls.
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MET general SED/LPA/MVPA
mean MET time spent in SED/LPA/MVPA (minutes/24h) Activity counts (AC) *
standard deviation MET MET-minutes of SED/LPA/MVPA (MET-minutes/24h) total time spent in bouts > 10min of MVPA (minutes/24h)*
maximal MET mean bout length > 2min in SED/LPA/MVPA (minutes)
mean bout length > 5min in SED/LPA/MVPA (minutes)
mean bout length > 10min in SED/LPA/MVPA (minutes)
number of bouts > 2min in SED/LPA/MVPA (minutes)
number of bouts > 5min in SED/LPA/MVPA (minutes)
number of bouts > 10min in SED/LPA/MVPA (minutes)
Table C.1 – Calculated PA metrics used for hierarchical clustering. * Metrics were not used in
hierarchical clustering but only reported to compare between clusters and to literature.
wheelchair-dependent wheelchair-dependent ambulatory ambulatory
moderate independence high independence moderate walking capacity high walking capacity χ2 p-value
n = 16 n = 12 n = 21 n = 20
Age [years] 50 (16.5) 47.5 (12.8) 53 (20) 55.5 (15) 2.34 0.506
Body mass index [kg/m2] 24.2 (9.6) 22.5 (2.2) 24.7 (6) 23.3 (4.6) 3.57 0.312
Gender - 1
female 3 2 4 4
male 13 10 17 16
Plegia - < 0.001
paraplegic 7 10 13 5
tetraplegic 8 2 6 1
control 1 2 14
Main mobility type < 0.001
wheelchair-user 13 12 3 0
pedestrian 3 0 18 20
Time after injury [years] 8.6 (11.6) 19 (13) 14.1 (13) 12.8 (11.5) 2.68 0.443
SCIM self-care score [-] 18 (9.5)b,c 20 (1) 20 (0)b 20 (0)c 18.58 < 0.001
SCIM mobility room and toilet score [-] 10 (5)b 10 (0) 10 (0)b 10 (0) 12.58 0.006
SCIM mobility indoors and outdoors score [-] 8 (5.5)b,c 8 (1.5)d,e 30 (8.5)b,d 29.5 (1.8)c,e 24.37 < 0.001
upper limb motor score [-] 99 (31.5) 100 (0.8) 100 (2.5) 100 (0) 6.71 0.082
reported time exercising [h/day] 1 (1.8) 1 (2) 0.8 (1.4) 1.9 (2.7) 3.83 0.281
reported time working [h/day] 0 (7.8)c 3.7 (7.6)d 9.5 (5.3)d 11.3 (6.1)c 12.78 0.005
distance in 6MWT [m] 590 (79) - 524.5 (231) 576.5 (191.5) 2.27 0.321
time in 10MWT [sec] 5.2 (1.2) - 6.3 (3) 5.9 (3) 2.06 0.357
time in TUG [sec] 5.7 (0.6) - 6.9 (4.5) 6.6 (3.5) 1.49 0.474
average MET [MET/day] 1.47 (0.32)b,c 1.72 (0.22)d,e 2.14 (0.24)b,d 2.23 (0.56)c,e 41.75 < 0.001
time spent in SED [min/day] 751.25 (161.93)a,b 487.66 (164.74)a,e 357.68 (289.26)b,f 772.51 (162.61)e,f 45.16 < 0.001
MET-minutes in SED [MET-min/day] 962.99 (192.63)a,b 644.69 (212.71)a,e 463.24 (356.31)b,f 955.88 (198.11)e,f 43.84 < 0.001
time spent in LPA [min/day] 397.7 (346.64)a 760.55 (194.88)a,d,e 551.93 (214.25)d,f 235.5 (68.33)e,f 43.27 < 0.001
MET-minutes in LPA [MET-min/day] 779.7 (571.37)a,b 1549.9 (408.6)a,e 1159.61 (512.63)b,f 486.99 (149.47)e,f 43.93 < 0.001
time spent in MVPA [min/day] 13.97 (30.75)b,c 46 (57.33)d,e 294.89 (160.74)b,d 321.83 (177.62)c,e 47 < 0.001
MET-minutes in MVPA [MET-min/day] 46.28 (114.44)b,c 180.41 (196.98)d,e 1106.73 (664.33)b,d 1546.02 (969.08)c.e 47.71 < 0.001
time spent in bouts >10 min of MVPA [min/day] 0 (0)b,c 3.92 (28.23)e 26.35 (54.94)b 65.43 (70.62)c,e 33.38 < 0.001
average activity counts [counts/min] 667.36 (249.69)b,c 881.87 (219.34)d,e 1328.76 (406)b,d 1411.64 (540.57)c,e 37.99 < 0.001
Table C.2 – Demographics, clinical scores, and PA metrics of PA clusters resulting from hier-
archical clustering. a-f denote significant post-hoc comparisons (p-value < 0.05) between
clusters: a ‘wheelchair-dependent with moderate independence’ vs. ‘wheelchair-dependent
with high independence’ , b ‘wheelchair-dependent with moderate independence’ vs. ‘ambula-
tory with moderate walking capacity’, c ‘wheelchair-dependent with moderate independence’
vs. ‘ambulatory with high walking capacity’, d ‘wheelchair-dependent with high independence’
vs. ‘ambulatory with moderate walking capacity’, e ‘wheelchair-dependent with high indepen-
dence’ vs. ‘ambulatory with high walking capacity’, and f ‘ambulatory with moderate walking
capacity’vs. ‘ambulatory with high walking capacity’.
Reference
Prediction
PA class 1 PA class 2 PA class 3 PA class 4
PA class 1 10 2 1 0
PA class 2 3 10 3 0
PA class 3 1 0 7 1
PA class 4 2 0 10 19
Table C.3 – : Confusion matrix of the multinomial regression model.
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